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INTRODUCTION 1 

Introduction 
This is the second edition of Vermont Caves, A Geologic and Historical Guide. It has been 16 years 
since the first edition appeared in 1994. This edition is being presented as the 2010 NSS Convention 
guidebook. Additionally, Chuck Porter was kind enough to compile an additional section on the most 
significant caves of the eastern Adirondacks in New York, just across Lake Champlain to the west of 
Vermont. 

The first publication to attempt to chronicle Vermont caves in a somewhat thorough manner, New 
England's Buried Treasure, by Clay Perry was published in 1946 by Stephen Daye Press. One chapter 
of 30 pages covered various chatty bits of information about Vermont's caves. Quite a few rumored and 
reported caves were mentioned that were never visited by the author. Many of these rumored caves 
provided the framework for John Scott in his more thorough attempt to chronicle Vermont's caves in 
his 1959 publication, Caves In Vermont. Serious cave exploration didn't really get started until the mid-
1960s in Vermont. Cave discoveries in Vermont during the late 1960s and early 1970s were extensively 
chronicled by Robert W. Carroll Jr. and reported in various issues of the Northeastern Caver, a regional 
caving publication. In 1977 a group of cavers from the Boston Grotto of the National Speleological 
Society (NSS) decided to start mapping the caves of Vermont with the ultimate goal of publishing an 
updated book on the caves of Vermont. In 1980 they formed the Vermont Speleological Survey, a study 
group of the NSS. Mapping activity dropped off after the first few years and by the mid 1980s the 
Vermont Speleological Survey had become inactive. In the late 1980s sporadic mapping was carried out 
by various individuals. In 1992 Vermont cavers formed a new group, the Vermont Cavers Association 
(VCA), a grotto (chapter) of the NSS. The VCA provided a good forum for cavers interested in Vermont 
caves to get together. Since the VCA was formed cave exploration and mapping work in Vermont has 
taken on new vigor. The VCA also happens to be the organization sponsoring the 2010 NSS Convention 
held in Essex Junction, Vermont. 

The focus of this book changed over time from a simple map and description book to a more complete 
look at the caves, history of exploration, and how they fit in with the complex geology of Vermont. This 
book has a strong geologic slant and it is hoped that non-geologists can wade through the geology to get 
a better understanding of the caves of Vermont and why they are where they are today. The focus of this 
book is mainly on the solutional caves in Vermont, caves formed in marble and limestone. One might 
wonder about the significance of many of the very short caves described in this book. Their presence is 
noted for a number of reasons: First as a tool for cave hunters to spare multiple re-discoveries of the same 
small holes. Second, some of these small prospects may well get turned into more significant caves with 
some digging. And last, at some locations, the mere existence of solutional caves is of greater geologic 
interest than the cave itself. This book also covers the most notable non-solutional caves in Vermont, 
many of which are found in the Green Mountains. Underground mines are not covered although they 
are of interest to many cavers. 

The bulk of the solutional caves in Vermont are found in two physiographic provinces, the Vermont 
Valley and the Champlain Valley. The cave descriptions in this book start in the southern Vermont 
Valley and work their way north. This physiographic province covers most of the cave-forming areas 
of Bennington and Rutland Counties. North of Brandon, Vermont, the Vermont Valley changes into the 
Champlain Valley. The Champlain Valley covers the remainder of the cave-forming areas in Addison, 
Chittenden, and Grand Isle Counties. The differences in the geology between the two physiographic 
provinces, such as metamorphic grade, lateral continuity of the various rock formations, and the effect 
of the terrain on the hydrology sets up natural boundaries for the presentation of the caves and their 
geologic characteristics. It is for this reason that the cave descriptions progress from south to north. 
A third physiographic province, the Green Mountains, also needs to be mentioned as there are now 
enough caves found in localized carbonate slivers scattered throughout the Green Mountains to make 
caves in this province more than an oddity and deserving of study. The Green Mountains flank the 
eastern sides of the Vermont and Champlain Valleys. A number of interesting non-solutional caves 
are scattered among these three major physiographic provinces and are covered in their own chapter 
organized in the same south to north order as the rest of the cave descriptions. 

The reader will notice that in the cave description section, cave locations are somewhat general. The 
USGS topographic quadrangle map where the caves are located is listed under the name of the cave. 
Exact locations by longitude and latitude are not given. Cavers using this guide are encouraged to hook 
up with organized caving groups such as the VCA. Individuals in these groups are sure to know how to 
get to many of the caves in this guide. As this guide gets older, organized caving groups are much more 
likely to have up-to-date information on which caves are open or closed for visitation by the landowners 
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and what additional new caves have been found. Sadly most of the caves described here are closed to 
general visitation. All but a few are located on private property. This guidebook is intended to be a 
comprehensive look at Vermont's caves, not a list of caves that are presently open to visitation. 

Many of the maps in this guide are presented with metric units of measure because that is the way they 
were drafted. Others are in feet. Pay attention to the map scale to determine what units are being used 
on the maps. The descriptions in the text of this guide are all in feet . 

Welcome to Vermont and the 2010 NSS Convention. 
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Taconic Mountains, looking north from Mount Equinox Peter Quick 

Physiographic Setting 

The marble belt in Rutland and Bennington Counties occupies the floor of the Vermont Valley and 
outcrops on the eastern flanks of the Taconic Mountains. The Vermont Valley is the southern extension 
of the Champlain Valley. The Vermont Valley is sandwiched between the resistant metamorphic 
crystalline rocks to the east (Green Mountains) and resistant phyllites to the west (Taconic Mountains). 
The soluble and easily erodible nature of the carbonates between the more resistant rocks explains the 
existence of the Vermont Valley. 

It is assumed that the Vermont Valley was drained to the north towards Lake Champlain and that 
the base level of erosion was completed by the Eocene (Dale, 1933). With the advent of the Pleistocene 
glaCiations starting perhaps 2.6 million years ago, the Vermont Valley experienced a number of glacial 
advances and retreats marked by depositional periods. Till, clay, and stratified deposits were deposited 
in the valley disrupting drainage. The valley is now drained by a number of smaller rivers running 
in various directions. These present rivers are carving their way downward through glacial clays and 
sands but in most places have not reached the Eocene base level of erosion. 

The Taconic Mountains flanking the western side of the Vermont Valley rise up as much as 2,500 feet 
above the valley floor. The carbonates that dip west under the mountains are exposed at various heights 
along the eastern sides of the mountains. It is on these slopes that most known caves in Rutland and 
Bennington Counties occur. The physiographic province known as the Champlain Valley is the northern 
continuation of the Vermont Valley. It starts roughly just north of Brandon, and extends all the way north 
to Canada along Lake Champlain. The Champlain Valley has less definition than the narrow and steep
walled Vermont Valley. On its east side, it is flanked by resistant metamorphic schists and quartzites 
that form the Green Mountains. It is mainly floored by soluble and easily erodible carbonates that tend 
to have a higher metamorphic grade in the southern and eastern parts of the valley. The valley contains 
rolling hills and swampy lowlands and terminates in the west on the other side of Lake Champlain in 
New York. In places, the Champlain Valley is punctuated by isolated mountains. These mountains are 
erosional remnants of older non-ca rbonate rocks that were thrust-faulted from the east to west over the 
Champlain Valley carbonates. 

The Champlain Valley is drained by a number of small creeks running into Lake Champlain. The Otter 
Creek is the la rgest of the rivers that runs through much of the length of the Champlain Valley. Its origin 
is in southern Vermont in Bennington County. There are far fewer known caves in the Champlain Valley 
than in the Vermont Valley. The largest concentration of caves occurs near the town of Middlebury, 
somewhat close to Otter Creek. 
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Geologic History of the Vermont and Champlain Valleys 

The solutional caves of the Vermont Valley (Rutland and Bennington Counties) are nearly all formed in 
metamorphosed carbonates of the Upper Cambrian and Lower Ordovician. The solutional caves in the 
Champlain Valley, Addison, Chittenden, and Grand Isle Counties, while not as plentiful, are also found 
in these carbonates. The Lower Ordovician carbonates overlie a thick sequence of Cambrian dolomites 
and orthoquartzites. The combined thickness of the Cambro-Ordovician carbonate sequence is thought 
to be 6000 feet or more. This carbonate sequence was formed in early Paleozoic times, 550 million years 
ago, on a gradually subsiding carbonate shelf that marked the eastern limits of a continental landmass 
known as Laurentia. The gradual subsidence maintained the depositional surface at a relatively uniform 
level and thus permitted the thick accumulation of carbonates in a shallow environment. It is estimated 
that the sediments accumulated at a rate of 50 to 65 feet per million years. (Baldwin, 1980) 

The early Cambrian sediments were deposited unconformably on an already deformed Precambrian 
basement, previously produced by the separation and collision of continental landmasses. In the Vermont 
Valley, the basal Cambrian rock that marks the angular unconformity between the Precambrian rocks 
and the overlying carbonates is the Dalton or Mendon Formation, a metamorphosed arkosic quartzite 
and conglomerate. Throughout the Early Cambrian sandy dolomitic carbonates were laid down. 

By the Late Cambrian and Early Ordovician purer calcitic and dolomitic carbonates were laid down, 
indicating a slight deepening of the waters of the depositional environment. It is in these formations, the 
Clarendon Springs, the Shelburne, the Bascom, and the Chipman that the major caves in Rutland and 
Bennington Counties are formed. 

Overlying the Lower Ordovician carbonates are Middle Ordovician limestones and shales or their 
metamorphic counterpart, phyllites. The overlying shales indicate a major change in sedimentation 
during this time caused by a collision of the continental edge with a volcanic arc. Subsidence of the 
continental edge was accelerated as the leading edge was subducted and thrust under the colliding sheet. 
Deeper water sediments such as shales were deposited. This event marked the beginning of the Taconic 
Orogeny, 480 to 435 million years ago and the beginnings of the formation of a super continent known 
as Pangaea when Laurentia collided with Baltica. In the area of western Vermont and Massachusetts 
and adjoining eastern New York state massive thrust faults were stacked above each other and rose 
to form the Taconic Mountains. As the continental collision progressed, the subduction zone stalled 
and further massive thrusting and folding was accompanied by uplift to the east, ultimately forming 
the Green Mountains and the Berkshire Highlands. The huge thrust faults emplaced what is now 
known as the Taconic Sequence. A very complex chain of events took place during the faulting. As the 
major thrust sheets were passing over the carbonates, numerous smaller drag thrusts occurred in the 
underlying carbonates, in many places shingling and intermingling the various carbonate formations. 
Because of the heat and pressure associated with the thrust faulting, the underlying rocks underwent 
metamorphic changes. Folding, flowage, and recrystallization changed the underlying carbonates from 
limestones to marbles, and the shales to phyllites. The carbonates to undergo the greatest metamorphic 
changes were the purer dolomites and limestones. The shaley and sandy limestones were more resistant 
to recrystallization. The extent and severity of the metamorphism on the carbonates and shales was 
determined by their location with respect to the thrust sheets. The carbonates closer to the base of the 
Green Mountains (to the east) and those under the thickest parts of the thrust sheets underwent the 
greatest deformation and metamorphism. The carbonates near the edges of the thrust sheets and to the 
west, towards Lake Champlain, experienced a decreasing amount of metamorphism to none at all. The 
caves in the northwestern part of Rutland County and those to the north and west of Middlebury in the 
Champlain Valley are formed in relatively unmetamorphosed limestones. 

The huge Taconic thrust faults placed older Cambrian phyllites and quartzites on top of the Ordovician 
carbonates. The mountaintops of the Taconics from Bennington to Brandon are primarily Cambrian 
phyllites. The contact with the underlying carbonates marks a major thrust fault surface. To the north in 
the Champlain Valley, there are a number of isolated mountains with Cambrian quartzite caps, overlying 
Ordovician carbonates, also marking major thrust fault surfaces. 

The Taconic Orogeny continued into the late Ordovician. While the mountains were uplifting to the east, 
erosion led to the deposition of various sediments to the west in the middle to late Ordovician times. 

After the Taconic Orogeny, the Vermont and Champlain Valleys did not undergo much more significant 
tectonic modification. The formation of the supercontinent Pangaea continued and in the Mid
Devonian, around 407 million years ago, another stage of mountain building occurred a bit further to 
the east, known as the Acadian Orogeny. This may have led to some further uplift, folding, faulting, 
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and metamorphic modification of the Taconic sequence. The metamorphic and structural effects of the 
Acadian Orogeny are best observed in eastern Vermont. The next significant tectonic event to have 
affected the rocks of the Vermont and Champlain Valleys was a series of high-angle faults running much 
of the length of Vermont, closer to the eastern edges of the valleys at the foot of the Green Mountains. 
The age of these faults is uncertain but may well be related to the late Triassic rift faulting caused when 
the super continent Pangaea started ripping apart in a south-to-north direction some 200 million years 
ago (Stanley, 1980). Numerous smaller high-angle cross faults formed perpendicular to the large north
south faults. Other associated fracturing may well have set up some of the jointing later to be opened by 
glacial rebound. The final tectonic event to have affected the Cambro-Ordovician carbonates was during 
the Early Cretaceous. This event is marked by various dikes and igneous intrusions cutting across the 
deformed rocks. The intrusions are correlated with the White Mountain magma series emplaced around 
120 million years ago. Since then the rocks of western Vermont have experienced various erosional and 
glacial events, thus resulting in the landscape that exists today. 

Carbonate Stratigraphy of the Vermont and Champlain Valleys 

The state of Vermont has carbonate deposits that run the entire 160 mile north-south length of the state 
parallel to the western border with New York. The carbonates have been tipped, folded, metamorphosed, 
and extensively faulted. In places the carbonate sequence is thousands of feet thick and in many places 
has the hydrologic potential for caves as deep as 1000 feet. One might imagine that Vermont could have 
quite a few caves in all this carbonate rock. Unfortunately metamorphism, dolomitization, and heavy 
glacial deposits have conspired against extensive cavern formation and cavers' ability to find many 
caves in the state. 

The description of the carbonate stratigraphic sequence over the next few pages is intended to be a 
brief review of the various formations in which solutional caves are known to form. The stratigraphic 
descriptions have been compiled from geologic literature, primarily from bulletins of the Vermont 
Geological Survey, and the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) and not from any large amount of direct 
observation by the author. It should be understood that in order to give brief stratigraphic descriptions, 
much generalizing was necessary. In many places such generalizations have been made difficult by 
differing geologic interpretations from geologic quadrangle to quadrangle. The differing interpretations 
by various geologists are understandable. Lateral facies changes, limited bedrock outcrop in the valleys 
due to glacial sedimentation, extremely folded and faulted bedrock, and the effects of decreasing 
metamorphic grades and grain size to the northwest makes presenting a single statewide stratigraphic 
column of the carbonates in Vermont, difficult at best. The Vermont Geological Survey is working to 
update the state geologic map. The last statewide map was produced in 1961. Most of the formation 
names in the following stratigraphic descriptions are taken from that map although some changes have 
been made over the years as knowledge has increased. 

It should be pointed out that geologists who first mapped the carbonates of western Vermont treated the 
sequence of rock units from the Mendon Formation up to the Orwell Limestone as a fairly continuous 
conformable sequence. More recently, detailed geologic mapping has revealed that many of the contacts 
between rock units that were formerly thought to be conformable are actually thrust fault surfaces. 
There is evidence that many of the formations have been tectonically thickened by thrust faulting. 
Differing interpretations of formation thickness from geologic map to geologic map is better explained 
by this process than by dramatic lateral differences in sedimentation rates. The following descriptions 
do not attempt to structurally interrelate the various formations. For the stratigraphic descriptions to 
make the most sense, they should accompany a statewide geologic map. Some of the major thrust faults 
in the state have moved highly metamorphic rocks into close juxtaposition with sedimentary rocks 
sometimes very close in age. 

In the original studies of the carbonates of western Vermont that led to the naming of the present 
formations, it had been assumed that the carbonates were basically autochthonous (found where they 
were formed), except where obviously faulted . It is probable that the entire carbonate sequence, especially 
in the Vermont Valley, is allochthonous, having been emplaced by a series of massive accretionary thrust 
faults. A number of recent studies support this revised interpretation. (Washington, 1981; Bierbrauer, 
1990; Herrmann, 1992) This would help in many places to explain the complex stratigraphic relationships 
found in the Cambro-Ordovician sequence. More highly detailed mapping is ongoing to sort out these 
structural questions (Washington, 2006). 
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This diagram by Rolf Herrmann (1992) is a good example of the structural complexity of the carbonates which occupy the Vermont and 
Champlain Valleys. Notice that the diagram proposes that aU of the carbonates have been moved and emplaced by thrust faults. This 

multiple thrust model (as opposed to the carbonates being mostly autochthonous and basically a continuous conformable sequence) has 
also been observed to the north in the Florence area by Bierbrauer (1990) and in the Middlebury area by Washington (1981). 

Green Mountain Carbonate Formations 

Sherman Marble 

Geologic mapping by Ratcliffe (1979 and 1993) has redefined the associations of the Sherman marble. 
Previous work in far southern Vermont had classified all the marbles found scattered in the Green 
Mountains to be the Sherman marble member of the Readsboro schist. These marbles are usually highly 
distorted lenses of not great thickness ranging from hundreds to thousands of feet long. 

Three significant areas of the Sherman marble, one in Bennington County and two just over the border 
in Windham County (one being the type locale that gave the Sherman marble its name) were redefined 
as part of the Pre-Cambrian (Middle Proterozoic) Mt. Holly Complex. It is these deposits that are the 
greatest interest to cavers as they have been found to contain a number of caves. The Sherman marble 
consists of either a course-grained white-to-pink calcitic marble or a fine-grained siliceous dolomite 
marble. Its thickness is thought to range between 50 and 300 feet thick. Caves have thus far been found 
only in the white calcitic marbles of the Sherman. 

The other deposits of marbles found throughout the central GreenMountains formerly called the Sherman 
marble have been either reclassified as a dolomitic member of the lower Cambrian to Neoproterozoic 
Hoosac formation, or alternatively as a facies of the Tyson formation (see next description). 
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Hoosac Formation, Tyson Formation, Dalton Formation, Mendon Formation 

Along the length of the Green Mountains are numerous highly metamorphosed carbonate lenses and 
outcrops. Most are quite limited in size, usually longer than they are wide on the scale of hundreds of 
feet rather than thousands of feet in surface exposure. A few exceptions are noted. A number of these 
contain caves and more caves are likely to be found in them. 

These carbonate outcrops are very small components or facies of much larger rock formations. The 
formations that contain them have been mapped and named by various geologists as the Tyson formation, 
the Hoosac formation, the Dalton formation, and the Mendon formation . These formations have been 
extremely deformed and, depending on where they lie, in places by at least three major metamorphic 
events. The Acadian Orogeny (youngest), the Taconic Orogeny, and a likely earlier Pre-Cambrian (?) 
orogeny. 

This being said, it is understandable why these schists, gneisses, and other highly metamorphosed rocks 
with varying mineral assemblages have been given different names and divisions. Ratcliffe (1993) dates 
most of these formations with a lower Cambrian-to-Neoproterozoic age. 

The limited carbonates that appear in these formations have been variously named, in a south-to-north 
order, the Sherman marble, a dolomitic facies of the Tyson formation; the Plymouth marble facies of the 
Hoosac formation; and the Forestdale marble of the Mendon (or Dalton) formation. Since the Sherman 
marble has been restricted to its type local on the Vermont/Massachusetts border as part of the Mt. Holly 
complex, the rest of the above-mentioned carbonates can probably be considered as more closely related 
to one another. For ease of reference it is suggested by Ratcliffe (1993) that the rest of the carbonates 
that exist in these formations be called the Plymouth marble, usually a massive, fine-grained, compact, 
brown, weathering dolomite, and in some places, a calcite. 

In the northeastern part of Rutland County to the east of Pittsford, in the vicinity of Forestdale and 
Chaffe Mountain, is the most ex tensive deposit of this old metamorphic carbonate, mapped here as 
a member of the Mendon formation and was named the Forestdale marble. In the vicinity of Chaffe 
Mountain the Forestdale marble outcrops over a large area, covering much of Chaffe Mountain and its 
western slopes, ranging up to 500 feet thick or more. In this locale, the carbonate is a massive coarsely 
crystalline calcitic marble and contains many silicate minerals. It has colors ranging from white to light 
gray, buff, and cream mottled, and weathers usually with a marked reddish-brown surface (Keith, 1932). 
The Forestdale marble in the vicinity of Chaffe Mountain contains a number of significant caves. 

Vermont Valley and Champlain Valley Cambro-Ordovician Carbonate 

Formation Sequence 

Dunham Dolomite 

The Lower Cambrian age Dunham dolomite is described as a buff-weathered, siliceous dolomite, pink 
and cream mottled, or buff to gray on the fresh surface. It typically weathers to a yellow or orange color. 
The Dunham ranges from 700 to 900 feet thick throughout most of the state, although in the north it is 
thought to range up to 2000 feet in thickness. 

The lower parts of the Dunham are a more massively bedded dolomite, while the upper parts of the 
Dunham are more of a dolomitic sandstone. 

The Dunham dolomite contains many small caves, mainly lakeside, back-flood caves north of Burlington, 
other caves near Milton, and the caves on the Cobble to the northeast of Middlebury. Because of the 
number of caves found in the lower parts of the Dunham, a study of the magnesiumcontent of it might 
help explain why it is more prone to cave formation than other of Vermont's named dolomite formations. 
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Monkton Quartzite 

The Lower Cambrian age Monkton quartzite is listed here because it lies between the Dunham and 
Winooski dolomites. 

In the Vermont Valley, the Monkton quartzite is composed of slightly greenish-gray quartzites 
interbedded with yellow or orange-red weathering gray or buff dolomites. The quantity of sand in the 
formation is greater to the north decreasing and thinning out to the south. The principle rock of the 
formation is dolomite in southern Vermont. To the north in the Champlain Valley, the Monkton quartzite 
has a distinctive red color in its outcrops. Here the formation consists primarily of reddish-brown 
quartzite with some interbeds of pink-to-gray dolomite towards the top of the formation. The Monkton 
ranges from 200 to 1000 feet thick, depending on whose estimate you want to believe. The Monkton is 
not known to contain any caves. 

Winooski Dolomite 

The Winooski dolomite consists of thin-to-thick bedded light gray-to-buff weathering dolomite, being 
gray-to-light pink or buff on the fresh surface. Thin phyllitic and siliceous laminae are common. The 
Winooski ranges from 300 to 600 feet thick. Its age is uncertain but it is thought to be Middle Cambrian, 
but paleontological evidence is lacking. Although it is strongly dolomitic, a few smaller solutional caves 
have been formed in the Winooski dolomite. 

Danby Formation 

The Middle Cambrian Danby formation is a gray, calcitic dolomite, interbedded with white or gray 
vitreous orthoquartzites. In addition to the calcitic dolomites, sandy dolomites occur in the upper part of 
the Danby. In the Vermont Valley, the gray, commonly calcitic dolomites constitute between two-thirds 
and three-quarters of the formation . The Danby grades into the overlying Clarendon Springs formation 
so that the contact is fairly arbitrary. The Danby ranges from 50 to 150 feet in thickness . In the northern 
Champlain Valley, the Danby has a much higher quartz sand content. In the north it ranges up to 500 
feet thick. 

Clarendon Springs Formation, Ticonderoga Formation 

The Upper Cambrian-age Clarendon Springs formation was redefined in 1967 (in the Dorset Mountain 
area) by Thompson to include two lower members of the Shelburne formation. (Thompson, 1967) These 
members are the Sutherland Falls member and the Intermediate Dolomite member. The former 
Clarendon Springs dolomite was changed to become the Lower Dolomite member of the revised 
Clarendon Springs formation . 

The Lower Dolomite member is a massive, gray-weathering calcitic dolomite, buff-to-gray on the fresh 
surface. The Lower Dolomite contains thin beds of quartzite. The most obvious feature of this member 
is the presence of knots and segregations of quartz crystals standing out from weathered surfaces. This 
member is between 200 and 300 feet thick. 

Thompson's (1967) reclassification of the Sutherland Falls member of the Shelburne Formation is not 
without its critics. The geologists at the Vermont Marble Company still recognize it as part of the 
Shelburne formation. They have extensive experience in observing it in their quarries. Other geologists 
also recognize it as part of the Shelburne formation. Bearing this in mind, the following description can 
be placed where the reader feels most comfortable. 

The Sutherland Falls Member is typically a gray- and pink-streaked, white, calcitic marble with dolomite 
curdling. The Sutherland Falls member can be seen to pass laterally into dolomite as one goes north in 
the Vermont Valley. This member is about 100 feet thick. The longest cave in Vermont, Morris Cave, 
is thought to be formed just above the contact between the Lower Dolomite and the Sutherland Falls 
member. 

The Upper Dolomite member (formerly the Intermediate Dolomite of the Shelburne) is a light, medium
gray, thick-bedded, calcitic dolomite. This member contains large irregular masses of quartz thought 
to be recrystallized chert. It is these masses of chert that Thompson (1967) correlated with the chert 
horizons defined by Cady (1945) in the upper limits of the Clarendon Springs dolomite in the Shorham 
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area. The chert masses mark the upper limits of the Clarendon Springs formation . This member is 
between 150 and 200 feet thick. 

To the north and west of Orwell, the Clarendon Springs formation is known as the Ticonderoga 
formation. It is a fairly uniform, massive, smooth weathering, gray, non-metamorphic dolomite. 

Shelburne Formation 

The Shelburne formation contains the lowest Ordovician strata in the Vermont and Champlain Valleys. 
The Shelburne, having lost its lower two members to reclassification, now consists only of the Colombian 
Marble member. The Shelburne formation is a thick-bedded, clean, white, medium-to-coarsely 
crystalline, calcitic marble containing gray or greenish streaks. This is Vermont's marble of commerce, 
being extensively quarried from Brandon south to Danby, much of it being used in monumental 
architecture. The upper limits of the Shelburne are hard to define. This is because the upper parts of the 
white marble mix into the blue-gray Bascom formation . The Shelburne and Bascom contact can clearly 
be seen in the quarries but is hard to distinguish in the field. 

In most of Vermont Valley, the Shelburne is a white marble and contains very little gray marble. The gray 
marble increases with frequency to the south until becoming the predominate color just a little south 
of Arlington. The Shelburne is about 200 to 250 feet thick where not tectonically thickened or thinned. 

To the west and northwest in the Champlain Valley, the metamorphic grade of the Shelburne decreases. 
In its unmetamorphic state, it is generally a pure calcite, fine- to very fine-grained, gray, weathering 
limestone. 

Abundant caves occur in the Shelburne formation. 

Cutting Formation 

The Lower Ordovician Cutting formation has no expression in Vermont much south of Chittenden 
County. It is not known to contain any caves. It is a thick-bedded to massive, fine-to-medium grained, 
nondescript, gray, weathering dolomite. It is estimated to be between 200 to 300 feet thick. 

Bascom Formation 

The Lower Ordovician Bascom formation consists of blue-gray and white calcitic marbles containing 
orange, weathering dolomite beds ranging from a few inches to a few feet thick and also contains 
thin beds of sandy phyllites. In its less metamorphic state, it appears as an interbedded limestone and 
dolomite. Sandy dolomite beds in it produce a characteristic ribbed appearance in weathered outcrops. 
The white calcite marbles of the Bascom are course-grained, while the graphitic, calcitic, blue-gray beds 
are fine-grained. Dolomite interbeds ranging from a few inches to a few feet thick weather to a tan, gray 
or orange color, and frequently have a weathered surface appearing like "thread scored beeswax" (Cady 
1945). These orange, weathering dolomite beds are more resistant to solution and form prominent ledges 
in caves. 

South of Rutland where the carbonates are heavily metamorphosed, folded, and multiply thrust-faulted, 
it is hard to distingUish and map formations above the Shelburne formation and below the overlying 
phyllites. The lithologies from the Bascom through the Chipman formation are mapped as a single 
unit. Hewitt (1961) observed "Although all of the rock units found in the north may be observed in the 
(southern part of the) study area, it is not possible to differentiate and map them as separate formations 
due to the extensive degree of folding and to the fact that several supposedly distinctive characteristics 
are found throughout the vertical extent of the strata." In southern areas of Vermont these formations 
are being collectively identified as the Bascom formation. 

Chipman Formation 

The Chipman formation is made up of four members; the Burchards member, the Weybridge member, 
the Beldens member, and the Bridport Dolomite member. To the north of Brandon, deformation of the 
Chipman is much less severe than to the south. The Burchards, Weybridge, and Beldens members of the 
Chipman formation can be seen to grade laterally into one another in various places near Weybridge. 
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LIMESTONE OF MID-OROOVIC IA N AGE 

The Beldens member is a blue, thin-bedded limestone with abundant 
thin, slatey or phyllitic laminations, having a flaky weathered surface. 
It also has some sandy limestone beds in its unmetamorphic condition. 
The Beldens member in the Brandon area has the same lithologic 
characteristics as it does in the southern part, although it is a fine-grained, 
less-deformed limestone as opposed to a coarse-grained, recrystallized 
marble 

The Burchards member is a massive, blue-gray limestone with some buff
colored, dolomitic mottling. 

BASCOM FORMATION 

f ·;'M UN, I'~ 

The Weybridge is a gray limestone with thin interbeds of sandy limestone. 

The Bridport member consists largely of massive dolomite and is the 
western facies of the formation. The Bridport is typically a dark gray, 
bluish-to-black, fine-grained dolomite. 

In the Vermont Valley, geologists have called it simply the Beldens marble, one of the northern facies 
of the Chipman. fhe geologic maps presently available for most of the Vermont Valley do not use the 
Chipman formation designation, and combine the names Bascom and Beldens. North of Brandon it is 
appropriate to use the Chipman formation descriptions. 

In the Vermont Valley, the Shelburne-to-Chipman form ations are the outermost formation on a rock 
system with a competent quartzite and dolomite core. Folding has caused the less competent calcite 
beds in this sequence to have undergone extreme flowage and faulting. As a result of the deformation, 
bedding is only generally recognizable. General bedding boundaries can be identified on the basis of 
lithologic changes, such as dolomite beds between calcite beds. Deformation has rendered bedding 

Whipple Marble 

indistinguishable from neighboring beds of 
similar lithologic type. In many cases the rocks 
exhibit a secondary metamorphic layering instead 
of true bedding. Dolomite beds that were more 
competent than the surrounding calcite beds during 
deformation often became attenuated during folding 
and developed into boudinage structures. These 
structures can be observed in the walls of many 
caves. 

In the Vermont Valley, thickness of the Bascom 
and Chipman formations cannot be accurately 
determined due to its flowage and thrusting, 
although at least 500 feet is thought to be present. Beldens formation in Boulder Cave. Note the flowage of 

calcite marbles around the boucUns of dolomite. 
The Bascom formation and the Chipman formation, Bill Hammond 
or their various incarnations as described above, 
contain by far the largest percentage of caves in Vermont. 

The identification of the Whipple marble and how it correlates with the surrounding formations is 
not entirely clear. This description will focus on the condition of the Whipple marble in the vicinity 
of Rutland since it is the only locale presently known to contain any caves. The Whipple marble is a 
dark bluish-gray, weathering, fine-grained, thick-bedded, calcitic marble. It contains minor interbeds 
of sandy gray dolomites. It has been found to contain fossils that have been used to determine its age. 
The Whipple marble is probably middle Ordovician in age. Zen (1964) designated the Whipple Marble 
as a member of the phyllitic Ira formation, a basal carbonate facies of the formation. The Whipple 
marble is not very extensive in its outcrop. A couple of bands of it exist in the Rutland area along with 
some scattered lenses along the mountains near Ira. Zen interpreted these lenses to be a facies of the 
surrounding phyllites and thus dated the phyllites from the fossil debris found in the marble. It is as 
probable that the lenses mark the edges of thrust faults and that rather than being a lateral facies of the 
phyllites, they were dragged by the overriding thrusts and emplaced during the extensive faulting and 
folding that the area underwent. The surrounding phyllites could as easily be Cambrian in age. In the 
Rutland area, the Whipple marble ranges up to a few hundred feet thick. 
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Middlebury Limestone, Chazy Group 

The Middlebury limestone is a Middle Ordovician limestone that seems to lie conformably atop the 
Beldens member of the Chipman formation (Lower Ordovician). The Middlebury limestone is found 
in the vicinity of Middlebury. To the north and west (on or beyond different thrust plates) it can be 
subdivided into three formations of the Chazy group. The Middlebury limestone can't be found to the 
south in the Vermont Valley. Its depositional environment either changed dramatically to the south or it 
was laid down and was either eroded or removed by the massive thrust faulting of the Taconic Orogeny. 

The Middlebury limestone is a dark blue-gray, somewhat nodular and granular, thick-bedded, 
incompetent limestone with some buff dolomite and thin shaley beds. One of Vermont's longest caves 
is formed in the Middlebury limestone. The Middlebury limestone is as much as 600 feet thick near 
Middlebury. 

To the west on a different thrust plate or beyond major thrust faults, the Chazy group can be divided 
into three formations: the Day Point member, the Crown Point member, and the Valcour member. The 
Midd lebury limestone is the lateral equivalent of these three formations. 

The Day Point member is a calcareous, quartz sandstone and orange-weathering, dolomitic siltstone. It 
ranges from 50 to 300 feet thick. A few of the caves formed along Lake Champlain in Grand Isle County 
are formed in the Day Point member. 

The Crown Point member resembles closely the Middlebury limestone. It is a massive, bluish-gray, 
weathering limestone with thin, black, shaley laminations. It also contains some orange, weathering 
beds of dolomitic sandstones. It contains many types of fossils. The most distinctive being the large 
gastropod (snail) Maclurites. The Crown Point member has been commercially quarried in a number 
of places on Isle LaMott. When cut and polished it is an attractive black marble with the distinctive 
gastropod fossils exposed. The Crown Point member also contains a number of shoreline erosional 
caves. The Crown Point ranges from 100 to 200 feet thick. 

The Valcour member is a varied formation exhibiting a variety of calcareous sediments. It is made up 
of primarily thick-bedded, dark, dolomitic limestones and orange, weathering, dolomitic siltstones. The 
Valcour ranges from 15 to 100 feet thick. 

Orwell Limestone 

The final rock formation to be considered in this section of the book is the Orwell limestone. It is a lower 
part of the Middle Ordovician-age Black River group. The Orwell limestone is typically a massive, thick
bedded, closely knit, heavy-Iedged, light dove-gray, weathering, rather fine-textured, black limestone 
cut through by innumerable white calcite veins.(Cady 1945) The outcrop of the Orwell limestone is 
not extensive. It is found in the western part of the Champlain Valley ranging from the Rutland and 
Addison County line near Orwell up to Middlebury. The formation is typically 50 feet thick. 

Factors Controlling Dissolutional Cavern Formation in Vermont 

Throughout the cave description part of this book are geologic observations of the caves. The rock 
formation they are formed in; the structural controls such as joints, bedding planes, and faults; how 
they fit in with the local hydrology; and speculations on their age in relation to the latest glaciation are 
addressed in the cave descriptions. The following sections attempt to cover the main factors that help 
explain what factors controlled cave formation in Vermont. 

Dissolution of Vermont's Carbonates 

In limestones, porosity, crystal size, purity of calcite content, bedding planes, and fracturing are what 
all combine to either encourage or deter dissolution and cave formation. The ideal limestone for caves 
to form in is one with an ample acidic water supply, high porosity, small crystal size, high calcite 
content, and bedding plane partings and other fractures that encourage water to flow through the rock. 
Unfortunately few of Vermont's carbonates have these characteristics. 
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Vermont's carbonates range from limestones and dolomites to heavily metamorphosed marbles and 
dolomites. In the northern part of the state, a formation may present as a sedimentary limestone while 
in the Vermont Valley the same formation will be a metamorphic marble. 

Vermont's caves seem to cluster more in the metamorphic marbles than in limestones. In northern 
Vermont where the carbonates are less affected by metamorphism, there are less outcrops of calcitic 
limestones and more extensive exposures of dolomites. 

In the Vermont Valley, metamorphism has eliminated porosity and bedding planes, usually key items in 
the inception of cavern formation in limestones. The metamorphism has also greatly increased crystal 
size in the carbonates, both calcite and dolomite marbles. The metamorphic dolomites are about as 
resistant to cave formation as one can get in Vermont's carbonate rocks. It is safe to generalize that 
dolomites go into solution more reluctantly than calcite limestones. 1;{owever, in cases where dolomites 
are assured of a plentiful supply of water highly undersaturated with dissolved carbonates, solution 
rates will be about the same as with calcite limestones (Palmer, 2007). These are the conditions that 
most of the caves that are found in formations described as dolomites in Vermont were formed under, 
generally lake and river edge caves formed by water pushing inwards into the cave rather than draining 
from the landscape out into the lakes and rivers. 

The fact that caves exist in the highly metamorphosed marbles and are also found in the northern 
dolomites is a testament to the ability of water to dissolve carbonates even in the worst of circumstances. 
In the next section, the role of the structure of the bedrock will be shown to be the key factor that helped 
overcome the mineralogical impediments of Vermont's carbonates. 

It will become evident after reading through many of the cave descriptions that the caves in Vermont 
are primarily formed in the Shelburne formation, the Bascom formation, and the Chipman formation, 
all very calcitic formations . Caves are also found in many of the other formations. They are found in 
both dolomitic and calcitic, and pure and impure carbonates. Initially it would be easy to say that the 
lithology of the Shelburne, Bascom, and Chipman formations favors cavern formation, thus explaining 
the abundance of caves found in these formations. Upon closer examination, it seems that it is their 
favorable location high on the slopes of the Taconic Mountains that has provided the carbonates with an 
ample water supply with large hydrologic head that has driven the inception of caves in these formations. 
It is likely that if the other carbonate formations that are usually found lower in the glaciated valleys, 
were located higher on the mountains, they would have a greater number of caves formed in them 
also. No known studies have been made on the dissolutional rates of Vermont's numerous carbonates, 
potentially fertile grounds for future research. 

Structural Factors 

It should be noted that in some places of highly metamorphosed rocks what appear to be bedding 
planes are actually a secondary metamorphic layering rather than the original bedding planes. This is 
especially true for the calcitic formations in the Vermont Valley. However, for ease of conversation when 
cave passages are controlled by what appears to be the influence of bedding planes or metamorphic 
layering, it will simple be referred to as bedding-controlled. 

Passage orientation in Vermont caves is primarily controlled by joints in the bedrock. In a few cases fault 
planes and bedding planes also influence the passage direction. Bedding plane control is the exception 
rather than the rule, Morris Cave and the lower parts of Hunter Cave being good examples of bedding 
plane control. Well-developed jointing in the bedrock probably occurred during the various periods of 
deformation (Taconic and Acadian Orogenies), while the high-angle faults seen in a few of Vermont's caves 
probably occurred later in the Triassic Period. Glacial loading and unloading likely was instrumental 
in opening the joints to aggressive solutional waters (Quick, 1994). Because of metamorphism, much 
of Vermont's carbonates have been recrystallized. The recrystallization of the carbonates virtually 
eliminated their porosity and in many places nearly eliminated identifiable bedding planes and the 
natural zones of permeability between bedding planes. Jointing has provided the only path of access for 
aggressive waters to penetrate the carbonates. It can be observed that in most areas jointing comes in 
at least two sets, usually being nearly perpendicular to one another. Cave waters usually flow from one 
joint set to another while working their way down through the rocks. A look at the maps in this book 
will drive this point home. Sometimes bedding planes exert a more subtle influence and control the 
descent and direction of waters flowing down along the high-angle joint or fault surfaces. 
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Hydrologic Factors 

Of primary importance to dissolutional cavern formation (aside from availability of soluble carbonate.s) 
is the availability of water to form caves. Traditionally cavern formation was thought to take place In 

either or both the phreatic zone (below the water table) or vadose zone (above the water table). Cave 
passages formed in the phreatic zone typically exhibit tubular passage cross sections, typically wider 
than they are high. The direction of water flow is not always apparent, especially if scallop marks aren't 
present. Passages can undulate up and down the dip of bedding planes and in some cases may not seem 
to have formed in any specific direction. Passages formed in the vadose zone usually are canyon-shaped, 
taller than they are wide although this is not always the case. In a number of places, surface waters can 
be seen to have exploited a bedding plane forming low wide passages, more likely in the limestones than 
in the metamorphic marbles. Vadose passages usually have a gravitationally oriented gradient as they 
were formed by waters flowing down slope. Occasionally cave passages in Vermont exhibit secondary 
vadose modification of phreatic passages, a tube with a canyon in its floor. Unless one is a cave diver, 
passage actively being formed in the phreatic zone cannot be directly observed. On the other hand, 
passages being formed in the vadose zone can be observed by cavers. 

The concept of a water table in mountainous, fractured, crystalline rocks with mixed rock lithologies 
perhaps doesn't really apply to most places in Vermont. The question arises on how to get phreatic cave 
features or even the inception of cave passage formation in mountainous areas that don't lend themselves 
to a traditional water table model. The model of flooding (back flooding, or flood waters) is more 
appropriate to explain cave formation for many of Vermont's caves. Flood waters have the advantage of 
having a high hydraulic head, meaning rapid movement and less chance of saturation. Flood waters can 
do more dissolutional work over shorter periods of time and be further enhanced by erosional effects of 
water against the impure nature of the marbles and limestones in question. For example, mica flakes will 
break off and provide an abrasive medium to further enhance erosion (Faulkner, 2006). Waters may be 
perched on an insoluble layer of rock, effectively creating a local water table for phreatic cave features to 
form . Continental glaciations may have been the primary source of flood waters to have formed many 
of Vermont's caves during its wasting stages. Geologists believe that the ice retreated slowly at first 
exposing mountaintops and high elevations, called nunataks. A nunatak is an exposed, often rocky, 
element of a ridge, mountain, or peak not covered with ice or snow, within (or at the edge of) an ice field 
or glacier. The term is typically used in areas where a permanent ice sheet is present. 

Faulkner (2009a) suggests ice-dammed lakes initially formed around nunataks, but because they were 
static, they left no sedimentary trace and did not enlarge karst conduits. As the lakes lowered, they 
started to flow via englacial outlets in the ice sheet and enlarged underlying conduits, but still left no 
sediments because they contained essentially pure meltwater. Only later, when the ice-dammed lakes 
became trapped behind valley glaciers rather than lying within ice sheets, did they leave sedimentary 
evidence of their existence. Cold waters can hold more carbon dioxide. They can also hold more dissolved 
carbonate rock than warmer waters. These fast-mOVing, solutionally aggressive waters, when draining 
from ice-dammed lakes, likely "force fed" waters into the fractures in the underlying carbonates. It is 
possible that this process may have set up early stages of cave inception in some cases in Vermont. 

Most of Vermont's longest caves are directly associated with present-day sinking or resurging streams 
and have been formed primarily in the vadose zone. In the Vermont Valley, many of these are located 
very close to the overlying phyllite contact zone. Most don't have any obvious phreatic features. There 
are a few exceptions, Morris Cave being the best example, although even Morris is actively undergOing 
vadose modification. The question of why there aren't more caves with phreatic features is probably 
associated with the glaciation and probable destruction of the caves that existed before the most recent 
glacial advance. What Vermont is left with are mainly active caves with entrances that are being opened 
by surface waters. There are, of course, variations on these themes, the best example being Weybridge 
Cave, a combination of a pre-glacial (or inter-glacial) phreatic trunk passage later filled with clays and 
then more recently penetrated and flushed out by vadose, post-glacial stream piracy. Aeolus Bat Cave, 
the longest cave in the state, is the best example of a relic cave with an uncertain formational history. 
The cave is perched high atop Mt. Aeolus and is in no way related to the present hydrology of the area. 
It would be a good candidate for the glacial flooding model, or actually multiple flooding modifications 
dating to glacial retreats prior to the most recent Wisconsinan Glaciation. The cave is probably the most 
ancient cave in the state and is being consumed by collapse. 
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Glaciation of Vermont 

Initially it is a struggle to find any common theory for the formation of the disparate, non-solutional 
ca~es, be they talus, tall fractures in cliff faces, or isolated rifts in the surface. Harder yet, is how they 
mIght share a common relationship or genesis with dissolutional caves in Vermont. It is proposed here 
that isostatic rebound caused by glacial unloading opened fractures, facilitating carbonate solution, and 
also forming the fractures that created the wide variety of non-solutional caves in the state. Faulkner 
(2009a) poses this concept for solutional caves found in highly metamorphic carbonates in regions of 
continental glaciation. 

The following is a quick overview of the significant glacial events in Vermont. The current Ice Age began 
about 2.6 million years ago. A number of major ice sheet advances and retreats occurred during this 
time. The most recent and relevant glacial episode is known as the Wisconsinan Glaciation lasting from 
90,000 to 12,000 years before present. A huge ice sheet extended down from Canada covering, among 
other areas, all of New England. The ice sheet was estimated to be 8000 feet thick over Vermont (Wright, 
2003). Twenty-one thousand years ago, glaciers started to recede from Long Island, New York, and 
melted northward toward New England. Fourteen thousand to 15,000 years ago, Lake Vermont formed 
as the glaciers melted, then blocked, the outflow of water from the Champlain Valley. Thirteen thousand 
years ago, the Champlain Sea replaced Lake Vermont when ocean water from the north flooded the 
basin. The sea supported varied marine life, such as the Charlotte Whale, a whale skeleton found in 
Charlotte, Vermont (Perkins, 1908). Eleven thousand years ago, Lake Champlain was formed when the 
area was cut off by post-glacial rebound to the north and the seawater was flushed out. 

The ice sheets flowed from north to south, wiping out cliff faces, talus slopes, soil deposits, and shallow 
caves (which would account for many caves), by their massive weight and overriding power. All but the 
deeper caves with sufficient bedrock overburden would have been obliterated. Smooth glacial marble 
pavements have been preserved by subsequent overlying impermeable clay deposits and can be found 
in various places in the Vermont Valley. 

As the glaciers slowly wasted away, ice-dammed lakes were formed at various elevations. The lower 
elevation ice-dammed lakes tended to collect erosional glacial debris. As the glaciers retreated deeper 
into the Vermont lowlands, they rapidly increased in their rate of retreat. During this time of glacial 
retreat, great pent-up pressures, caused by the massive ice sheet pressing and warping downwards on 
the earth's crust, were released. In addition, glacial quarrying and removal of the surface bedrock also 
enabled a release of pressure on the bedrock below. This process is known as isostatic rebound. Studies 
in Vermont indicate that major isostatic rebound did not start until Glacial Lake Vermont had drained 
around 12,000 years ago. The total rebound is estimated to be in the vicinity of 400 plus vertical feet in 
Vermont concentrated from 12,000 to 8,000 years ago, (Larson, 2003) fairly extreme movement in such a 
short period of geologic time. The fastest rebound rates occurred at the beginning and then more slowly 
over time (Cloetingh, 2010). The early rapid rebound likely initiated massive earthquakes as the crust 
readjusted upward to a more stable state. Since glacial unloading occurred at different times, earlier 
at higher elevations, later at lower elevations, rebound likely would have occurred at differing rates. 
Differential rebound rates could have further stressed the bedrock and added to the severity of the 
proposed earthquake activity. Perhaps detailed studies of lake sediments will find associated collapse 
features that will be found to support the massive earthquake theory in Vermont some 8000 plus 
years ago. To the north in the Ottawa Valley (Canada) in part of what was the Champlain Sea, severely 
deformed sediments have been found to support massive earthquake activity dating back over 7000 
years before present that are likely linked to rapid rebound rates (Aylsworth, 2000). 

In the carbonates, pre-existing joints and fractures were widened by the rebound and provided 
preferential paths for dissolution and the formation of caves and karst. Caves may have formed beneath 
ice-ponded lakes at high elevations, leaving what appear to be relict phreatic passages that are out of 
context with their present surroundings. 

Glacial Sediments 

As the glaciers melted, glacial till was dumped, blanketing the landscape. In general, one finds glacial 
deposits to be thinner at higher elevations than at lower elevations and also not surprisingly less on 
steeper slopes than on gentler ones. In the valley bottoms glacial deposits are hundreds of feet thick in 
places. 
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As the glaciers melted, they left behind vast glacial lakes in th~ valleys. In some cases, well-s~rted sands 
were deposited on the shores of the lakes associated with the ice sheet as well as clays and fine-gramed 
sediments that settled out in the deeper parts of the lakes (as evidenced by kame terraces draped on the 
valley walls). Ice-restrained glacial deposits can be found up to elevations of 850 feet along the sides of 
Vermont's mountains (Fairchild, 1917). Not surprisingly, all the known caves in the Vermont Valley exist 
above the major glacial deposits, save for Morris Cave, which was intersected by a quarrying operation. 

As the Vermont Valley widens into the Champlain Valley around Brandon, Vermont, some caves start to 
be found at lower elevations. The Champlain Valley was covered by various bodies of water of varying 
extents (Glacial Lake Vermont, the Champlain Sea, and finally by Lake Champlain) up to elevations of 
at least 500 or so feet (Fairchild, 1917). It is interesting to note that all the caves in the Champlain Valley 
are found at elevations that do not exceed the high water lake and sea levels. Caves range from 100 feet 
in elevation, the present level of Lake Champlain, to a maximum of 540 feet. Only in one place on a 
hill called the Cobble in Bristol are four caves found at elevations from 650 to 750 feet in elevation, all 
apparently formed by flooding at the edge of the ice. Weybridge Cave is found at 430 feet and another 
long cave (1400 feet long), Horse Farm Road Cave, is found at 300 feet. Alas, there are no high-elevation 
carbonates in the Champlain Valley for caves to form in. It should be remembered that isostatic rebound 
can account for easily 400 feet in elevation rise, so the lake and beach deposits were probably laid down 
at elevations some 400 feet lower than they now stand. 

Glacial sediment deposits disrupted and altered pre-existing surface drainage patterns and undoubtedly 
did the same for subsurface drainage patterns. It is believed that many caves became occluded with 
in-washed glacial sediments and in areas where resurgence points were blocked, back flooding and 
ponding occurred. Loss of water circulation resulted in the deposition of fine-grained sediments, 
normally suspended in flowing water, in the caves. This is a possible explanation for the abundant clays 
found in Morris Cave, Quarry Cave, and Aeolus Bat Cave. 
These effects are not widely seen in Vermont caves, but can 
be found in the more extensive caves in Schoharie County, 
New York (Mylroie 1977). In one case it appears that glacial 
pressure injected till into Bobcat Cave. 

So in a nutshell, the Vermont Valley has the most caves (and 
mapped cave length) all at higher elevations than any of the 
major longer lived glacial lakes. All the caves in the Champlain 
Valley were formed at levels below the highest lake levels at 
one time or another, well within the lake sediment zone. The 
greatest concentrations of occluded sinkholes cluster at higher 
elevations close to and just below the phyllite contact zone 
in the Vermont Valley. There is not much obvious sinkhole 
expression (or development?) at elevations below the major 
lake and sediment deposits. 

It is not known how many caves were destroyed, occluded, or Glacial till wall in Bobcat Cave 
buried by the glaciation. Thick deposits of glacial till collapse 

Peter QUick 

into ongoing solutional structures, effectively barring human access to subsurface features. Where 
glacial lakes once existed thick layers of clays were deposited. The clays are so impermeable that, in 
areas where the clays have been recently removed from the bedrock, the rock surface is as fresh as it 
was 13,000 years ago. "The imperviousness of the clay is shown by the preservation of the most delicate 
glacial striations and polish, which however soon disappear on exposure to the weather." (Dale, 1914) 
It is safe to assume that in areas where the bedrock is covered by glacial clays, solution of the carbonate 
bedrock will be strongly inhibited. 

Ages of Vermont's Caves 

Throughout the cave description part of this book, speculations have been made on the age of the caves 
being described. The terms preglacial and postglacial are used loosely. While the meaning of postglacial 
should be somewhat obvious, caves formed since the last glacial retreat approximately 12,000 years ago, 
the meaning of pre-glacial is very imprecise. Vermont experienced multiple ice advances and retreats 
over the last 2.6 million years. Between each advance and retreat there were interglacial periods, with 
climates likely similar to the present. These interglacial periods may have lasted tens of thousands of 
years, a 100,000-year cycle has been suggested, ample time for cavern formation to have made good 
progress. When the term preglacial is used in the cave descriptions, it is meant to mean events that 
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happened previous to the last ice advance, the Wisconsinan Glaciation, or during any of the interglacial 
periods. Beyond inferring the age of caves related to the final glacial cycle, no work has been done on 
trying to date sediments or formations that exist in Vermont's caves. 

If Vermont had not been exposed to the ravages of the glaciation, it is unclear whether the carbonates 
in the Vermont and Champlain Valleys would have exhibited mature karst landforms with many more 
caves and interconnected subsurface drainage conduits or not. The glaciers to a large part wiped the 
slate clean insofar as cavers are concerned. Caves were either eroded or filled and covered with glacial 
material. For a caver, they don't exist. A karst hydrologist would probably differ with this view. What we 
are left with is a combination of relatively new post-glacial karst features and an assortment of exhumed 
cave relics of uncertain age. 

So to briefly review the factors that have played the biggest role in dissolutional cavern formation in 
Vermont in order of importance: 1) Hydrologic location of carbonates; 2) Jointing and other structural 
controls like bedding planes and faults, and their exploitation and enlargement by glacial rebound; 3) 
Solubility of carbonates, a combination of the calcitic content, porosity, grain size, and the levels of 
impurity in the rock (shaley and sandy layers); and 4) Glacial sedimentation, this category inversely 
relates to a favorable hydrologic location, i.e. more sedimentation in valleys with low hydraulic gradients 
than on mountain sides with high hydraulic gradients. 

Non-Solutional Cavern Formation in Vermont 

Summary 

Vermont's non-solutional caves can be grouped into two basic cave forms: talus caves and fracture caves. 
Often they exhibit both features. 

Talus caves are essentially caves formed in piles of boulders at the base of cliffs. When the coincidence 
of a favorable fracture pattern, sufficient cliff volume, and rock type combined to make talus piles of 
sufficient depth and massive boulder size, voids large enough to be called caves can be formed. The 
deeper the talus accumulation, the more likely there will be enough darkness needed to call them caves. 
In the words of Ernst Kastning (2009): "Superlative talus caves (long, deep or voluminous openings) occur 
where talus deposits are sufficiently thick, clast size is maximized, sorting of clasts is high, and openings remain 
large over time." The finest examples of talus caves in Vermont are the Mt. Horrid Talus Caves. 

The talus piles are usually related to the last glaciation. Glacial quarrying, also known as "plucking," 
created tall, fractured cliff faces after the retreat of the ice sheets. Collapse of parts of the cliff faces 
is what caused the formation of large talus piles. Talus caves are especially prone to erosion and ice 
wedging. They are usually not protected by the ambient temperature of the bedrock as air freely 
circulates between the blocks and they are subjected to freezing. The weathering process slowly fills 
talus caves from the bottom up as gravity caries smaller pieces down. 

Fracture caves are most often linear caves with a strong vertical component. Fracture caves can be formed 
by rock creep and massive spalling near cliff faces . These types of fracture caves are really an incomplete 
collapse of a cliff face that would have resulted in a talus rubble pile if collapse had progressed further. 
Pittsford Ice Cave and Cave of the Winds are fine examples of this type. 

More obscure in their genesis are fracture caves that simply appear to be big cracks in the earth not in 
close proximity with a collapsing cliff face. Williams Cave, The Maidstone Caves, and Philadelphia Cave 
come to mind as fine examples. Some folks call these caves tectonic caves because of the implication of 
primordial throws of the earth rendering open gaps in its crust. The question is then what tectonic event 
caused them? Tectonic is a term that should be dispensed with. A better description for these caves in 
Vermont would be isostatic rebound-opened fracture caves, isostatic rebound not really being a plate 
tectonic-induced event. 

Vermont has been extensively modified by glaciation. When the ice retreated, a great deal of pressure was 
released from the extremely compressed rocks, causing rock expansion and fracturing. Whether it was 
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glacial unloading that formed the fractures or unloading that opened fractures previously emplaced by 
earlier tectonic events, or both, is uncertain. Whichever the scenario, it is likely that the process served 
to open routes for solutional cave development, as well as the fracturing and bedrock modificatiun that 
formed non-solutional caves. It also caused rebound and earthquake activity, probably with catastrophic 
cliff collapse, which formed talus slopes and large fracture caves in the first few thousand years after 
glacial retreat. Such large talus is unlikely to form by gradual slope retreat. 

Since glacial retreat, the histories of the two cave types, solutional and non-solutional, diverge. Waters 
continue to enlarge and modify carbonate karst forms and caves, ideally enlarging faster than they 
shrink, while the life of a fracture cave or a talus cave is likely one of decline and diminution by 
weathering from the moment the caves were formed. 

Bennington and Windham County cave distribution plot 
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Carbide Quarry Cave 
Readsboro Quad. 

The Sherman Quarry (the type locale of the Pre
Cambrian Sherman marble) was operated to produce 
carbide for acetylene production in the 1890s. 
The Sherman Quarry is just 500 feet away from 
the Deerfield River (at this location the Sherman 
Reservoir), less than a mile north of the Massachusetts 
border. To get to the quarry, one follows an old rail 
bed from the power station at the head of the Sherman 
Reservoir for about a mile south to the quarry. 
Surrounding the quarry are the extensive remains of 
the old carbide kilns and other building ruins. Just 
above the quarry was a small resurgence discovered 
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Carbide Quarry Cave Peter Quick 

by Bob Dion in 1991. He noticed a very strong breeze coming out of an un-enterable crack. It wasn't until 
the fall of 2000 that the entrance area of the resurging stream was enlarged enough to permit entry into 
the cave. A large excavation effort was needed at the entrance to drain the nearly water-filled passage. 
A 3-foot-wide by not quite 2-foot-high tube floored by 8 inches of gross, organic mud and water was 
pushed for 80 feet to a slight rise in the passage height, a room large enough to squat and turn around 
in . In the £all of 2001, a low tight squeeze beyond the squatting room was pushed by Bob Dion and John 
Keough and led to more crawling passages and a few rooms large enough to stand in. A few side lead 
tubes all presently too small to get into branch off from the main crawl. The cave has a fairly simple 
linear layout. One crawls upstream and up and down along of a couple different levels of old tubes. Only 
one travel route is available although some digging may open up a lower loop or two. Presently the cave 
is 270 feet long and ends in massive breakdown under a large sinking stream sinkhole on the surface. 
The breakdown was dug at from the surface and a new rear entrance was opened in 2007 by Bob Dion 
and crew. The cave is formed in white marble and has formed along the roughly north-south strike of 
the bedding. The bedding dips somewhat to the east. 

Carbide Quarry cave appears to have been formed by waters flowing down a gully and off the nearby 
schist and into the Sherman marble. A short distance from where the water comes off the contact, the 
stream sinks into a good-sized sinkhole and flows underground forming the cave. 

CARBIDE QUARRY CAVE 
Windham County, VT 
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Easter Cave 
Readsboro Quad 

Easter Cave was discovered in April of 1995 by Bob Dion. His effective method for finding caves is to go 
out in the winter and find and mark melt holes in the snow. He then goes back in the spring to dig them 
open. Easter Cave was such a discovery. The cave is formed in the Sherman marble, in this locale a 1000 
foot lens surrounded by the Readsboro schist. The marble lens can be found in a power line cut about 
a quarter mile south of the power station. The karst area is distinctive. When following the power line, 
one suddenly comes across a pock-marked area with numerous sink holes, a sinking stream, and some 
nice white marble outcrops showing severe metamorphic distortion. 

Easter Cave has three entrances. The Main Entrance, which was the first to be dug open, takes one 
down and through a tight crack and into the cave. Exploration and mapping found 400 feet of passage 
in 1995. The cave's entire layout is controlled by joints and is quite narrow in many places. One finds 
oneself struggling against abrasive rock in narrow fissure passages time and time again. The Sherman 
marble is full of thin laminations of impurities that stand out in sharp relief on the walls of the narrow 
fissure passages. The furthest reaching passages in the cave are Kaboom Canyon, the Sand Crawl, and 
Christmas Canyon, discovered later in 1995, beyond the end of the Sand Crawl. On the way to Kaboom 
Canyon, one encounters, from the bottom, the Windy Entrance some 30 to 40 feet above. The entrance 
was dug through breakdown and a handline is necessary to descend or climb out of this entrance. 

Beyond the Sand Crawl, at the end of Christmas Canyon, a connection was made with the part of the 
cave accessible from the Last Chance Entrance. This entrance was dug open in 1996 as yet another melt 
spot prospect. One hundred eighty feet of fissure passages was found from this entrance and was 
then connected through a dangerous and very tight breakdown squeeze. The entrance into Christmas 
Canyon at the end of the Sand Crawl is also quite unstable. At one point while trying to push through, a 
collapse occurred and pinned Tom Dion. It caused a few minutes of panic until he was dug out unhurt. 
The connection area at the base of the Last Chance Entrance drop is now full of rubble and needs to be 
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excavated in order to pass from one section of the cave to 
the other. The Last Chance Entrance is a pit 22 feet deep 
that can be carefully downclimbed, best done with the 
help of a handline. The total length of Easter Cave now 
stands at 622 feet. A thorough visit to the cave should 
put some good wear on whatever clothes one is wearing. 

Within just a few hundred feet of Easter Cave is an 
interesting karst area full of sinkholes, crevasses, small 
caves, and a sinking stream. There are three caves less 
than 30 feet in length. Carved Falls Cave at the base of 
a water fall looks at first as though it may have potential 
but then quickly muds up. Perhaps some digging in any 
of these small caves will result in additional passage. 
The longest of the caves in this complex little karst area 
is Dragons Breath Cave. It was dug open by Bob Dion 
in 1996 who found its location by noting a melt hole in 
the snow. It is about 45 feet long and 20 feet deep. It was 
pushed to a small inclined tubular crawl that needs 
digging to continue. The strong air coming out of the 
cave is encouraging but the looks of the inclined dig isn't. 

Mountain Mills Cave 
Windham County, VT 

11-11-2009 

Easter Cave 

Mountain Mills Cave 
Readsboro Quad 

John Dunham 

A. McClellan, J. Dunham, M. Inga lls 
Mountain Mills Cave is located in a small karst area on the 
south side Route 9 near Wilmington, Vermont, in a power 
line cut. The karst is formed in a lens of the Plymouth marble 
surrounded by schist. 
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Mountain Mills Cave was discovered in December 2006 
by John Dunham and Bob Dion after looking for marble 
outcrops on a geologic map. They looked for potential digs 
at melt spots and after locating a likely spot, quickly dug 
into a cave. Their dig dropped into a 40-foot-long stooping 
height passage that ended in a mud fill. They decided to 
call it Mountain Mills Cave after the town at the base of the 
hill that was flooded when the Harriman Reservoir (Lake 
Whittingham) was created in 1924. 

Jamaica Lime Kiln Caves 
Jamaica Quad 

The Jamaica Lime Kiln Caves were located in the summer of 
2000 by John Keough and Tom Milos. They were investigating 

some of the many isolated carbonate slivers scattered throughout the Green Mountains. John had read a 
report by Victor Rolando (Rolando, 1995,) about marble outcrops near a lime kiln that had the pOSSibility 
of cave entrances near by. 

Three small caves were found. Beaver Pond Cave #l is the largest with 39 feet of passage and a nice 
sized room. Cave #2 has 25 feet of passage and 10 feet of relief. Cave #3 turned out to be the smallest 
with 14 feet of passage. 

The caves are located near a lime kiln on Turkey Mountain Road about three miles from the intersection 
of Route 100 in the town of Jamaica. The outcrop and caves lie on the east side of the road and are right 
beside a stream that winds around them. The marble cliffs were quarried for the kiln . It seems passage 
may have been quarried away. 
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The caves are formed in a dolomite marble (the 
Plymouth marble) member of the Lower Cambrian
aged Hoosac formation as described by Ratcliffe 
(1993). This marble member is found in many thin 
bands throughout the Green Mountains. Some 
of the most extensive deposits of it occur on the 
northern slopes of Mt. Snow about 12 miles to the 
southwest of Jamaica. These dolomitic marbles are 
probably one and the same as units classified as the 
Tyson formation further to the north in Plymouth 
in which other caves are known to be formed. . 

Jamaica Lime Kiln PeleT Quick 
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Red Fox Cave 
Readsboro Quad 

Red Fox Cave is located in Readsboro in the southeastern corner of Bennington County. The cave is 
located about .7 mile east of the center of Readsboro. 

Red Fox Cave is formed in the Sherman marble. In this 
locale there is a lens of the Sherman marble about 1000 
feet long by 400 feet wide surrounded by schist. The lens 
contains many sinkholes and an old quarry, and has a 
resurgence a few hundred feet lower in elevation from 
the upper contact. The cave is most likely postglacial in 
age formed by vadose waters flowing off the impermeable 
schists above. Presently a small trickle of water enters the 
sinkhole entrance and flows into a rubble-filled lead just 
under the entrance. The cave contains about 45 feet of 
passage. 

The exposed marble inside the cave exhibits extreme 
deformation. The entrance crawl seems to mark the 
contact between a clean, white, crystalline marble below 
and a very siliceous, tan marble above. The contact 
appears to be a fault surface or an angular unconformity. 

Red Fox Cave was found in December 1991 by Bob Dion 
while checking out some of the isolated karst areas found 
around Readsboro. 
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Haleys Hole Cave 
Pownal Quad 

POWNAL CAVE SURVEY 
BENNINGTON COUNTY. vr 

GRADE 3 SURVEY 

Haley's Hole Cave, named after the 
landowner, was dug open in 1994 
by Greg Racicot. Inside the cave he 
found the date 1850 inscribed in 
the wall that looks like it could be 
original. The cave is formed in the 
undifferentiated Bascom-Beldens 
formation. The cave is basically a 
54-foot-long inclined passage formed 
along a joint descending about 25 feet 
to a tight spot that needs widening 
to continue into the visible passage 
beyond. It is located on same ridge as 
Ellis Hollow Cave. 

Ellis Hollow Cave 
Pownal Quad 
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Ellis Hollow cave is essentially a 25-foot-deep crack that was dug open in 1996 by Greg Racicot. The 
entrance drops 10 feet where a small room can be entered to one side. Opposite the entrance of the room, 
the cave drops another 15 feet to its present end. A total of 42 feet was mapped in the cave. It is formed in 
the undifferentiated Bascom-Beldens formation and not coincidentally can be found in Ellis Hollow, one 
half-mile due west from Pownal Center. Not too far to the east is a 20-foot-long cave called Hot Rocks 
Cave. 

Carpenter Hill Cave 
Pownal Quad 

Carpenter Hill Cave is located, as its name 
suggests, on Carpenter Hill about 3.5 miles 
south of Bennington. The cave is formed in the 
undifferentiated Bascom-Beldens formation 
along a north-south trending joint. 

In the late 1970s, Richard Atwood found 
a promising-looking dig in a sinkhole on 
Carpenter Hill but did not pursue it until 
the spring of 1986. He was spurred on by the 
discovery in 1985 of the extension of Everett 
Cave. In the spring of 1986 he returned to 
Carpenter Hill and dug open the entrance to the 
cave. The cave contains 92 feet of passage and is 
40 feet deep. One cobble-filled lead remains to 
be examined. 
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Mount Anthony Cave 
Pownal Quad 

Bobcat Cave 
Pownal Quad 

Mount Anthony Cave is located on the eastern side of Mount Anthony, a little less than a mile south 
of Southern Vermont College, in the bed of an intermittent stream at an elevation of 1200 feet. The 
cave is formed in the undifferentiated Bascom-Beldens formation. The gully that the cave is formed in 
runs downhill roughly to the east. It appears that, as the stream flowed downhill, it was pirated along 
a fault trending S 45 W dipping 65 NW and flowed down the bedding, which has a strike roughly 
perpendicular to the fault and a gentle dip of about 15 SW. 

In January 1992 Dave Milkey and Bob Dion were following some bobcat tracks in a stream glIlly and 
found a melted hole in the ice-covered stream bed. A dig at the melt spot led to the discovery of Mount 
Anthony Cave. The cave contains more than 383 feet of passage and is 72 feet deep. About 65 feet of known 
passage hasn't been mapped yet because of its tightness. In the first 20 feet of depth, the entrance slope 
is formed entirely in loose breakdown. The cave consists primarily of a steeply descending breakdown 
passage, 65 feet long and up to 26 feet in width, leading to a nice room, 20-feet-wide by 40-feet-long 
and 10-feet-high. Continuing into the cave, the room then turns into a walking canyon passage, which 
nearly terminates in a clay plug. A dig along the top of the clay fill yielded another 33 feet of passage 
before reaching a terminal clay fill. In the walking canyon passage, the fault the cave was formed along 
can be easily observed on the left wall. In one place fault slickensides or striations can still be observed. 
This indicates postglacial rebound faulting after the cave was formed as the striations would not have 
survived the dissolutional process. The cave was formed, then filled with glacial clays. After the retreat 
of the ice sheets, isostatic rebound caused differential movement along a zone of weakness in the cave, 
perhaps a pre-existing fault, and displacement took place. The clays were subsequently eroded away 
when a surface stream was captured and diverted into the old cave. 

In wet weather there is a stream entering the cave on the right side of the steep entrance passage. It flows 
along the right side of the cave and just before it reaches the large room at the bottom of the slope, it cuts 
back under the right wall and drains into a cobble-obstructed lead. On the left side of the cave are two 
passages. The first one encountered is about midway down the breakdown slope from the entrance. It is 
basically a narrow fissure passage that parallels the main cave. In the down-slope direction, the passage 
passes through a narrow crack and down a 10-foot drop into a low cobble crawl. After about 30 feet the 
passage needs digging to continue forward. This passage may be the passage to push to connect Mount 
Anthony Cave to nearby Bobcat Cave. The other left-hand passage takes off from the end of the main 
room. It extends about 30 feet to a split. To the right is a tight, 16-foot-long chimney passage leading up 
to a small room. To the left is a low crawl in organic debris to a small room with a two-way split. Both 
ways are presently too small to continue without digging and rock busting. A stream can be heard in the 
distance and good airflow comes out of the passages. 

Bobcat Cave lies 100 feet downhill from Mount Anthony Cave in the same stream gully. It too is formed 
in the undifferentiated Bascom-Beldens formation by waters being pirated along another fault trending 
S 45 W dipping 65 NW and flowing down the dip of the bedding planes. The resurgence of the caves 
cannot be found downhill along the stream gully. In wet weather both caves divert a significant volume 
of the stream and are very wet to visit, much of their ceilings acting as sieves. If sediment blockages can 
be overcome, the caves have good potential for extensive development down-dip to the southwest. 

Bobcat Cave was dug open shortly after Mount Anthony Cave in the winter of 1992 by Bob Dion, Tom 
Dion, and Larry Botto. In the cave they found bobcat tracks and feces in the upper room, although no 
natural entrance was seen by the explorers. It is a bit shorter than Mount Anthony Cave and contains 
233 feet of passage and is 59 feet deep. It consists primarily of a steeply descending passage floored with 
loose breakdown leading down to a standing-height room. A low, cobble-filled stream crawl exits the 
room on the right and gets too low after a short distance. It appears to be an easy dig with good potential 
for extending the cave's length, perhaps even a connection with Mount Anthony Cave. In the entrance 
area of the cave there are a few tight passages that don't go very far before getting too tight to continue. 

Both Mount Anthony Cave and Bobcat Cave appear to have been formed before the last glacial 
advance. The caves were formed by waters flowing along permeable fault planes. At some pOint in their 
formational history they were backfilled with clays and other sediments. Bobcat Cave may well have 
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been pressure-injected with glacial till. At a later time, probably since the last glacial advance, it was 
intersected by the overlying stream gully and pirated the stream. The subsequent water flow washed 
out some of the sediment blockages and also started cutting new flow routes through the rock. Excellent 
examples of old glacial deposits can be found in the entrance room of Bobcat Cave, where the passage 
terminates to the northeast in a glacial till clay and pebble fill, and also in Mount Anthony Cave, where 
the main canyon passage ends in a clay plug to the southwest. In the spring of 2009, the entrance area 
of Bobcat Cave collapsed due to the stream in the gulley being diverted into the entrance. It might be 
possible to dig another entrance into the cave. 
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Everett Cave 
Pownal Quad 

Everett Cave is located about one half a mile 
southwest of the town of Bennington on the 
eastern side of Mount Anthony. The cave is 
located behind, and a short distance north of, 
the Southern Vermont College. The college was 
originally built as an estate of the very wealthy 
Everett family, thus the origin of the cave's 
name. 

Everett Cave is formed along two prominent 
joints in the undifferentiated Bascom-Beldens 
formation. The cave was formed as a resurgence 
or overflow route for water draining through 
the marbles on the side of Mount Anthony. Its 
former use as a resurgence can be verified by the 
existence of a now-dry stream gully emanating 
from the entrance and running down the hill. 
The back of the cave is also higher than the 
front of the cave. The main section of Everett is 
basically a walking cave. The entrance passage 
intersects a north-south trending passage. The 
cave continues furthest in the south direction 
leading one up and over a £lowstone climb and 
into three small rooms, the last usually being 
wet or water filled . 

The natural entrance to Everett Cave is said to Everett Cave flowstone climb Eric Tsakle 

have been widened with explosives used by 
"intrepid" explorers many years ago, who were trying to prove that this 318-foot-Iong cave was actually 
4 miles long, extending through the base of Mount Anthony and exiting somewhere in Pownal. The cave 
wasn't quite as long as expected. In the fall of 1985, Peter Quick, motivated by a daunting draft, broke 
through a flows tone plug at the end of the third room and opened up another 98 feet of stooping-height 
passage that ended in breakdown. 
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This plateau is 1800 feet in 
elevation and is composed 
of a half-mile-wide slice 
of marble surrounded 
by phyllite both above 
and below it in elevation. 
This marble has been 
classified as part of the 
Bascom formation. The 
marble is not a facies of 
the surrounding phyllites 
but rather was caught 
up in thrust faulting and 
was dragged and thrust 
between the surrounding 
phyllites. It is a younger 
formation surrounded 
by older rock formations, 
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PROJECTED PROFILE 

The two caves lie in a small sink in a field on this plateau. The West Cave is 52 feet long and is basically 
one room with a lead full of porcupine guano. The East Cave is also 52 feet long but is a bit larger inside 
than the other. It contains some old formations and a smelly guano-filled lead. 

Red Mountain Pit 
Arlington Quad 

Red Mountain Pit is located on the southern side of Red Mountain and west of the town of Arlington 
at an elevation of approximately 1425 feet. The pit lies on a small plateau extending a few hundred feet 
from just below the phyllite-marble contact 
zone. On this plateau one can observe many ~ 

sinkholes, all being clogged with debris except 
for Red Mountain Pit. 

The pit is formed in the undifferentiated 
Bascom-Beldens formation along an enlarged 
joint trending S 66 E. The bedding has a gentle 
dip in the area of the pit. The pit is covered by 
a large block of phyllite measuring 10 feet by 
15 feet overlying the entrance hole. The sink 
the block lies in is 40 feet in diameter. To gain 
entrance to this pit one must go down a 3-foot
wide chimney under the boulder for 23 feet. 
H is best to be on rappel or have a belay when 
descending this drop for safety reasons. After 
the chimney one encounters a chockstone 
ledge of questionable stability. There may be 
bolts in the wall near the ledge for directing 
the rope down the drop. Do not use the bolts 
found as the main rigging point, but instead 
tie the rope off to a tree outside the pit for the 
main anchor. From here the pit drops 86 feet 
(26.3 meters) to a short inclined ledge and then 
drops 54 feet (16.3 meters) to the bottom of the 
pit. 

The pit has been known by locals for decades 
and had been plumbed to an estimated depth 
of 180 feet. It was not until 1967 that a crew 
of cavers, including Robert Carroll, Brian 
Pease, Alan Budreau, Ron Morris and others, Traverse across top of Red Mountain Pit Patrick Chenie 
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Pit of Misery 
North Pownal Quad 
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Bear Cave 
Bennington Quad 

Pit of Misery is located a few 
miles west of Bennington near 
the border of New York and 
Vermont. The pit penetrates a 
small knoll on the western side 
of Mount Anthony. The cave is 
formed along an enlarged joint, 
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trending nearly east-west, in 
the undifferentiated Bascom
Beldens formation. The knoll that 
the cave penetrates is remarkably 
unglaciated, exposing a 
moderately developed karst 
terrain. Exposed marble and 
numerous solutionally enlarged 
joints abound. The potential for 
other small joint-controlled caves 
on this knoll seems good. 

The entrance to the pit is about 12 
feet long by 10 feet wide and is 12 
feet deep. At the bottom of this pit 
there are two joint passages, one 
going west and the other going 
east. The western joint passage 
doesn' t go very far before it 
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pinches out, but the eastern joint passage leads down to a vertical fissure that is easily climbable. The 
cave reaches a depth of 42 feet with a passage and a couple of small rooms at the bottom. The flowstone 
in this cave is fairly unspoiled by vandalism. The cave's main drawback is the presence of abundant 
raccoon feces. On a dig in 1978, a raccoon landed on Tom Cook's head in a very narrow crawlway. Both 
made a hasty retreat. The cave may have the potential for more passage if the raccoons and their feces 
can be dealt with. 

Pit of Misery probably got its name from the hapless creatures that occasionally fall into it and die. One 
might be able to free climb the entrance drop with a struggle but it is advised to bring along a rope or 
cable ladder to facilitate entering and exiting. The cave contains 131 feet of passage. 

Near the very southern end of West Mountain is a 45-foot cave formed in the blue-bedded Beldens 
formation right below the phyllite marble contact. Bear Cave, also known as Millers Cave, has a series 
of overlapping potholes that have sharp edges to be aware of. In the 
past, the landowner of this cave did not want visitors to the cave. 
During a conversation with the landowner, he noted that, some 
years back while drillers were putting in a well on his property, they 
hit a void 70 feet down that subsequently took 30 yards of concrete 
to fill. 

BEAR CAVE 
Grade 2 Survey 

West Mountain South Knob Caves 
Arlington Quad N 

Ent. 

An old report in Caves In Vermont and a 1967 rumor of a deep pit 
set off an extensive reconnaissance of West Mountain. Many people 
have searched West Mountain over the years but no pit has ever been 
found. The only caves found are two atop a plateau on the southern 
end, which have been known for decades by the locals. 
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bottomed the pit and estimated its depth at 170 feet. At that time a passage was found a few feet below 
the chockstone ledge, extending to the west for 73 feet. These explorers viewed some "hanging leads" 
trending in the opposite direction along the joint over the pit, which were thought to lead to more 
passage. 

Ten years later, in 1977, a trip was made to the pit to map it and to climb to the hanging leads. This effort, 
led by Bob Jefferys and John Evans, turned up 123 feet of passage on the other side of a very exposed 
climb over the top of the pit. This new passage contains much unstable rock and is basically a deep and 
narrow crack with an occasional wide spot with drops up to 52 feet deep. French Canadian cavers now 
use the traverse across the top of the pit for rebelay rigging practice. They rig the main drop of the pit 
from the other side of the traverse so they can have a clean 140 foot (43 meter) drop to the bottom of the 
pit, free of the intermediate ledge and spattering water that one encounters when dropping the pit the 
traditional way. Unless one knows how it is done, don't even consider this approach. The survey of Red 
Mountain Pit totals 200 feet in passage length and a revised figure of 164 feet (50 meters) deep, making 
it the northeast's foremost pit. 

Special caution must be used when entering this cave because there are many unstable rocks that are 
easily knocked down the pit. The problem being that there is absolutely no protection once on rappel or 
at the bottom of the pit from falling rock. Check with knowledgeable cavers about the access situation. 
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Drawing by Robert W. Carroll, Jr. commemorating the first descent of Red Mountain Pit in 1967 
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Chockstone Cave 
Arlington Quad 

Kent Cave 
Arlington Quad 

Chockstone Cave is located on the southeast side 
of Red Mountain at an elevation of 1400 feet and 
about .7 mile east of Red Mountain Pit. Greg Racicot 
noted a large sinkhole with a stream insurgence. He 
then found a spot with some airflow coming out of 
it. In July of 1998 Greg Racicot, John Keough, and 
Rick Pingree dug, following the sinking stream, 
and dropped into clean-washed cave passage in 
gray-black marble breakdown blocks. Over the next 
month they were able to push the cave through a 
series of digs and tight spots to their present end of 
exploration. The entire cave is formed in solutionally 
sculpted breakdown. The cave is 253 feet in length 
and 93 feet deep. One can anticipate getting very 
wet in this cave as well as somewhat torn up by the 
numerous sharp squeezes that one has to negotiate. 

Chocks tone Cave is formed in the Bascom formation. 
Not much can be said of the geologic factors 
controlling its formation since its present extent is 
formed entirely in breakdown. The depth of the cave 
is fairly impressive making one wonder what may be 
below this collapse feature. 

Kent Cave is located on the northeastern side of Red 
Mountain, not much more than 2000 feet southwest 
of the convergence of the Sunderland, Manchester, 
Arlington, and Sandgate town lines. Kent Cave in the 
past was also known as Wyman's Cave. Kent Cave is 
a joint-oriented cave with a natural opening in the 
bottom of a small sinkhole. The cave and sinkhole 
have seemingly no relation with the phyllite-marble 
contact several hundred feet higher in elevation. 
The cave is formed in the undifferentiated Bascom
Beldens formation and appears to have at one time 
been a much larger cave. 

The cave is about 230 feet long and is almost entirely 
dry walking passage, 6 feet high by 6 feet wide. Fifty 
feet from the end of the cave is a large dome extending 
upward 72 feet. The dome has been climbed several 
times to check out possible high leads visible from 
the bottom. Unfortunately there are no passages 
leading off from the top of the dome. A climb in the 
winter of 1978 by Jeff Zink found a small alcove up 
55 feet from the floor with a tiny passage leading off 
from it. It is far too small to enter. There were also 
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found some old-fashioned flashbulbs and the date "1940" carved in the wall of the alcove. At the end of 
the cave the passage is blocked by massive breakdown. Little hope exists in digging through. A small 
stream flows along the entire length of the cave and has carved out a belly crawl parallel to the main 
passage in the back half of the cave. There might be a possibility of digging upstream and bypassing the 
massive breakdown at the end of the cave. 
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Beartown Spring Cave 
West Rupert Quad 

Beartown Spring Cave, in the town of 
Sandgate, is located northwest of the camps at 
the far end of the dirt road extending 8 miles 
north of West Arlington. This 98-foot-Iong 
cave is formed along two prominent joints in 
the upper parts of the Beldens formation. 

The cave is an active stream resurgence 
with the back being 16 feet higher than the 
entrance. The cave lies on the northwest 
side of a small stream gully known as Kate 
Hollow. Some have referred to Beartown 
Spring Cave as Kate Hollow Cave. The stream 
bed above the cave is usually dry and can be 
followed northwest for a half mile before the 
insurgences can be found. Paralleling this are 
various sinks and fissures, none of which are 
accessible to any extent. Downstream from 
the cave, which is the primary source of the 
stream, can be found five or six more springs 
high along the northwest side of the gully. All 
of the springs emanate from incipient caves 
in bedrock ledges, all of which are far too 
narrow to enter. 

In this area the rock is a thinly laminated 
blue calcite marble with numerous interbeds 
of phyllite. Beartown Spring Cave and the 
downstream springs appear to be formed by 

water flowing down the dip of the bedding, perched on impermeable phyllite beds, along joints to the 
wall of the gully, where springs are 
then formed. 

Beartown Spring Cave is a pretty 
stream passage consisting of an 
initial stoopway and then some 
walking passage with a climb 
back to a terminal sump where 
the stream originates that flows 
through the cave. This cave has 
probably been known for over a 
century by the local inhabitants. 

Beartown Hollow Porkie Dens 
West Rupert Quad 

Southwest from Beartown Spring 
Cave is a 2000-foot-wide flat area 
just above the convergence of the 
Kate Hollow and Moffitt Hollow 
streams. To the west the flat area 
ends at a marble ledge containing 
two caves overlooking the Moffitt 
Hollow stream. These two caves, 
"porkie dens," are formed along 
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BEARTOWN HOLLOW 
PORKIE DENS 

joints in the Beldens formation. Robert Carroll found these caves in 1966 while 
checking out the area. The Northwest Den contains about 40 feet of passage, whIle 
the East Den goes in about 40 feet and has a 20-foot side lead heading toward the 
other cave. Even if the porcupines happen to be absent, digging a connection is not 
especially recommended as the guano plug between the caves is somewhat foul and 
parasite-ridden. 
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Equinox Cave 
Manchester Quad 
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Equinox Cave is located about a half mile to the southeast of Skinner Hollow Cave, 
on a spur of Mount Equinox 500 feet above the Skinner Brook stream gully. The cave 
is formed in the undifferentiated Bascom-Beldens formation along an enlarged joint. 
The entrance is 
found at the 
base of a small 
cliff. 

Ron Morris found the cave in 
the fall of 1992 but didn't enter 
it until the spring of 1993. The 
entrance of the cave is a fair-sized 
hole that descends steeply to 
what appears to be a good-sized 
passage. A 35-foot-Iong handline 
is recommended. The down
climb leads into a walking height 
passage that degenerates quickly 
into an upper and lower passage. 
The upper passage goes a short 
distance before getting too tight to 
continue. The lower passage drops 
into a small room with a floor drain 
choked by washed stones. The total 
passage length of the cave is 81 feet 
and the depth is 31 feet. 
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Skinner Hollow Cave 
Manchester Quad 

Skinner Hollow Cave is located on the eastern face of Mount Equinox and on the west side of a major 
gully known as Skinner Hollow. It penetrates the base of a 45-foot cliff that is situated at the junction of 
two stream gullies near the top of Skinner Hollow. One of the streams cascades down a pretty series of 
white marble waterfalls close to the entrance. The cave is formed along a joint set, trending S 80 W, in the 
Bascom formation . In this locality the Bascom has a large amount of thick-bedded, white calcite marble. 
The cave appears to have been formed when the stream, presently 30 feet below the entrance, was at a 
higher level and was at least partially diverted into the joint along which the cave is formed. Evidence 
remains on the cliff face above the entrance that indicates that the stream flowed against the cliff at one 
time and into the cave. 

The entrance to the cave starts out as a gaping hole with a very steep rubble slope and leads downward 
to a narrowing constriction. In the winter the entrance acts as a funnel for snow, which then filters down 
into the depths of the cave. The entrance gets little direct sunlight, thus the snow and ice that collects 
in the cave is sometimes present well into the summer. Temperatures as low as 35 degrees F have been 
taken in the cave in August. Going down the entrance slope, the cave splits into two passages, above and 
below one another. The upper passage contains some down-climbs that should be negotiated carefully. 
To the southeast of the entrance passage is a low breakdown room. 

Heading east from the breakdown room is another joint-oriented passage leading downward to a stream 
passage. The stream passage lies below the stream on the surface and is fed by water sieving downward 
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from above along much of its length. The 
stream plunges into a choked passage. 
One can squeeze up into the ceiling above 
where the stream sinks and into a newly 
discovered passage in the cave. 

Just south of and around the ledges from 
the entrance of Skinner Hollow Cave is a 
shallow SO-foot-long cave, Little Skinner 
Hollow Cave. It is formed along the same 
joint set of the main cave. All leads in it 
end in massive breakdown and, until the 
fall of 2000, halfhearted efforts to link the 
two were unsuccessful. In the fall of 2000 
digging by John Keough, Rick Pingree, and 
Greg Racicot led to a breakthrough in Little 
Skinner Cave down through a long and 
complex breakdown section and into what 
could be called a trunk passage by Vermont 
standards, Olympic Hall. Olympic Hall 
starts off at 30 feet wide by 15 feet high and 
slowly tapers into a walking-sized canyon 

Skinner Hollow Cave, Olympic Hall JeJf Zink passage that fills with sediment about 170 
feet from where it was first entered. On a 

trip a few weeks later, John Keough was able to force a tight crack in the low breakdown room of Skinner 
Hollow Cave and connect the two caves. Olympic Hall is the home to hundreds of hibernating bats in 
the winter and turns into a virtual ice box with ice formations. In the winter of 2004, a bat count found 
that Skinner Hollow Cave was a residence for at least 300 endangered Indiana bats. Because of the bats 
it should be avoided in the hibernating months. 

For through trips it might be best to attempt the tight connection from below, by going in through the 
Little Skinner Entrance. That way if one has trouble fitting, one is going up hill and will be more likely 
to be able to back out than the reverse direction. The cave's length is 1424 feet and its depth is 154 feet .. 
There may be a chance of connecting with Per-Severance Cave by pushing the complex breakdown in 
Little Skinner. There is a corresponding breakdown area at the lowest point in Per-Severance Cave. At 
this point the two caves come within 25 feet. Ice deposits have been found in both caves near this area 
indicating at least an air connection between the two caves. 

Skinner Hollow Cave has been known by locals for at least 150 years, being first described by Thompson 
in 1842 and later in much more detail by Clay Perry in New England's Buried Treasure. Access to the 
Skinner Hollow caves is limited by the landowner. 

Per-Severance Cave 
Manchester Quad 

Per-Severance Cave was found in late June of 1998 by Greg Racicot, Rick Pingree, and John Keough. The 
entrance to the cave is located above the Little Skinner entrance. The discovery of Per-Severance Cave 
makes Skinner Hollow one of the most interesting and important cave areas in Vermont. 

As with Skinner Hollow Cave, Per-Severance Cave is formed in primarily white calcite marbles of the 
Bascom formation . The entire cave is controlled by two joint sets, slightly offset from each other. The 
cave was certainly connected with Skinner Hollow Cave at one time. At their closest point, they are only 
separated by 25 feet of breakdown. 

Per-Severance Cave started off modestly as a 200-foot-Iong and 118-foot-deep cave with a 40-foot drop 
at the end of the cave. A series of digs in 1999 in a low passage known as the "Guano Passage" led to a 
breakthrough into a tall dome room and then down quickly to a number of crawls and fissure passages 
and then to a gaping hole that turned out to be about SO feet deep. 

The cave's entrance is a lO-foot drop formed in breakdown. It is free-climbable but a handline helps 
one from kicking so much on the unstable dirt walls. The cave descends steeply to a 12-foot down
climb and then steeply again to a series of potholes. When the potholes are reached, one travels back 



Prow Cave Sink 
Manchester Quad 

under the overlying passage to a small room where 
one needs to rig a rope to continue. Thread the rope 
around a large rock column. A 90-foot rope should 
be more than adequate to rig the drop. Below the 
rigging room is a tight crack that one drops through 
to a lower ledge. Beyond the ledge the rope drops 
free for 40 feet. The cave ends at the bottom of the 
drop. There is a bit of a risk at the bottom of the drop 
of getting hit by falling rock from above. There is 
nowhere to hide for protection. The best protection 
is for just a couple of people to be beyond the rigging 
room at a time. 

If one crawls forward rather than down to the 
potholes passage at the base of the aforementioned 
12-foot down-climb, a tight muddy passage leads 
into a dome room. When traveling through this 
passage, picture it filled to within 4 inches of the 
ceiling with mud and rock. A tribute to the diggers l 

From the dome room one can climb up perhaps 40 
feet if feeling reckless. The top of the dome is filled 
with dirt and breakdown and not worth the visit. 
Beyond the dome room is a squeeze that leads to 
either a down-climb or a flat belly crawl across the 
top of the climb down. The way down the climb leads 
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one through a narrow and drippy fissure passage to Per-Severance Cave flow folding Jeff Zink 
a very careful down-climb that places one on a nice 
flowstone-covered ledge. The ledge is at the top of a 
beautiful 78-foot pit in clean, white, banded marble. There are two bolts to rig to at this point. As one 
rappels one can view the folded and distorted white marble. It is certainly the most beautiful drop in 
any cave in Vermont. One can rappel by an intermediate ledge 20 feet above the bottom of the drop. At 
the bottom of the drop is a tall canyon passage going off in two directions. One can scramble to the east 
up and over breakdown blocks for 90 feet to a breakdown end of the passage. 

In the other direction one is led up through a tight canyon crack to a beautiful and tall dome. The marble 
here is clean and one can admire the intense folding structures on the walls. The top of the dome can be 
reached if the low belly crawl is followed rather than climbing down to the other drop. Rigging of this 
drop can be made from a small dome on the right of the crawl near the pit edge. The lip of the drop is 
tight and can be best described as a "mean one." This is certainly not a good drop for beginning vertical 
or large-sized cavers. This drop is the same length as the other drop although the dome is larger in 
diameter. There is an intermediate ledge about a third of the way down this drop that one can get off on 
or rappel right by. 

In all, Per-Severance Cave has 816 feet of mapped passage and is 173 feet deep. Both Per-Severance 
and Skinner Hollow Caves are not open to the general caving 
public. Caving trips must be led by just a few folks designated 
by the landowner. Check with the Vermont Cavers Association 
for access status. 

Although not really a cave, the Prow Cave Sink is a notable 
karst feature on Mount Equinox due to its potential for 
yielding a cave or pit. It is located about 1000 feet northwest of 
Table Rock, overlooking Cook Hollow. The sink is a solutional 
fissure along a joint in the undifferentiated Bascom-Beldens 
formation bridged in a few places by large blocks of phyllite, 
one in the shape of a ship's prow. The sink, discovered in 1968 
by Robert Carroll, is 70 feet long, 20 feet deep, 10 feet wide, 
and above a very steep slope. It acts as an insurgence for an 
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Walk-In Den 
Manchester Quad 

intermittent stream. The sink might have potential for a big pit 
but is clogged with logging debris. A shallow 20-foot-long cave 
exists a short distance south of Prow Sink. There are also two 
20-foot-long caves on the north side of Cook Hollow, the Cook 
Hollow Caves. 

Robert Carroll discovered Walk-In Den in 1968 in a ravine one 
half mile north of Cook Hollow at the phyllite-marble contact. 
Extensive reconnaissance of the northeast slopes of Mount 
Equinox only yielded scattered sinks and minor caves. Walk-In 
Den was the largest cave found in this area. It is a 30 foot walk-in 
cave penetrating a ledge on the side of a very steep slope. 
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Aeolus Bat Cave 
Manchester Quad 

Aeolus Bat Cave is Vermont's most Significant cave. It sits high atop the eastern side of Green Peak at an 
elevation of 2500 feet. The entrance is set back about 150 feet from an 80-foot-high cliff. From atop the 
cliff one can get a fine view looking south down the Vermont Valley. In the past Green Peak has also been 
known as Mount Aeolus. The cave also known as Mount Aeolus Cave, Dorset Cave, and Green Peak 
Cave contains one of New England's larger populations of hibernating bats in the winter. 

For the curious, Aeolus was a minor deity in Greek mythology. He was the custodian of the four winds 
and lived on a rocky island, close to Sicily. In the caves on this island were imprisoned the winds, and 
Aeolus, directed by the higher gods, let out these winds as soft breezes, gales, or whatever the higher 
gods wished. Best known from the Odyssey (X, 2; Vigil I, 52): Odysseus almost in sight of Ithaca his 
homeland curiously opened a bag given to him by Aeolus to assure calm weather and thus released all 
the fierce winds contained within, which blew his ship far off course from home. 

During the 1820s, a small quarry known as the Cave Quarry was operated between the cliff and the 

Guano Hall, Aeolus Bat Cave old gate Peter Quick 

entrance to Aeolus Bat Cave. 
Martin Beardsley operated it 
(Perkins, 1933). His quarrying 
techniques appear to have 
consisted of drilling and 
prying slabs of marble off some 
exposed marble ledges. Some 
reports incorrectly state that the 
quarrying operations occurred 
within the cave. Nowhere in 
the cave is there any evidence 
of quarrying. 

In 1861 Professor Edward 
Hitchcock, a noted American 
geologist, speculated on the 
origin of Aeolus Bat Cave 
"A large cavern opens into the 
mountain (Mt. Eolus) on the 
almost perpendicular wall, alld 
sloping downwards, 110 one 
knows how far (see fig. 107), but 
it is probably has all outlet on the 
west side of the mountain; for it is 
obviously an oLd river bed, such as 
are common in limestone regions. 
The question naturally arises, 
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what has become of the surface over which the ancient river flowed that wore out the cavern? And it seems rational 
to reply that it has been worn away - that is the valley below, 1600 feet deep, has by some agency or other been worn 
away since that river ceased to flow." Hitchcock, although 
a bit off base in his theory of cavern formation, realized 
that the cave must be of great age and was somehow 
related to a vastly different landscape and hydrology 
than is present today. 

FrG.107. 

Up until 2000, the total explored length of Aeolus Bat 
Cave was about 485 feet in passage with a relief of 43 
feet. Presently the mapped length of the cave is 3077 
fee,t making it by far the longest and most complex 
cave in Vermont. The entrance is a IS-foot-wide and 10-foot-high hole leading to a downward sloping 
passage. This passage, Guano Hall, is up to 30 feet wide and 15 feet high. It is in this main chamber that 
hundreds if not thousands of bats hibernate during the winter. 

At the far end of the main room are two small passages. To the left, west and parallel to the side the 
mountain, is a passage that leads through some tight crawls for 108 feet terminating in a narrow passage. 
To the right (east) is a narrow passage about 3 feet high going for 72 feet to a room full of breakdown. 

An interesting report about this cave was given in the Vermont Historical Magazine: "From the room 
(breakdown room in entrance chamber) is an opening sufficient to admit a man for about 20 feet when it opens up 
into a large hallBO feet long by 36 feet high." Hitchcock noted "a strong current of air" that used to blow from 
this unexplored portion of the cave. The 20 foot passage leading to the 80-foot-long hall is no longer in 
existence, leading one to believe that either a collapse occurred in this part of the cave near the end of 

Squeeze below the breakthrough 
dig shaft Jeff Zink 

the 19th century, or more likely, that the report is a bit of an exaggeration 
of the cave as it exists today. 

The cave has always been known to blow a prodigious amount of air 
(for a Vermont cave) from the ends of both the West Passage and the 
East Passage. In the summer of 1999, a digging effort by John Keough 
and Peter Quick broke into a small continuation of passage at the 
end of the West Passage before being stopped at massive breakdown. 
They returned in the summer of 2000 and continued their digging 
efforts at the end of the East Passage. At the end of the East Passage 
is a breakdown room that had been probed many times in the past by 
cave diggers looking for additional passage. First they popped up into 
nearly a hundred feet of new passage in the ceiling of the room. They 
then turned their attention to the breakdown floor of the room. They 
excavated a 20 foot vertical shaft through loose breakdown and then 
were confronted with a couple more digs in a narrow canyon passage. 
After the digs were completed they made a breakthrough into the 
biggest and most important cave discovery in Vermont. In this case the 
winds of Aeolus had kept explorers on track rather than blowing them 
off course. 

The dug vertical shaft should be negotiated carefully as there are loose rocks and boulders in the walls 
that may be holding back loose boulders. It is best if only one person is in the climb at a time. Below the 
dug shaft are a couple of tight squeezes that will filter out heavier cavers. A crawl takes one through a 
small room and then into the ceiling of a canyon passage 8-feet-wide by nearly 40-feet-deep, Bat Bones 
Canyon. At this point one needs a rope to continue into the cave. Fifty feet of rope and some webbing 
for rigging should do. One can rig either a 35-foot drop where vertical gear is necessary or route the 
rope back under some breakdown to be used as a handline for a wide 20-foot-deep chimney climb. 
Weaker climbers may still have to use vertical gear on this drop. Either way a rope is necessary. There 
is unstable rock in this area so care should be taken. From this point forward the nature of the cave 
changes Significantly. There is more clean rock and abundant flows tone deposits. Travel through the 
cave is more challenging. 

At the base of the rope drop the cave splits. The shorter section of the cave is to the east along Bat Bones 
Canyon. One climbs up along the canyon passage and soon the passage doubles back at a tricky traverse. 
Weaker climbers should be wary of making this traverse without a rigged handline. After the traverse 
over a big hole below, the passage heads west and slowly fills with clay. The lower passage leads into 
some domes and a loop passage. At the base of the lower passage there is a small hole in the floor that 
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drops awkwardly into an intersection with a high canyon 
and dome with a steeply descending floor leading into a 
tight pinched passage. Mark Folsom climbed the dome in 
2004 and determined it to be 55 feet high with no passages 
leading off of it. 

The bulk of the cave is accessed from the base of the rope 
drop in Bat Bones Canyon. A hole in the floor leads down 
through a series of narrow and jagged canyon passages. 
One might have to poke around a while in this area to find 
the way on into the rest of the cave. An awkward tight 
canyon is entered part way down a sloping passage and 
takes one through some clay-floored crawls and a body
sized squeeze. Not much further along, through some 

Albino bat in Big Junction Room Nancy Heaslip breakdown, one encounters a good-sized chamber with 
massive breakdown blocks. This is called the Big Junction 

Room. The room measuring 20 feet wide by 50 feet long has a damp dark feel. The floor is coated with 
mud and bat guano. In this room are a few loops and short passages that help add to confusion with 
route finding. At the lowest part of the Big Junction Room is a passage that heads west and leads up over 
some breakdown and soon ends in a clay plug. Right before the end is a seemingly deep hole ringed with 
breakdown blocks. This hole drops 40 feet to the lowest room/passage in the cave, the Bat Cellar. This 
can't be negotiated without a rope. There is an intermediate offset room midway down. A 50- or 60-foot
long rope should do fine here. A couple of re-belay bolts have been placed lower in the drop and a rope 
pad is recommended. The Bat Cellar is a walking height passage that slowly pinches to the east. To the 
west it abruptly ends. There is a narrow inclined slot in the floor that was pushed in two directions at 
its bottom, both to impassable ends. It is at this point that the cave reaches it greatest depth of 230 feet. 
Prospects of pushing the cave deeper at this point are dim. 

Back in the Big Junction Room, a walking passage heads off in a westerly direction directly into the 
mountain and leads to The Canyon, an odd, seemingly vadose canyon passage, draining to the north 
into the mountain. The passage starts off 
8 feet wide by 12 feet high and descends 
through some breakdown obstructions 
and gets slowly tighter and smaller before 
getting too narrow to continue. A high 
lead can be seen in the ceiling near the 
beginning of The Canyon. It was climbed 
but only led to a short sloped passage 
terminating in flows tone. Close to this 
lead is also a narrow cross canyon in the 
ceiling. It is very tough to get into and has 
been followed for perhaps 100 feet. It has 
not been mapped. 

At the beginning of The Canyon are two 
low wide crawls continuing to the west. 
One is at the ceiling level and the other 
is off-set at the floor level. Both soon join 
again in a stooping height passage that 
splits at its end. Lower to the right is a belly 
crawl on a clay floored passage. After 110 
feet of flat-out belly crawling, the passage 
jogs up to the left and then leads through 
another tight spot into a low formation 
room with numerous stalactites and 
stalagmites. Beyond this formation room 
the passage is terminated in massive 
breakdown. The breakdown was probed 
and a route was found leading upward 
into the base of the largest passage in the 
cave, Tallow Hall. 

At its largest point Tallow Hall is over 30 
The Canyon Peter Quick 
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feet wide and 40 feet tall. The passage is about 240 feet long. 
The walls of the passage are festooned with large white tallow 
draperies and flowstone. One end of the hall ends in massive 
breakdown. Probing of the breakdown is unlikely to yield a 
continuation of this larg\:! passage. If this large linear canyon 
passage is projected for even another few hundred feet it would 
be hanging in the air beside the mountain. When the passage 
formed the mountain likely had greater girth. This emphasizes 
the great age of this cave. 

In the opposite direction from the breakdown termination, the 
floor ascends up a slope of moonmilk flows tone to an incredible 
and extremely delicate white formation area. The passage 
terminates in a flows tone fill at the end of a pool of water. 
There are several stalactites that have had calcite rafts formed 
by higher water levels in the pool attached to the bottom of 
them. They look like lion tails. This indicates that water levels 
in this pool have remained very stable for long periods of time. 
Nothing like them is found anywhere else in New England. 
Tallow Hall is named after its massive moonmilk formations. 
The chemical composition of the moonmilk found in Aeolus 
and other nearby Vermont caves has not been studied or 
identified. Some have speculated that there may be an organic 
component in the formation of moonmilk. It might make an 
interesting mineralogical study for a graduate student. Suffice 
it to say that moonmilk is a soft and easily scarred formation 
that feels creamy when rubbed between the fingers. One can 
observe flows tone, stalactites, stalagmites, and cave pearls 
made of moonmilk in Tallow Hall.lt is very delicate and should 
be treated with care. 

It is difficult to analyze the geologic history and formational 
Formation pool in Tallow Hall JejfZink controls of Aeolus Bat Cave because of its advanced age and 

extensive consumption by the breakdown process. The cave is 
formed in the calcitic white Shelburne marble along at least two 

joint sets. Aeolus Bat Cave is perched nearly 1600 feet above the valley below and retains no relation 
to the present hydrology of the area. There is no flowing water in the cave. There is one major pool 
that appears to be very stable, on the scale of hundreds of years or longer. It is most likely fed by small 
seeps and has an overflow route so that the level is kept constant. The cave is nearing the end of its 
formation cycle, no longer being modified by water to any extent, and is slowly being consumed by the 
process of breakdown. The historic parts of the cave are primarily full of breakdown while the lower 
newly discovered bulk of the cave is a hodgepodge of interconnected crawls, tubes, canyons, rooms, and 
domes existing at different levels and variously terminating in breakdown, clay fills, or flowstone fill, all 
insinuations that Aeolus Bat Cave was once a much larger cave than we have today. When examining 
the map one can see jointing provided the primary structural control on the caves formation. 

The cave is likely to have formed previous to the last glacial advance. It way well have been entirely 
formed by ice dammed lake waters forced against the side of the mountain, alternating between multiple 
glacial cycle enlargements and periodic occlusions with glacial sediments. The cave exhibits a phreatic 
nature, a randomness and lack of flow direction that might be explained by the formation by flooding 
mechanism. The large entrance that quickly necks down into smaller passages along with passages 
in places that suddenly terminate in solid rock look similar to other caves formed by back flooding 
enlargement. 

It seems that Aeolus Bat Cave is of an age that vastly exceeds the age of other Vermont caves. The cave 
would be a good candidate for a number of studies to get a better feel for the age of the cave. U-series 
dating of spelothems, radionuclide dating of any sand and larger clastic material, and magnetic work on 
the clay layers could all be informative. 

In 1983 the National Gypsum Company donated 150 acres, which includes Aeolus Bat Cave, to The Nature 
Conservancy so that the cave's fragile bat population could be better protected. In ]985 a "bat friendly" 
gate made from angle iron was put across the entrance to keep people out of the cave during the critical 
fall and winter bat hibernating months. In 2004 the old gate was removed and a much more massive gate 
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was installed deeper into the entrance room to pose less of 
an obstacle to the bats using the cave. The gates cost was 
in excess of $30,000 with a partial grant of $17,000 from the 
u.s. Fish and Wildlife Service. Interestingly (to cavers) part 
of the funding was supposed to cover the development of 
a cave management plan to allow reasonable access to the 
cave by cavers during non-critical hibernation times. The 
implementation of a management plan never happened 
due to lack of follow-through by The Nature Conservancy, 
although caving organizations contributed much to the 
management plan development process. 

Many bat census studies (more than 60) have been performed 
on Aeolus Bat Cave since 1934. Most censuses have take the 
form of counting visible bats during various times of the 
year. Over the decades physical counts have come up with 
average populations of between 200 to 3000 bats in Aeolus 
(Trombulak, 2001). In addition to the dominant little brown 

Construction of the new ga te, destruction of the old gate Jansen Cardy bat (myotis lucifugus), lesser quantities of the northern 
long-eared bat (myotis septentrionaJis) and even fewer 
eastern pipistrelle (perimyotis subflavus) are found. In the 

past, the now endangered Indiana bat (myotis sodalis) had a Significant presence in the cave. 

Two bat count studies during the period of 1960 to 1962 differed significantly from all other counts 
performed in Aeolus Bat Cave. Davis and Hitchcock (1965) estimated the population at Dorset Cave to 
be close to 300,000 bats. They based their estimate on a methodology known as the Lincoln Index. The 

Biologist Harold Hitchcock during a 1962 bat study. "Old school" pointy stick and net method. John F. Smith 
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Lincoln Index provides a way to measure population sizes of individual animal species. It is based on a 
capture/mark/recapture method. In theory, mark/recapture techniques involve sampling a population 
of animals and then marking all of the individuals captured in a recognizable way. The marked animals 
are then released back into the population and left to mingle for a suitable period of time. Once they 
have become thoroughly mixed into the population again, the population is resampled. The assumption 
is then made that the proportion of marked animals in the second sample is the same as the proportion 
of marked animals to non-marked within the whole population. Enough time must be allowed to elapse 
for complete mixing to have occurred. 

Their estimate was two orders of magnitude greater than any other count made at this hibernacula. 
Whether this estimate was accurate has long been a matter of speculation among biologists in Vermont. 
Davis and Hitchcock (1965) believed their estimate indicated that the portion of the cave accessible to 
humans, hence the portion included in all other bat surveys, was only a small part of a vastly greater 
cave system accessible to the bats. Other biologists considered their estimate to be open to considerable 
question and that Davis and Hitchcock's estimates shouldn't be used as a baseline value for comparison 
and thus discounted them as late as 2001 (Trombulak, 2001). 

The discoveries in 2000 of the cave below the East Passage unlocked the mystery of where many more 
of the bats hibernate. All the major chambers in the new part of the cave have evidence of significant 
bat habitation during the winter months. A bat counting trip in the winter of 2003 found at least 24,000 
hibernating bats, including about 14 Indiana bats. An unusual albino bat was also noted. Successful 
identification of the few Indiana bats in the cave was the most important factor used to procure funding 
for the re-gating of the cave in 2004. 

More recently with the devastation of the bats population due to White-Nose Syndrome, the estimate 
of bats hibernating in Aeolus has been reassed. Based on the mortality of at least 20,000 to 30,000 bats 
observed in Guano Hall and the shear numbers of bats exiting the cave in the winter of 2009, it is 
now thought that Aeolus Bat Cave easily houses (or housed) 300,000 bats thus vindicating Davis and 
Hitchcock's bat census estimates and beliefs about a far larger cave. Since bat counts only identified 
24,000 bats in the newly discovered parts of the cave, it is likely the cave is even larger than the 3000 
feet of known passage today. It is probable that White-Nose Syndrome will nearly wipe out the entire 
bat population of the cave. In order to discover where all the additional passages are in Aeolus Bat Cave 
cavers will need to continue to follow the air flow. 

WNS bat fatalities in Guano Hall, Winter 2009 Scott Darling 

A two-year-Iong temperature study was done on 
the cave by placing temperature data loggers at 
various locations throughout the cave. The results 
of the study returned a rock steady temperature 
throughout the cave at just a bit over 43 degrees F. 
Not surprisingly, it also reflects the mean annual 
temperature outside the cave. A data logger was 
placed outside the cave for the same time period and 
all the highs and lows of the entire year averaged out 
to the same temperature. What this means for the 
bats is that it has a perfect temperature profile for 
use by the Indiana bat in hibernation. For the caver it 
means that this breezy drippy cave must be entered 
with proper attire as chilling can come quickly. 

Two types of cave insects have also been collected 
and identified in the cave. One type, Collembola 
(commonly known as springtails), has been identified 
as Hypogastrura (Ceratophysella) pecki. The species 
has been collected in a number of New York caves 
and in surface habitats in Alaska, Idaho, and Alberta, 

Canada. It may be a glacial relict. The other is the mesostigmatid mite, Cohort Gamasina. These are 
known to be parasites on bats. 

Since the discoveries of 2000, the cave has been closed year-round to almost all visitations. It is hoped 
that a management plan will be devised that will once again allow access to the cave from June 1st to 
September 1st each year. Because of the unique nature of the cave, its delicate biological and natural 
features, and challenging and somewhat dangerous sections, access to the cave will have to be far more 
limited than it was in the past. 
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Hitchcocks Cave 
Dorset Quad 

Hitchcocks Cave is named after Edward 
Hitchcock, a noted American geologist in the 
mid 1800s. Hitchcock wrote in 1861 about 
Aeolus Bat Cave and speculated that Aeolus 
had an exit on the western side of Green Peak. 
The deep sinkhole that contains Hitchcocks 

lUTCHCOCK'S CAVE 
Bennington County, VT 

Cave was named after 
Hitchcock. Perhaps it 
was considered the 
possible other side of 
the mountain entrance 
to Aeolus Bat Cave. 
The sinkhole contained 
a 1S-foot-long cave, 
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Hitchcock Cave in the spring John Keough 

tight 

basically a sinking stream dropping into a short cave and then into a crack too 
tight to enter. In 2007 Greg Racicot and John Keough managed to break off some 
rock so John Keough could squeeze into the cave. The entrance wa .~ further 
enlarged in 2009 to permit easier access. Beyond the squeeze the cave turns into 
a 3D-foot-tall canyon that is very narrow in places. The cave attains a depth of 39 
feet and terminates in very narrow floor drains. A total of 97 feet passage was 
mapped. So 1S0 years after the cave was named it was finally entered and its true 
dim prospects were finally revealed. This cave is certainly not related to Aeolus 
Bat Cave in anything other than fantasy. 

The cave is formed in the distinctive blue-gray, white-striped, undifferentiated 
Bascom-Beldens formation and was formed by a postglacial stream piracy. 

Cliff Hole 
Dorset Quad 

Cliff Hole is located below the saddle between Green Peak and Dorset Hill, about 
2000 feet south of the old Freedley Quarry. It is in an old quarry known as the 
Way Quarry and later as the Mud Hole Quarry (Perkins, 1933). The quarry was 

operated in the 1850s and during operations Cliff Hole was intersected, with its entrance perched about 
midway up on the 4D-foot-high quarry wall. Cliff Hole is formed horizontally along a joint trending N 
60 W in the Shelburne marble. It is a dry cave with no natural entrance and was probably formed during 
or before the last glaciation. 

Cliff Hole was noticed in 
1967 by Robert Carroll 
and was found to have 
about 164 feet of passage. 
The main passage from 
the cliff face goes to a 
junction room and then 
becomes a crawl that 
terminates in a very small 
room some 118 feet in 
from the cliff face. Off the 
junction room a couple of 
leads add variety to the 
layout of the cave but soon 
pinch out. Visitors to Cliff 
Hole should be skilled 
in vertical techniques in 
order to rappel down to 
the entrance or climb up 
to it. 
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Mud Hole Quarry Cave 
Dorset Quad 

Just above Cliff Hole Cave is a small cave found by 
Rick Pingree and John Keough. While walking up 
to the cliff above Cliff Hole Cave they found a small 
fist sized hole. They dug it open and dropped down 
about 6 feet into a passage that was dirt filed in one 
direction and led into a small room in the other 
direction. John squirmed through a tight crack in the 
floor of the small room which led down to another 
small room where the cave ended in dirt fill. The 
cave turned out to be about 18 feet deep and about 
35 feet long. 

Sweeney Brook Caves 
Dorset Quad 

The Sweeney Brook Caves are located in the stream 
bed of what is thought to be Sweeney Brook. Sweeney 
Brook is not marked as a brook on the Dorset 
Quadrangle map, just a ravine. Sweeney Brook is 
.3 miles south of Gulf Brook along the Old County 
Road. Sweeney Brook merges down the mountain 
with Gulf Brook. Gulf Brook is also known as the 
Natural Bridge Brook, containing as the name would 
indicate a nice natural bridge. 

Cliff Hole entrance Peter Quick 

The Sweeney Brook Cave group is formed in the white Shelburne marble and consists of three caves, 
Sweeney Brook Cave, Middle Sweeney Brook Cave, and Bruised Rib Cave. Various parts of Sweeney 
Brook act as insurgences and resurgences for the brook and are all formed along the same two joint 
sets. The dominant joint set trends S 45 W. The caves are all presently being modified and formed by 
the waters of Sweeney Brook. Locals have no doubt noticed the openings of these caves for years but 
probably had little interest in the chilly bath that is needed to explore them. 

Bruised Rib Cave 
Dorset Quad 

In 1965 Robert Carroll poked into a white marble overhang downstream from the main group of caves 
and found an intricate cave that he named Bruised Rib Cave for its occasional tight spots. Bruised Rib 
Cave is the oldest of the group containing larger quantities of breakdown and higher level abandoned 
stream passages. The cave consists of a couple of tight squeezes leading downward into The Hall, 
which terminates after going 60 feet in a southwest direction. The Hall continues back under the upper 
entrance and leads to a tight lower entrance that Robert Carroll dug open in 1968. The cave contains 
some intricate side passages to the northwest of The Hall, most of which are very tight and only extend 
a few feet before terminating in sharp breakdown. Bruised Rib Cave contains 173 feet of passage. 

BLvB! FivE INCHES OF ,q/R 
Sf'ACE IN SWEENEY BR(10K 
(MIODLE) CAVE- K"'OOIN AS A 
ToP T" 

Middle Sweeney Brook Cave 
Dorset Quad IN 

--:------- -------
Robert W. Carroll, Jr. illuslTation of Middle Sweeney Brook Cave 

Middle Sweeney Brook Cave is not surprisingly the middle cave of the 
Sweeney Brook Cave group and is also the longest of the three. The cave 

has three entrances at its lower downstream end, the lowest being a 
stream resurgence where Sweeney Brook flows above the ground 

before sinking at Bruised Rib Cave. Middle Sweeney Brook Cave 
contains 311 feet of passage and was first pushed to its upstream 

end in 1967 by Robert Carroll. This cave is entirely joint-controlled 
with a stream running through its entire length. The most notable 
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passage i~ the Blub Crawl, where one has to proceed upstream in a low crawl nearly full of water, in one 
place havI~g no more than 5 in.ches of air space. The cave terminates upstream, after a straight 42-foot
lo~g tube, In a couple of low dut filled crawls. One of these dirt-filled crawls, if dug out, may connect 
wIth Upper Sweeney Brook Cave. This cave should probably not be done without a wetsuit or in times 
of high water or cloudbursts. 

Upper Sweeney Brook Cave 
Dorset Quad 

Upper Sweeney Brook Cave is the upper cave in the Sweeney Brook Cave group and contains 226 feet of 
passage. It contains basically two semi-parallel passages that extend in a southern direction for about 114 
feet. The downstream end of the cave is just below the entrance and is terminated by a sump. 

Tallow Spur Caves 
Dorset Quad 
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In the spring of 1969 Robert Carroll found a series of five minor 
caves on the spur (low hill) southeast of Tallow Cave. All are 
formed in the Shelburne marble along enlarged joints. The series 
starts with a lO-foot cave east of Tallow Cave. To the south 600 feet 
is a lO-foot cave and a 20-foot cave found years ago by the locals. 
A little further to the south is a 33-foot cave named Tallow Spur 
Cave #4 that consists of a straight passage sloping down to a mud 
sump. 

About 200 feet south of Cave #4 and beside a logging road is Bone 
Room Cave, a 30-foot-long cave that Robert Carroll dug into. The 
entrance is a narrow drop that is hard to spot, leading into a small 
room with some small formations, some bones and an obstructed 
lead in the back of the cave. 
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Tallow cave is located about one quarter mile southeast of Websters Bonus Cave in the west side of a 
low marble ridge. Tallow Cave is formed in the Shelburne marble along one prominent joint set. Tallow 

10 TALLOW CAVE 
BENNINGTON COUNTY. VT 

Grode 5 Survey Metric 
Suunto 6 Tope 
October 11,1980 

Cave has been known since before the turn of the century. It was first 
mentioned in literature around 1900 in the Journal of the Franklin 
Institute. The front part of the cave was well described and the cave 
was noted for the abundance of the mineral moonmilk. The moonmilk 
was described as a water-saturated carbonate of lime. 

15 John Evon •• P".r QuIck, 

The entrance of the cave is about 8-feet-wide and descends steeply 
into a room lO-feet-wide and 25-feet-long. The cave jogs to the south 
and then continues along a joint trending N 40 E. After a few feet the 
floor of the cave drops out into a 20-foot-deep pit, At the bottom of 
this pit is a room that stands 3 feet deep in water during the spring 
and wet weather. A cable ladder is advised for those planning to 
enter this room. On the other side of this pit is a low nasty crawl 
full of water and greasy moonmilk. The crawl leads to another 
pit, this one being 26-feet-deep. Brian Pease and Ron Morris first 
dropped this pit in 1967. At the bottom of this drop (rope required) 
is a room and the end of the cave. The pits in Tallow Cave should 
not be attempted by those not skilled in vertical techniques. Tallow 
Cave contains 196 feet of passage and has 53 feet of relief. The cave 
takes its name from the soft, tallow-like deposits of travertine on the 
walls and floor of the cave. These deposits are called moonmilk and 
are commonly composed of either hydrocalcite or hydromagnesite. 

162 Tom Cook, KIWi" Horris, 
METERS 8obWor1ltlow 
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Websters Bonus Cave 
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Websters Bonus Cave is located in the old Cody Quarry .6 mile 
south of the Rutland and Bennington County line and about 
225 feet east of the Old County Road . The Cody Quarry was 
opened in 1907 by the Norcross-West Company in an effort to 
mine the white calcite marble of the Shelburne formation. After 
removing four floors of marble, great internal strain problems 
were encountered which "so held the drills and all the tools used that 
it was not possible to work them" (Perkins, 1931). This, combined 
with a finely fractured rock, prompted abandoning of this 
quarry. Webster's Bonus Cave must have been encountered 
immediately upon opening the quarry, if it didn't already have 
an opening to the surface. 
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Falls Cliff Cave 
Dorset Quad 

-.2 

The cave was named in the 1950s after Roy Webster who worked 
for the Vermont Marble Company and who was responsible for 
finding many of the caves in the Dorset Mountain area. The 
cave, 121 feet long and 33 feet deep, is formed in gently dipping 
bedding along at least two joints. Much of the breakdown in the 
cave probably originated from the quarrying operation, as the 
ceiling and walls are elliptical, indicating a phreatic origin and 
not much secondary modification by breakdown. The cave can 

be visited without getting wet and affords some pretty white marble to view in the lower passage. The 
stream that runs through the cave can be seen to resurge from among a pile of tailings downhill and 
about 200 feet away from the quarry. 

Falls Cliff Cave is located about a 
quarter mile south of the Rutland 
and Bennington County line not far 
off of the Old County Road. The Old 
County Road is the dirt road (marked 
on the Dorset Quad as a Jeep Trail) 
that extends from the incline railway, 
near the active quarries on Dorset 
Mountain, south past the Purgatory 
Plateau, past the Falls Cliff area, past 
Gulf Brook, and south to meet up with 
Dorset Hill Road on the east side of 
Green Peak. 

Falls Cliff Cave is formed in the lower 
parts of the Bascom formation. The 
rock that the cave is formed in varies 
from a thick-bedded, white, calcite Falls Cliff Cave Mike Chu 

marble to a thinly bedded, blue and 
white calcite marble with numerous thin phyllitic interbeds. The cave is located directly below the 
phyllite-marble contact zone and was formed by a stream running off the impermeable phyllites and 
into a joint in the underlying marble. There is a 12-foot phyllite cliff that acts as a waterfall above the 
cave. As the marble under the cliff was dissolved away, support of the overlying phyllites was taken 
away and led to the collapse of the large blocks that can be seen lying in front of the entrance area. In the 
entrance one can observe the clean contact between the Bascom-Beldens formation and the overlying 
Netop formation. This contact marks the thrust surface of the Dorset Mountain Slice. 

Falls Cliff Cave contains 320 feet of passage and is 68 feet deep. It consists basically of a narrow entrance 
passage leading to a 19-foot-drop that requires a cable ladder to descend. At the bottom of this drop are 
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two side-by-side rooms floored with 
much breakdown. This part of the 
cave was first entered in 1959 during a 
Northeastern Regional Organization 
(NRO) meeting of the NSS in Vermont. 
In the west part of the room beside the 
drop room is a small crawl through 
breakdown, leading downward into 
the bottom part of the cave. This 
crawl can be bypassed by a slightly 
treacherous climb over breakdown 
and down a chimney. In the summer 
of 2008, a group from an outdoor 
adventure school was visiting Falls 
Cliff Cave and one of the participants, 
a 16-year-old girl fell while climbing 
an etrier ladder in this area. A full
blown cave rescue call out in Vermont 
was initiated and eventually the girl 
was extracted from the cave with only 
minor injuries. 

Back in the beginning of the cave is 
a right-hand passage just as one is 
entering the cave. This passage leads 
to another 65 feet of passage, about 
half of which leads back toward the 
cliff face in a series of tight wet crawls. 

Potholes Cave is located .13 miles northeast of Falls Cliff Cave along the schist-marble contact. This 
30-foot-cave is formed along a joint in the Bascom formation. Robert Carroll discovered this cave in 1968. 
To the north of the entrance in the cave is a small crawl leading to a too-tight vertical crack that has an 
air current coming from the bottom of it. One can see down the crack about 10 feet and it appears to get 
wider at the bottom. Rocks dropped down the crack can be heard to drop a bit further than one can see. 
The crack could be widened with some hammer work. 

North Falls Cave 
Dorset Quad 

During the spring of 1966, Robert Carroll found a small opening under a small waterfall about 800 feet 
northeast of Falls Cliff Cave. It is formed right on the phyllite-marble contact with water flowing directly 
off the impermeable phyllite into a joint in the Bascom formation . The cave is generally very wet due to 
its sieve-like phyllite ceiling. It consists of a pair of low rooms, the smaller one having a drop of 15 feet 
to a possible lower passage but which at this time is unfortunately blocked. 

Cave Woods Caves 
Dorset Quad 

The Cave Woods Caves are located on land known as Cave Woods about 1600 feet east of the dirt road 
linking Dorset and Danby Four Corners on the west (backside) of Dorset Mountain. Good luck finding 
these caves with these directions. The possible presence of these caves was noted in Caves In Vermont 
and was confirmed in 1966 by cavers. Two caves were found penetrating a ledge and are separated 
by 100 feet or less. The west cave is about 20-feet-long while the slightly more impressive east cave is 
40-feet-Iong with a spacious room inside. Both caves are formed in the gray beds of the undifferentiated 
Bascom-Beldens formation. 
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Rutland and Windsor County cave distribution plot 
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RUTLAND COUNTY 

Camp Sring Cave 
Dorset Quad 

CAVE WOODS CAVES 
BENNINGTON CO. 

Camp Spring Cave is located beside a camp somewhat north of the 
Cave Woods Caves and much closer to the dirt road between Dorset 
and Danby Four Corners, on the west side of Dorset Mountain. The 
cave is formed in the undifferentiated Bascom-Beldens formation 
along the side of a stream. Part of the stream enters the east entrance 
and flows 40 feet through the cave where it then exits back into the 
main stream bed. 
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In 1997 or 1998 the Imperial Quarry and the surrounding cave area on 
Dorset Mountain was leased from OMYA (a Swiss based company) 
to an Italian company locally working under the name of Vermont 
Quarries Corp., headquartered in Rutland, Vermont. The official 

L:'10rT. 

position of the lessor OMYA is that the caves are closed. Purgatory Pit is fenced although the gate seems 
to always be open and the fence is not in the best condition due to falling trees. It should probably be 
assumed that any problems in the area that could be connected with visits by cavers will certainly result 
in tighter control of access to the area. The old dirt roads leading into the area have been blocked off by 
the marble company. The caves from Boulder Cave in the south to Chimney Cave in the north all lie on 
Vermont Quarries Corp./OMYA property. 

WEsT ROOM 

Boulder Cave 
Dorset Quad 

Boulder Cave is located about a fifth of a mile south of and at 
the same elevation as the Purgatory Plateau (1900 feet), in the 
bed of a stream. The main entrance to Boulder Cave is where a 
stream cascades off a phyllite-floored stream bed into a scenic 
30-foot-deep canyon passage. Vertical gear is necessary to 
enter the cave via this entrance. This entrance is marked by a 
round quartzite boulder suspended over the top of the canyon 
passage. The quartzite boulder lends the cave its name. 

Boulder Cave is formed along two joint sets in the 
undifferentiated Bascom-Beldens formation right at the phyllite 
and marble contact. This joint set has the same alignment of 
the joints that control the orientation of all the caves on the 
Purgatory Plateau. The cave contains 210 feet in passage length 
and 75 feet in relief. It was formed by waters flowing off the 
overlying phyllites and into joints in the underlying marbles. 
To gain entrance to this cave it is not necessary to descend the 
pit under the boulder, as this route usually contains a waterfall; 
rather, a short belly crawl starting under a rock in the lowest 
part of the sink gives access to an easy down-climb into the cave. 
The cave contains clean and pretty bedrock identical in nature 
to the Bascom-Beldens on the Purgatory Plateau, blue and gray 
marble interbedded with tan weathering dolomite beds that 
have undergone such folding to have become attenuated and 
boudinaged. The bedding has lost much of its original identity 
due to the extreme amounts of flow folding it has undergone. 
The cave contains a couple 15-foot drops that are advisable to 
use a rope and perhaps vertical gear on. Bring along a couple 
50-foot sections of rope if unsure about the climbs in the cave. 
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Mole Root Cave 
Dorset Quad 

Mole Root Cave is located approximately 800 feet north 
of Boulder Cave that Robert Carroll dug open and 
squeezed into in the spring of 1966. The entrance area of 
the cave is in a small unstable sink and may well have 
closed itself since it was last visited. It is a 45-foot-long 
cave formed a bit below the phyllite contact. 

Purgatory System 
Dorset Quad 

The Purgatory System is Vermont's deepest cave with 
a depth of 269 feet. The Purgatory System consists of 
Purgatory Pit and Pugratorys Backdoor. These two 
caves were long suspected to be linked but it wasn't until 
1978 that they were actually connected. Brians Cave is 
the third cave of the system and the origin of the stream 
that flows through the other two caves. At this point it is 
a separate cave having not been connected by cavers to 
the other two caves. 

The Purgatory caves penetrate the Purgatory Plateau 
that lies on the northeastern side of Dorset Mountain. 
These caves are all formed along two joint sets, the major 
set trending between N 10 Wand N 34 Wand the minor 
set trending approximately N 70 E. This minor jOint set is 
more prominent in nearby Deer Cave and also in Hunter 
Cave. This joint trend lies on the same trend as basalt 
dikes found in the Imperial Quarry, a few thousand feet 
away to the northeast. These joints (that helped form 
the caves) and basalt dikes certainly emphasize a local 
structural pattern that would be interesting to synthesize 
into the larger regional structural geology picture. 
The caves are formed in the undifferentiated Bascom
Beldens formation as are all of the caves in the Purgatory 
Plateau area. The Bascom-Beldens in this area consists of 
alternating bands of gray and blue calcite marble with 
numerous layers containing phyllitic impurities, and 
more resistant orange-tan weathering bands of dolomite. 
Flow folding in the undifferentiated Bascom-Beldens 
was quite intense and destroyed much of the bedding's 
original identity. Much of the bedding is thought to be 
a secondary metamorphic layering. The competent and 
less ductile dolomite beds were less able to participate in 
the flow folding and were subsequently attenuated and 
broken into boudinage with the less competent calcite 
marbles flowing in between the boudins. The more 
resistant dolomite beds are an obvious feature in the 
Purgatory System, oftentimes forming constrictions in 
the passages and prominent shelves and ledges. 

The three caves are entirely formed by vadose waters 
descending down the mountain draining off the 
impermeable phyllites and into the marbles below. 
Right above the entrance to Brians Cave is the contact 
zone between the overlying Netop formation, schist, 
and the underlying and likely younger marbles. A 
stream running off the phyllites and onto the marbles 
immediately found its way into the ground along joints 
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in the marble. There is 
no obvious evidence 
of an initial phreatic 
development stage in 
any of the caves. 

The opening to 
Purgatory Pit is an 
impressive hole in 
the floor of the woods 
measuring 26 feet by 
33 feet, with a drop of 
78 feet. The entrance 
to the pit is most likely 
postglacial in age as 
any opening this large 
would have been filled 
in with glacial debris if 
it had existed before the 
glaciation. Although no 
evidence exists to prove 
it, it is probable that the 

Jeff Zink rappeling into Purgatory Pit Peter Quick entire cave system is 

Bob Jefferys on aid climb 

postglacial in age. At 
the base of the entrance 

drop one descends a large debris slope into the first dome room. A small stream flows from the top of the 
dome, filling the room below with a wet shower. Bob Jefferys climbed this dome in 1978 and discovered 
almost 260 feet of passage connecting Purgatory Pit with Purgatorys Backdoor. Unfortunately a through
trip cannot be made at this time due to an extremely tight spot that needs to be widened. 

Beyond the first dome in Purgatory Pit one can climb up into the second shower dome and across 
a traverse to a passage on the opposite side leading to a 14-foot drop into the third room. From the 
third room is a narrow passage that leads to the once elusive fourth room. This crack stopped cavers 
for many years but was forced in 1974 by Miles Drake. If one can make it through this crack there is 
another 78-foot drop below the caver. This is the final drop of the cave and no further passage goes on 

Kevin DOWI1I!1} 

from the bottom. In the summer of 1991 Peter Quick and Jeff Zink were able to 
significantly widen the narrows to room four, enabling easier access to the final 
drop. Rigging the fourth room must be done with care. Inspect any bolts left 
above the drop. Do not automatically trust them. An extra 50 feet of rope should 
be used to back up the rigging into room three. 

Purgatorys Backdoor is very different from the pit part of the cave and is mostly 
a narrow stream passage that requires crawling on one's side much of the time. 
There are, however, three domes along the way in Backdoor that are more 
than 30 feet high and can afford the caver a chance for some semi-hazardous 
climbing. At the end of Backdoor is the aforementioned tight spot that must 
be widened before a through-trip into Purgatory Pit can be completed. The 
combined length of the Purgatory System is 600 feet making it the fourth 
longest cave in Rutland County. In the fall of 1991 OMYA fenced Purgatory Pit 
to emphasize its no trespassing policy on marble company lands. 

Brians Cave mentioned at the beginning of the description is 180 feet to the 
northwest of Purgatory's Backdoor entrance and is the hydrologic beginning of 
the three-cave system. It is located immediately below the phyllite contact and 
swallows a stream that flows off of the phyllite. In 1966 Brian Pease dug into 
Brians Cave, which contains 170 feet of passage. It is almost entirely walking 
passage, albeit quite drippy, ending in a gravel pinch near Purgatory's Backdoor. 
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South Vent is a 22-foot-long cave 
about 450 feet to the south of 
Purgatory Pit and downhill about 
100 feet from the Purgatory Plateau. 
It has a crawling-sized entrance. The 
passage is formed along a joint and 
descends a bit from the entrance to 
a narrow slot in the back of the cave 
that is far too tight to enter. South 
Vent has always been considered a 
cave lead with potential. 
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Deer Cave 
Dorset Quad 

Roy Webster found Deer Cave, 
located a little less than a quarter 
mile northwest of the Purgatory 
System, in the late summer of 
1966. Deer Cave is formed in the 
undifferentiated Bascom-Beldens 
formation and is entirely controlled 
by joints. It is formed along the same 
two sets of joints that controlled the 
formation of the Purgatory System. 
The main cave-forming joint of 
the Purgatory System trending N 
10 W also controls the passages in 
the lower parts of Deer Cave. The 
joint that defines the main passage 
of Deer Cave also correlates with 
the joints that connect the various 
offset linear passages in the 
Purgatory System, all of which lie 
parallel to a number of basalt dikes 
just to the north. 

-;-

The entrance slope and short drop 
leads into a walking passage, the Upper Hall, that goes 60 feet in the uphill direction where it ends 
in breakdown. In the Upper Hall one can observe old sand and gravel fills in the wall crevices of the 
passage. Undoubtedly at one point the entire passage was filled in by this sand and gravel matrix, 
probably sometime during the glaCiation when there was higher water flow carrying greater sediment 
loads. Since then descending waters have slowly re-excavated the cave. Below the Upper Hall a passage 
leads downward to a jagged narrows and a tight squeeze into a horizontal gravel-floored crawlway. The 
west end of this crawl has a 30-foot-high inclined chimney with some small stalactites, most of which 
have already been ruined by thoughtless cavers. Excavation efforts at both ends of the gravel crawl 
added a few feet to the length of the cave but ended inconclusively. In the spring of 1983 Peter Quick 
and Dave Hammond hammered their way through a narrows near the entrance room and opened up 
80 feet of virgin passage heading uphill and parallel to the lower gravel passage. It ended in breakdown 
probably very close to the surface. 

During some years the cave is dry, but spring thaws and wet years make the cave a bit less fun to visit, 
especially at the lower squeezes. The cave contains 377 feet in passage length and 72 feet in relief. When 
the cave was discovered, numerous deer bones were found in the entrance drop, thus lending the cave 
its name. 
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Hunter Cave is located on the west side of a logging road a little over a quarter mile to the north-northwest 
of the Purgatory System and only a few hundred feet away from Deer Cave. Hunter Cave's history began 
in the mid-1950s when local hunters noted vapor emissions coming from its opening on cold days. In 
1965 Roy Webster dug down to the 20-foot level of the cave and a year later he pushed a lead down to the 
estimated 40-foot level where he encountered a tight squeeze that barred further progress. At that time 
Robert Carroll Jr. got involved with the cave and made it a little deeper before being repulsed by water 
at a very tight narrows. He gave up exploration of Hunter Cave until July 1968 when he returned to find 
that the water problem that had stopped him previously had vanished. The next day he made the most 
significant discovery in Vermont since Morris Cave had been dug open in 1963. 

The cave down to the 50-foot level consists mainly of tight crawls between blocks of 
breakdown of questionable stability. When Robert Carroll pushed through the spot 
that had stopped him a few years earlier, he popped into cave passage with bedrock 
walls, not breakdown. The cave led him down drop after drop and into room after 
room to an estimated depth of 137 feet. A later exploration by Robert, Brian Pease, 
and Mike Flores led them down into a stream passage to an estimated depth of 173 
fe et. During subsequent solo explorations (no one else wanted to go back to the cave 
because of its incredibly unstable breakdown) in September of 1968, he uncovered 
a new extension into an area he called the Sand Terrace Room. At the far end of the 
room is a pile of breakdown that yielded a lead to an estimated depth of 185 feet, the 
deepest part of the cave. 

After 1969 no one ever successfully returned to visit the depths of the cave because 
Squeeze atop the Waterfalls Room the water problems that had originally stopped exploration in 1966 had returned 

Mark Folsom to the narrows at the 50-foot level. Sometime during 1976 or early 1977, the long 
predicted collapse of the upper levels of Hunter Cave finally occurred. The collapse 

sealed off the entire cave below the 20-foot level. The caving community wrote off Hunter Cave as 
forever closed. No attempts were made to reopen it. 

In the fall of 1988 Peter Quick decided to have another look at Hunter Cave, buoyed by some recent 
successes he had at opening cave passages. He dug through one squeeze and came upon the collapsed 
portion of the cave. He decided that a few larger boulders would have to be disassembled but was certain 
he could get past the obstruction. He returned in May of 1989 and managed to remove the offending 
boulders. The cave was open again but not without a very close call when an entire wall collapsed on 
him and Jeff Zink and just barely missed crushing them. During this v isit they managed to map the 
upper breakdown crawls into the first main room of the cave. For the next 10 years no one returned to 
visit Hunter Cave. In the fall of 1999 Peter Quick returned to Hunter with John Keough and Rick Pingree, 
and after excavating in a couple of spots, continued mapping the cave. In 2001 John Keough found a 
complex breakdown extension off the back of the Sand Terrace Room. Mapping in this section took the 
cave's length to 1186 feet and the depth to 217 feet. 

The formational history of Hunter Cave is a bit more complex than the other caves of the Purgatory 
Plateau. It too is formed in the 
undifferentiated Bascom-Beldens 
formation. For the fi rst 55 feet of depth, 
the cave passage winds its way down 
through massive breakdown. A couple 
of places are tight, twisty, drippy, and 
downright awkward to negotiate. Once 
the cave enters bedrock, the passage 
jogs back and forth down along the 
two major joint sets found throughout 
the Purgatory Plateau. Small streams 
cascade down from room to room, 
in wet times filling much of the cave 
with showers. After descending about 
170 feet through canyons and multiple 
climb-downs, a low wide stream 
passage is encountered. The passage 
seems to be controlled by bedding and Sand Terrace Room Mark Folsom 
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slopes down at about 28 degrees. Ultimately the stream passage splits up and becomes too smal! to 
continue down. Just before the canyon passage intersects the 20-foot-wide stream passage, there IS a 
narrow side lead that takes one to a tight squeeze and into the beginning of the Sand Terrace Room, at 
the beginning a low room floored by massive breakdown blocks. The room descends to a 4-foot-high by 
30-foot-wide tube segment with a coarse stream sand floor. It appears that this tube is much older than 
the rest of the cave. What we probably have is a postglacial stream piracy flowing down into the ground 
along joints and the coincidental intersection with a much older cave segment. The tube ends in massive 
breakdown in both directions. At one end of the breakdown in the Sand Terrace Room, the previously 
mentioned new breakdown section is found. This area follows a bedrock wall on one side and is a 3-D 
maze in breakdown with potential for new discoveries. 

SPECIAL CAUTION must be used when visiting Hunter Cave. The first 100 feet of passage is formed 
entirely in breakdown, much of it unstable. It is possible that the entrance area of the cave will collapse 
closed again. There are a number of sharp tight squeezes throughout the cave, some being in loose 
breakdown. The cave can also be quite wet. This is not a cave for overweight people, beginners, or the 
faint of heart. 

Thin Mans Cave 
Dorset Quad 

Thin Mans Cave, also known as SW Hunter Cave, is located about 30 feet higher in elevation and a short 
distance to the southwest of Hunter Cave. It contains about 40 feet in passage and is about 22 feet deep. 
The cave is formed along one joint and has a stream running along the bottom of it. The entire cave is 
very tight, probably barring visitation by all but the slimmest of cavers. Progress is stopped downstream 
by an even tighter spot. On the other side of the constriction the passage can be seen to slightly widen 
and continue to descend. 

Hanging Boulder Cave 
Dorset Quad 

Hanging Boulder Cave is located about 1000 feet west of Deer Cave and about 600 feet southwest of 
Hunter Cave. Hanging Boulder Cave is formed in the undifferentiated Bascom-Beldens formation along 
a joint trending straight downhill. It has the same orientation as the major cave-forming joints in both 
the Purgatory System and Deer Cave. This cave is an insurgence cave at the bottom of a short gully 
formed just below the phyllite-marble contact. 

Roy Webster dug into Hanging Boulder Cave in 1965. Entrance was gained under a dangerous-looking 
quartzite boulder. The passage beyond the boulder led to what used to be a 13-foot-high room with a 
mud plug at its bottom. The cave was 40 feet long. A major storm in the fall of 1976 filled the entire cave 
with sediment. It is now a small muddy hole taking a stream. Over the years it may wash open again . 

JOhn Evone,Chefyl Combs,Kevin Harrll, 
Ert&: T~akl •• BiIl Hammond, 
DQ~ Hammond,Morc Hammond 

DAVE'S PORCUPINE 
RUTLAND COUNTY, VT. 

Grade 5 Survey Metric 
Suunto a TClp:e 
March 14, 1981 

Daves Porcupine Cave 
Dorset Quad 

Daves Porcupine Cave is located 
approximately 800 feet to the north of the 
second large stream gully to the north of 
the Purgatory Plateau at an elevation of 
about 2250 feet. At a lower elevation this 
gully drains through a suspended culvert 
alongSide a quarry, known as Brook Quarry 
#1, recently drained of its water and now 
back in commercial operation. The cave is 
located above the phyllite-marble contact 
and is primarily formed in the phyllite. The 
cave contains little evidence of solution or 
carbonate bedrock in it, although there are a 
number of carbonate speleothems in it. 
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Quarry Cave 
Dorset Quad 

The cave is thought to have formed by the collapse of the phyllites into a void formed by the solution of 
an underlying carbonate lens. On Dorset Mountain the phyllites overlying the marbles are Cambrian 
rocks that were overthrust from the east. These Cambrian phyllites often contain carbonate lenses that 
range from a few inches to many feet thick. A small stream drains through part of the cave and hasn't 
been fully explored to date. 

In the fall of 1980, Bill and Dave Hammond discovered Daves Porcupine Cave, which contains 112 feet of 
explored passage. Its name is derived from the caves inhabitants and their plentiful feces . 

B. T UNNEL OF NEW YORK QU ARRY . D ORSET MOT:NTAIN, DAN BY, F R OM 
T H E N ORTHE AST . 

Quarry Cave is located in the rear of the 
abandoned marble quarry known as the New 
York Quarry. The New York Quarry is also known 
as the Symington, Tunnel, Cullen, and Poli's Cave 
Quarry. The New York Quarry can be found by 
following an old railway grade for about 2000 feet 
beyond the abandoned buildings at the head of 
the old incline railway. The quarry was opened 
in 1855 and operated until 1869, after which it 
was idled. In 1904 the Vermont Marble Company 
revived it, to mine what the marble company calls 
the Brook Beds in the white Shelburne marble 
(Perkins, 1932). The quarry contains numerous 
joints in several places. These joints are related 
to several igneous trap dikes found just to the 
south and north of the quarry. The dikes have 
not undergone metamorphism, thus giving them 
an age younger than the Devonian when the last 
great period of metamorphism affected the rocks. 
Fowler (1950) gives these intrusive dikes an age 
of Late Permian. The joints are found to diminish 
the further away they are from the dikes. It is not 

Showing two sets of joints a t the lett of the t u nnel due to a t ra p dike a t the. south 
(not shown in the picture ). The m a rble a t the tunnel and north of it I S free 
f rom 10lnts. 

clear whether these joints were formed by the 
strain that occurred upon emplacement of the dike or if the jointing existed previous to the intrusion. 
It is likely that some jointing existed prior to the intrusions and further jointing was initiated upon the 
intrusion of the dikes. The dikes trend N 25 E. 

The fracturing related to the dikes was probably responsible for the formation of Quarry Cave. The 
cave is found to be chiefly controlled by two sets of joints. The primary trend of Quarry Cave is along 
joints trending approximately N 25 E, the same trend as the nearby dikes. There is a minor joint set 
perpendicular to it. These joints provided preferential paths for solution that led to the formation of 
the cave. The cave at one time extended 
across the entire back of the old quarry 
but much of it was quarried away 
during the operation of the quarry. It 
appears that the cave was formed by 
water draining from the northwestern 
part of the quarry to the southern part 
of the quarry down the gently dipping 
slope of the bedding. The water found 
its way down-dip along the joints. The 
cave is estimated to have had in excess 
of 650 feet of traversable passage when it 
was first encountered by the quarrying. 
It now consists of two caves. 

The southern cave, Quarry Cave, 
contains 334 feet of passage with a 
stream running through parts of it. Main entrance to Quarry Cave 
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Entrance to the largest part of the 
cave is gained through a hole atop 
a ledge in the southern part of the 
quarry. It contains one large room 
and several smaller rooms connected 
by tight crawls through breakdown. 
A large lower stream passage is 
enterable at the base of the ledges 
one has to traverse in order to get 
to the largest part of the cave. An 
intermittent dig from 1981 until the 
fall of 1988 opened up a narrow 
bedrock slot in the last room but 
only yielded an additional 25 feet of 
low belly crawling passage before 
terminating in a clay fill. 

The extensive clay deposits in 
Quarry Cave indicates that it may 
have formed previous to the last 
glacial advance and that later was 
filled or partially filled by glacial 
clays during a period of glacial 
flooding. Since the last glacial retreat 
the clays have been slowly eroded 
away by waters running through 
the cave. Even though Quarry Cave 
was intersected deep in the quarry 
the glacia l clays indicate that at some 
place the cave intersected the surface 
to allow glacial waters laden with 
clays to flow into it 

The north-western cave, Sluggos 
Cave (probably better known as Little 
Quarry Cave), penetrates a corner 
pillar in the quarry across from 
Quarry Cave and is the upstream 
end of Quarry Cave. Sluggos Cave 
contains about 130 feet of passage. 
Access is gained through an entrance 
full of loose breakdown. A descent 
through the loose breakdown leads 
one into a walking height stream 
canyon passage that leads to a 
breakdown termination. A chimney 

above and just before the breakdown termination leads to a very tight exit from the cave into the quarry. 

Chimney Cave lies on the lower slopes of Dorset Mountain about 400 feet higher in elevation than the 
quarry containing Quarry Cave. Chimney Cave also known as Sicos Cave named after the Science Club 
of Springfield (Massachusetts), the group that discovered the cave in the early 1960s. 

Chimney Cave is formed in the undifferentiated Bascom-Beldens formation along a very distinct fault 
trending N 10 E with a dip of 60 NW. Displacement is obvious along the fault with two distinctly 
different bedded sections brought into juxtaposition with one and other. The displacement appears to 
be on the scale of tens of feet or more. In the fault one can observe crystalline recemented fault breccia 
and a flexible gouge. The gouge is thinly laminated and is not as ductile as clay and yet not as rigid as 
fully lithified rock. 
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North-End Cave Pair 
Dorset Quad 

The North-End Caves are located about 
1000 feet northwest of Quarry Cave on the 
north end of Dorset Mountain. Both caves 
are formed along joints in the Bascom 
formation near the transition zone of the 
Shelburne marble. The marble is gray in 
color. The double entrance North-End Cave 
#1 contains about 60 feet of passage while 
North-End Cave #2 contains about 35 feet 
of passage. 

NORTH-END CAVE PAIR HANGING BOULDER CAVE 
PASSAGE'" 40 ft. 
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It seems likely that the faulting occurred after not only 
after the Middle Ordovician Taconic Orogeny but after the 
Devonian Acadian Orogeny. Perhaps it was reactivated 
by postglacial rebound. The fault breccia and gouge are 
completely un metamorphosed which they would not be if 
they had experienced the metamorphism related to either 
of the periods of deformation. 

The faulting formed a plane of increased permeability in 
Chimney Cave. The fault concentrated water flow and thus 
the cave was formed. The cave is basically one passage that 
descends to a depth of 143 feet with two domes formed 
up-dip along the fault surface. The total passage length of 
this cave is 341 feet. Chimney Cave is fairly drippy which 
in turn keeps the rocks shiny and clean. The clean banded 
marble in the cave is really quite pleasant to look at. 

High angle fault in Chimney Cave Peter Quick 
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Morris Cave 
Wallingford SW Quad 

Morris Cave is Vermont's most popular 
and most visited cave. It is located on the 
west side of US 7, about one mile south 
of Danby, in an abandoned lime quarry. 
The existence of several short caves had 
been known for many years, but it wasn't 
until 1963, when Ron Morris dug open 
a few clay plugged constrictions in the 
entrance passage of the cave, that the true 
size of the cave was discovered. It is New 
England's second longest cave with 1845 
feet of explored passage, 240 feet of which 
are under water. 

The cave and quarry are owned by the 
town of Mt. Tabor. The quarry and gravel 
pit below were taken by the town of Mt. 
Tabor for unpaid taxes in 1949. The gravel 
pit below the quarry is now used as the 
Mt. Tabor town dump transfer station. 
The town doesn't want people parking 
in the gravel pit or in front of the gate. 
Visitors should park along the side of US 
7 in front of the gravel pit. 

30 January 5. 1980 Morris Cave is formed along bedding 
with a trend of S 35 W dipping 45 NW. It 
is formed in the white calcitic Sutherland 
Falls marble not far above the contact 
between the Sutherland Falls member 
and Lower Dolomite member of the 
Clarendon Springs formation. The marble 
mined in the quarry (Sutherland Falls 
member) was burned in lime kilns. The 
kiln and quarry were in operation in 

John Evans 
GeorOI Ehrenfried 
Rlehard Fit. 
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the early 1920s and were owned by The 
Vermont Lime Products Company (Rolando, 1992). The remnants of the lime kiln can be seen near the 
gravel pit below the quarry. 

The cave can be divided into four sections, each of which having a slightly different formational history 
than the others. Much of Morris Cave was formed in the phreatic zone as is evidenced by phreatic 
features throughout the cave. The entrance passage best exhibits evidence for phreatic formation. 
The passage was formed by waters flowing through and dissolving a white calcitic marble bed. The 
water was contained by an underlying 
pink weathering dolomite bed that in 
many places forms the flat inclined floor 
of the passage. The passage consists 
primarily of low sinuous crawlways 
undulating up- and down-dip along the 
bedding. The undulations of the passage 
are thought to be controlled by joints 
crossing the bedding, although upon 
close examination virtually no evidence 
of joints can be found. The passage could 
not have been formed by gravity-driven 
vadose waters due to its undulating 
nature with no downstream path for 
vadose waters. There has, however, been 
some secondary vadose modifications in U Tube squeeze before the Main Hallway 

I 
Bill Hammond 
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the entrance passage by subsequent minor water 
flow down the dip of the bedding from the surface 
above, thus somewhat modifying the passage in an 
up-dip direction. The entrance passage contains a 
couple of tight spots for larger cavers to be aware of. 

The next section of the cave that is encountered is the 
Main Hallway-Lake Room section and associated 
chambers. The Main Hallway and large rooms in the 
middle of the cave have been extensively modified 
by breakdown, obliterating many of the original 
formational features and thus making conclusions 
about the formation of this part of the cave more 
difficult. In the uppermost part of the Main Hallway 
chamber, vadose waters are descending through the 
roof of the cave and are causing enlargement in an 
upward direction and is creating much breakdown. 
The Main Hallway was probably formed in the 

Straddle above climbdown to Lake Room Bill Hammond phreatic zone and upon the lowering of the water 
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table and draining of the chamber, large blocks that 
were supported by the water collapsed when exposed to the full effect of gravity. The Main Hallway of 
the cave has 130 feet in relief from its highest point to the water level in the Lake Room. 

The lowest part of the Main Hallway is the Lake Room. The ceiling reaches its greatest heights in this 
part of the cave, reaching up to 40 feet. In 1974 Tom Cook, supported by the Boston Grotto, dove the 
sump at the end of the Lake Room and penetrated 82 feet of water-filled passage before turning back. 
He returned one year later in August and penetrated the sump to a distance of 150 feet and to a depth 
of approximately 45 feet. The passage continued trending downward without stopping or getting too 
tight to continue. All walls, top and bottom, were checked and no side leads were found. In July of 1987 
John Schweyen dove the sump and pushed beyond the point where Tom Cook stopped. The passage 
continued to dip down and veer slowly to the right. At a depth of about 95 feet and a distance in of about 
240 feet the ceiling met the floor and the passage ended as a very small hole with a coarse gravel floor. 
The passage was heading north at this point. Below the water the passage is a tall descending canyon 
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passage typically 4 feet wide and over 20 feet 
high. The canyon is terminated by sediment fill 
deposited by the glaciation after the passage was 
originally formed. The Lake Room and lower 
parts of the Main Hallway flood occasionally, as 
evidenced by water level marks at various levels 
on the walls on the lower parts of the cave_ 

Leading off from the upper parts of the Main 
Hallway is the Sand Crawl Passage leading to 
the 23-foot-deep Corkscrew. The Sand Crawl 
Passage, as the name indicates, is floored 
with sand. It trends along the strike of the 
bedding working its way gently down-dip 
until it reaches the Corkscrew. The passage 
was probably initiated in the phreatic zone and 
was subsequently modified by vadose waters 
draining toward the Corkscrew. The well
sorted sand in the crawl indicates that at one 
time it was a path for vadose waters. Its age of 
formation is probably related to the formation 
of the entrance passage. At the bottom of the 
Corkscrew, a short passage is encountered 
that shortly ends in a sump. During very dry 
weather in the summer of 2003, the sump was 
found to be much lower and the passage was 
followed for another 25 feet before a tight spot 
was encountered with more visible passage 
ahead. It wasn't pushed because of the sticky 
mud. A stand-up room was encountered and it 
was obvious that the water didn't usually fill it 
to the ceiling. It was more like an air bell. 

Back in the lower parts of the Main Hallway 
above the mud slope leading down to the 
Lake Room, is an obscure passage under some 
breakdown leading to the Waterfalls Passage. 
The Waterfalls Passage wasn't discovered until 
several years after the discovery of the rest of the 
cave. The passage leading up to the Waterfalls 
Passage was formed in the phreatic zone as 
evidenced in many places by its round ceilings 
and walls. The Waterfalls Passage is a younger 
passage than those in the rest of the cave and 
is formed on a micaceous, pink-weathering, 
dolomite bed that is stratigraphically lower 
than the white calcite beds that much of the cave 
has formed in and along. It has been primarily 
formed by waters draining down the dip of the 
bedding. The passage is still being formed and 
altered by the descending waters. This pink bed 
can also be found in a couple of places in the 
entrance crawl, as well as in the floors of the two 
smaller caves, Spider Cave and East Satellite 
Cave, just to the east of the entrance to Morris 
Cave in the quarry. The Significance of this bed is 
that it seems to have been a solutional barrier. At 
the downstream end of the Waterfalls Passage a 
sump stops explorers. During a drought in 1995, 
Ron Morris found the sump to be 4 feet lower 
than normal and he was able to duck under a 
ledge and stand back up in a room . He would 
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have had to get wet to continue but passage was 
seen to continue for at least 30 feet, perhaps more. 
This should definitely be followed up during a 
very dry spell as it may lead to a good bit more 
passage. The sump seems to be roomy enough for 
a diver to explore. 

Morris Cave was formed prior to the most 
recent glacial cycle. It was sufficiently deep in 
the bedrock to have withstood the quarrying 
action of the overriding ice sheet. There are clay 
deposits in the cave likely deposited during a 
stage of back flooding by a glacial lake after the 
cave was mostly formed, perhaps during the most 
recent glacial retreat some 12,000 years ago. The 
Lake Room, the Corkscrew, and the Waterfalls 
Passage are all terminated by sumps at the same 
level in elevation. The sumps represent the local 
water table level as they are at the same elevation 
as the nearby Otter Creek. Locally, Otter Creek is 
perched and flowing on glaCial sediments and has 
not cut down to bedrock. Undoubtedly the Lake 
Room passage went a good bit deeper before it 
was partially filled with sediment and then back 
flooded to the present level of the Otter Creek. 

Morris Cave is unique from the rest of the caves in Morris Cave entrance in quarry Kevin DOW/lei) 

Vermont in that it is almost entirely controlled by 
bedding. There is no obvious joint control of passage orientation. Obvious jointing is observable in very 
few places in the cave. Morris Cave is practically devoid of formations. Minor flows tone deposits appear 
in just a few places in the cave. 

Morris Cave did at one time contain a couple of rare and fragile formations known as conulites, first 
described in 1967 by C.W. Thayre. These formations are only known to occur in a few places in the 
world. Naturally, as in all well-traveled caves, ignorant and malicious visitors to the cave managed to 
destroy all these rare formations . 

As mentioned earlier, there are a few other small caves associated with Morris Cave in the old quarry. 
A small segment penetrates a pillar in the quarry just to the west of the main entrance. It is named 
West Satellite Cave and is really just a 30-foot cave segment left by the quarrying operation. The other 
two caves are to the east of the main entrance. The closest one is known as the East Satellite Cave and 
contains 42 feet of passage. The pink dolomite bed that appears in many places in the floor of Morris 
Cave can also easily be observed in the floor of East Satellite Cave. About 50 feet up-slope from Morris 
is the entrance to Spider Cave. Spider Cave contains nearly 90 feet of tight sinuous passage; however, 
mud and clay have slumped just 20 feet into the cave and have closed off the rest of the cave until 

some energetic person should decide to dig it back open. All of these 
caves were probably connected before the quarry cut them apart. It even 

.T ~ N appears possible that there may have been a surface entrance to these 
~ interconnected caves high on the east side of the quarry. 

DEVIL's DEN 
RUTLAND COUNTY, VT 
Grade 5 Survey Metric 
Suunto 80 Tape 
October II, 1980 

JOHN EVANS 

Devils Den 
Wallingford SW Quad 

Devils Den is formed in a lens of what is thought to be Precambrian 
marble to the east of the Vermont Valley. It is a peculiar place for 
a solutional cave to be found. The marble the cave is formed in was 
mapped as a member of the Tyson formation, usually described as a 
fine-grained dolomite marble. In this location the marble appears to be 
much more like the Precambrian Sherman marble. What one sees is a 
course-grained,white, calcite marble. Random lenses of the marble exist 
in the Green Mountains and they are surrounded by schists and gneiss. 
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This deposit, just east of the crest of the Green Mountains 
along the road leading up and out of the Vermont Valley 
from the town of Mt. Tabor, is the only one in Rutland 
County known to contain caves. 

BE.VIL'S CLIFFIrl 

Devils Den is located about midway on the road that 
connects Mt. Tabor and Landgrove on the boundary of 
the White Rocks National Forest. The cave has a 3-foot
high by lO-foot-wide entrance that quickly widens to a 
20-foot room. The passage continues as a crawl 60 feet 
to the back of the cave. At the back of the cave, a stream 
comes up from the floor and quickly sinks again along the 
right wall. The stream in the cave can be seen to res urge 
alongside the road just outside the cave's entrance. Devils 
Den contains 78 feet of crawling passage. There are two 
other short caves near Devil's Den. Both are found in a 
30-foot-high cliff face just 200 feet west of Devils Den. The 
road passes right beside the cliff. Both are formed along 
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joints in the marble. The first, Devils Cliff Cave #1, contains about 30 feet of walking passage with its 
entrance about 10 feet up from the bottom of the cliff face. The other, Devils Cliff Cave #2, is about 40 
feet west of the first cave with its entrance closer to the top of the cliff face. It contains about 26 feet of 
crawling passage. 

Close to the Devils Den Caves is an old lime kiln. It is interesting to note that old lime kilns can be found 
near most of the known caves scattered through the Green Mountains. Apparently the early settlers 
sought out these obscure marble deposits and set up primitive lime kilns to make lime for agriculture 
and for making cement. Apparently it was easier to make lime on the spot for local use than to try to 
transport it for long distances by horse and buggy through the rough dirt tracks in the Green Mountains. 
Studying information about the locations of old lime kilns in the Green Mountains may lead to more 
cave discoveries in these out-of-the-way places. 
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Calvin Cave 
West Rutland Quad 

Calvin Cave lies on the east side and lower slopes of Susie 
Peak, one mile south of Chippenhook. The cave lies about 
1000 feet northwest of an abandoned marble quarry. 
Calvin Cave is formed along a joint in the white, calcitic, 
Shelburne marble. 

0,· .. 
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Calvin Cave is known by many names, the most common 
alternate names being, Colvin Cave, Chipenhook Cave, 
and Clarendon Springs Cave. The cave has been known 
of for nearly two centuries with names carved in the clay
covered walls dating all the way back to 1821. The cave 
contains approximately 162 feet of passage and is at least 
61 feet deep. The entrance to the cave is a small hole in 
the south end of a low lying ridge and is easy to overlook. 

Rutland County, VT 
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From the entrance, the cave goes from an initially tight 
passage to a long room. At the back of the room is some 
flows tone that has been heavily damaged by thoughtless 
visitors. Also in the back of the room is a hole in the floor 
that leads downward for 15 feet. A handline is advised 
for most people attempting to go down this drop because 
the last 10 feet bells out into the top of a lower room. This 
lower room could appropriately be called the signature 
room as it contains dozens of names and dates reaching 

all the way back into the early 1800s, In the floor of this room is a 10-foot drop leading into the final room 
where the cave ends, The lowest room is usually filled with water and un-enterable. Occasionally the 
second room is also flooded. 
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Ira Cave 
West Rutland Quad 

Ira Cave is located on the eastern 
slope of Herrick Mountain at 
an elevation of about 1300 feet. 
At this elevation on Herrick 
Mountain is a large lens of the 
Middle Ordovician Whipple 
marble. The lens is about a 
half-mile wide, running in a 
southwest to northeast trend 
and is surrounded by phyllites. 
The deposit lies on the edge of a 

thrust fault and was emplaced during the faulting . There is an old lime quarry and kiln known as the 
Day Quarry that was operated in the early 1900s in the southwestern end of the marblelens. The cave is 
located in the northeastern end of the limestone lens. The cave is formed along two perpendicular jOint 
sets as is so common in Vermont caves. The cave is about 1400 feet northeast of the old lime quarry and 
kiln. 

The cave appears to be an old phreatic tube segment. Water flowed along joints down the gentle dip of a 
soluble bedding plane. The entrance was a resurgence at one time. The passage is typically between 10 
to 15 feet in width and a little less than 3 feet high. The cave contains 220 feet of passage and consists of 
a fairly linear entrance passage leading to a loop passage in the back of the cave. 

West Rutland Quad 

Just a short distance to the north of the Day Quarry is a perennial resurgence. In 2000 John Keough and 
Rick Pingree were poking around to see if they could find anything and after a little digging turned up 
a 30-foot-long cave. It was decided that the name should be Day Cave because of its proximity to the Day 
Quarry. The cave presently consists of a 2-foot-high by 2-foot-wide crawl in mud and standing water and 
hasn't been explored for more than 25 feet although passage can be seen to continue. Day Cave is formed 
in the Whipple marble. 

Cold River Caves 
Rutland Quad 

The Cold River Caves penetrate the marble ledges along 
the sides of the Cold River, one-half mile east of US 7, 
in the town of Clarendon. The caves have been known 
for many years by the locals but only Nag's Den is ever 
entered because it is short (21 feet) and easy to enter. The 
next longer cave of the group is Cold River Cave. It is a 
straight 37-foot-Iong cave. It penetrates the base of a 20-foot 
cliff and goes upward for 12 feet toward the flat swampy 
surface above the cliff from which it receives its water 
during periods of high runoff. 

Green Frog Cave is the longest of the Cold River Caves, 
containing at least 65 feet of passage. Green Frog Cave, as 
are all the Cold River Caves, is formed in the Winooski 
dolomite. Green Frog Cave consists of passage 3 feet high 
heading upward from the stream level past a couple 
of small domes to a junction of two passages, neither of 
which have been fully explored to date. Much of the roof 
of the cave is covered with a black magnesium residue that 
can be attributed to the high magnesium content of the 
Winooski dolomite that the cave is formed in. 
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Pico Cave 
Pico Peak Quad 

The existence of a 
stream sinking into a 
good sized sink hole 
had undoubtedly been 
noted by numerous 
people hiking along 
the Long Trail on Pico 
Peak. A cave was even 
rumored to exist in the 
area. It was not until 
November of 1997 that 
John Keough and Rick 
Pingree dug open Pico 
Cave. Once in the cave 
they found debris like 
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cans, a tea cup, and a buried ladder. Apparently the entrance to Pico Cave has been open in the past. 
Pico Cave is formed in a calcite marble member of the Precambrian age Mt. Holly Complex. The entrance 
drops one into a stand-up room with leads going up- and downstream. Upstream one can crawl 15 feet 
to a breakdown dig. The downstream passage descends quickly as a comfortable crawl for 65 feet to 
a downstream dig. The stream can be seen to resurge some 150 feet down the hill from the entrance. 
Presently the length of the cave is 78 feet. The entrance slope is unstable and will probably collapse shut 
again. The cave is at 2880 feet in elevation, probably the highest known dissolutional cave in Vermont. 

Proctor Village Cave 
Proctor Quad 

Proctor Village Cave is 
located 1400 feet west 
of the headquarters of 
the Vermont Marble 
Company in Proctor. It 
penetrates the southwest 
side of an 80-foot-high 
marble hogback ridge. 
The cave is an old 
remnant that trends 
along a joint heading due 
north for 62 feet where it 
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in the white Shelburne marble. The cave consists of a series of four rooms separated by low crawls. It is 
an entirely dry cave that probably formed when the Otter River was at higher level, now being 160 feet 
lower in elevation than the cave. 

Poultney River Cave 
Benson Quad 

Poultney River Cave is located about a mile downstream of Carvers Falls in the southern face of a cliff 
overlooking the Poultney River. The cave is formed along a joint in the Providence Island dolomite that 
correlates in the east to the Beldens member of the Chipman formation. It sits at the top of a long talus 
slope that descends to the river below. As a cave it isn't much, containing perhaps 25 feet of passage. The 
cave has a 5-foot-wide walk-in entrance, then opens into a room where "ten men might stand under its dome 
shaped ceiling and as many more be accommodated on hands and knees" (Sherman, 1941). 

What makes the cave significant is its history as an archaeological site. An article was written about it 
in American Antiquity in 1941 entitled "A Cave Habitation in Vermont." An archaeological excavation 
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turned up two different periods of habitation and a number 
of very well-preserved artifacts ranging from numerous 
projectile points, scrapers, beads made from shells, and bone 
tools. No doubt since this report was published, the cave and 
surroundings have been picked clean by artifact hunters. No 
dates for the cave's usage was given or speculated in the article. 
Mention was made of both Algonkin and Iroquoian people . 
Sherman also reported on a nearby rock shelter now named 
the Bunker Farm Rockshelter that was also found to contain 
Indian artifacts and pottery shards. 
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One other interesting thing to mention about this a rea is 
Carvers Falls. The falls sit just below a dam. In low water the 
river bypasses the final30-foot sheer falls drop and dives into a 
cliff face and follows a subterranean route behind the cliff and 
boils up as a spring at the base of the cliffs. 

Red Rock Cove Cave 
Putnam quad 

Red Rock Cove Cave is located near the West Haven/Benson 
town line in Red Rock Cove on Lake Champlain. It is formed 
just above the present level of Lake Champlain in a cliff 
overlooking the lake. It is accessible only by boat. The entrance 
to the cave is hidden from view on the water by a scree slope 
at the base of the cliffs. The cave is formed in the Clarendon 
Springs formation, a massive gray dolomite limestone and is 
basically a 40-foot-long cave formed by lake waters enlarging a 
joint by back flooding. The small entrance leads into a standing 

RED ROCK COVE CAVE 
Rutland County, VT 

height passage that quickly degenerates into 
a crawl that fills with sediment. 

8-17-2008 

Ground Hog Cave 
Proctor Quad 
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In the town of Pittsford is a locale known as 
Florence. Since the late 1700s, it is an area \ 
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that has been quarried for the white marbles of the Shelburne 
formation. The Shelburne formation in this area outcrops 
nearly a mile in width. The width of the outcrop and the 
gently rolling nature of the area of outcrop has afforded the 
various quarry operators over the centuries easy access to 
extract Vermont's main marble of commerce. In a 2-mile-long 
by 1-mile-wide area there are nearly 50 quarries or prospects. 
The prospects are simply smaller sized quarries that were 
abandoned before they became major quarries. Presently 
OMYA owns a large swath of the old quarry area and is mining 
and crushing the white Shelburne marble for industrial filler 
and pigment uses. 
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In the small quarry listed as NP Prospect 1, Rick Pingree noted 
a small cave in the wall just above the water level in 1997. He 
named the cave Ground Hog Cave. It contains 30 feet of smoothly 
scalloped passage. A short distance away is a small cave trending 
toward Ground Hog Cave that fills with clay. East of the entrance, 
cave remnants are visible against the quarry wall and might go 
under water. A number of scrap quarried blocks around the quarry 
have solutionally sculptured sides, leading one to guess that the 
cave was at one time a bit longer. Perhaps the fracturing necessary 
for the cave's formation is what led to the abandonment of this 
quarry. 

Gully Cave 
Proctor Quad 

Two miles north of the 
village of Florence is a 
2-acre field with some 
marble ledges visible at 
the back of the field. At the 
north end of the field is a 
gully flanked on both sides 
by marble ledges. 0Jear the 
top of the gully on the left 
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is a 26-foot-long cave segment. The cave is a dry stooping height 
tube that turns to the left and gets quickly lower to a pinch-out. 
The cave is formed in the white Shelburne marble. This cave had 
been previously identified as Florence Quarry Cave. The gully may 
have been mistaken for a marble prospect thus the name of the 
cave. No evidence of quarrying is visible in the gully. 

The l owe~3t. cave 11$ 1.5 teet lOllS. Tbe sinn-ller onC8 aTe a lo ng a be(i{ling p lane. 

Road Cut Cave 
Proctor Quad 

This cave should not be confused with the Florence Quarry 111 Cave reported in Caves In Vermont and 
pictured in the 1913-1914 Report of the Vermont State Geologist, p. 131. Florence Quarry 111 Cave is 
located about a half mile northwest uf the Florence Station. The quarry and cave have now been flooded. 

Road Cut Cave is located a short distance further 
along the road beyond where one stops to visit 
Gully Cave. The road forks and on the right fork the 
road bed has been widened and some ledges have 
been blasted away. In the cliff face there is a small 
cave entrance. Although other cavers may have 
noticed the entrance, Rick Pingree was the first to 
poke into it in 1997. The cave is 46 feet long and 
has entrances at opposite ends. A short distance in 
from the road cut entrance, the cave narrows and 
needs to be dug open to be able to pass through to 
the other entrance. At the constriction area there 
is a dig possibility to a visible side lead. The cave 
is formed in the Shelburne marble. Gully Cave 
can be also eaSily reached from this location by 
walking about 400 feet due east over a small hill 
to the gully. 

Road Cut Cave 
Rutland County, VT 
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Cricket Cave 
Proctor Quad 

Cricket Cave is located about 2400 feet west of the 
road intersection mentioned in the Road Cut Cave 
description. This small cave located just above 
a swamp in a marble outcropping (Shelburne 
marble) offers 35 feet of passage length and 15 feet 
of relief. The cave is entirely controlled by joints 
in the rock parallel to the face of the outcropping. 
The entrance is a spacious crawl. There is an upper 
light leak measuring 6 inches wide by 18 inches in 
height, making a through-trip somewhat unlikely. 
There is a slight pOSSibility for a dig, in a small 
tube dropping off the largest room at a steep angle. 
The only problem is this passage trends steeply 

CRICKET CAVE 
Florence, Rutland County, Vermont 
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downward, and the local water table is perhaps only 10 feet below the entrance. 

,. 

Nickwackett Cave 
Brandon Quad 

Nickwackett Cave is located on the western slopes of Chaffe Mountain about 1 mile north of the 
Nickwackett Dairy Farm, formerly known as the Wheeler Farm. Nickwackett Cave is the third longest 
cave in Rutland County, containing 650 feet of passage. Nickwackett Cave is formed in the Forestdale 
marble member of the Mendon formation. The outcropping of the Forestdale marble is not very 
widespread, ranging only from Forestdale to a few miles south of Chaffe Mountain. The cave is formed 
along a prominent joint set trending N 32 E. 

The cave is situated in a low marble ridge trending in the same direction as the jointing that the cave 
forms along. There are three entrances to the cave, one in the southern end of the ridge leading into 
a spacious entrance room, and two others on the west side of the ridge opening about midway along 
the length of the cave. The cave has a very interesting passage layout, containing many rooms and 
interconnecting crawlways. The cave is very dry, which is unusual for Vermont caves and makes for a 
pleasant visit. 

Nickwackett Cave has no present relation to the local hydrology. The cave's entire layout indicates 
that it was phreaticly formed with very little evidence of vadose passage development. In places 

Largest room in Nickwacket Cave Peter Quick 

phreatic passages have 
been truncated where the 
cave meets the surface. 
The hydrology that formed 
the cave was eroded and 
changed by the glaciation. 
It is possible that during 
the various stages of the 
glaciation water was held 
against the sides of the 
mountains by ice sheets 
and was forced into the 
carbonate bedrock and 
either modified or created 
caves such as Nickwackett. 
The cave has been known 
for over a century by the 
local inhabitants. 

At one time Nickwackett 
Cave was known as a "bat" 
cave with a significant bat 
population in the winter. 
More importantly, Indiana 
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bats had been recorded in it as early as ]913, with 136 counted. Between 1935 and 1940, there were 956 
Indiana bats recorded from this cave. In the last 30 years the number of bats using Nickwackett has been 
reduced to merely a handful and no Indiana bats found . The cave had been turned into a destination 
cave for numerous outing groups, summer camps, and even commercial wild caving tours. Commercial 
operations bringing folks to caves on private property, not their own property, for profit is extremely bad 
form. It stresses both the cave and landowner relationships. 

In 2005 a grant from the federal government provided funding for massive angle iron gates to be 
installed to block the three entrances to the cave. These gates have marred the picturesque setting of 
the natural bridge in the main entrance. This expensive experiment is designed to see if the endangered 
Indiana bat will start using the cave again as a hibernacula now that visitation has been stopped. The 
devastation by White-Nose Syndrome to bat populations in Vermont make this seem rather unlikely 
now. The landowner agreed to the installation no doubt in large part remove the irritation of over 
visitation to the cave. 

Perhaps some day a management plan will be developed to allow limited cave access during the summer 
months not critical to bat hibernation. 

Chaffe Mountain #2 Cave 
Brandon Quad 

Chaffe Mountain /I 2 Cave is located about 2000 feet north of and 100 feet lower in elevation than 
Nickwackett Cave. It is also formed in the fine-grained Forestdale marble member of the Mendon 
formation . Chaffe Mountain # 2 Cave appears to have been formed along the same prominent joint set as 
Nickwackett Cave. The cave has been formed by waters cascading down an intermittent stream and into 
a joint that runs perpendicular to the slope. The main walk-in entrance to the cave is the insurgence of 
the stream. The cave lies under a peculiar ridge running parallel to the side of a steep slope. EspeCially 
peculiar since the cave runs down the center of this little ridge. The stream that enters the main entrance 
flows through the length of the cave and into a mud-choked passage. The resurgence is found hundreds 
of feet beyond the end of negotiable passage and a bit downhill. There are a few solutional cracks leading 
back into the cliff face just above the resurgence. At present they are too narrow to enter to get back into 
possible passage. 

The cave consists primarily of one long passage typically 6-feet-wide by 20-feet-high. One can nearly 
walk the entire 325-foot length of the cave. The cave has entrances at both ends and a few skylights 
along its length. Chaffe Mountain # 2 Cave is most 
certainly postglacial in age for it is unlikely it could 
have survived the various erosional and depositional 
stages of the glaciation. It is a shallow cave formed 
entirely by vadose waters flowing along a convenient 
joint. 

In the fall of 1999 John Keough and Dave Adolphus 
noticed a crack after exiting the downstream end 
skylight exit. The crack was noted years earlier but 
wasn't given a good push. They pulled some rocks 
out of the crack and squeezed down into what turned 
out to be a 151-foot extension to the cave. The cave's 
depth had been increased from 22 feet to 66 feet. The 
entrance to the new extension to Chaffe #2 is quite 
tight and should be squeezed into with care. It is 
possible that the cave may be extended a bit further 
if the narrows that presently end the cave can be 
widened. The total length of the cave is now 476 feet. 

Just 100 feet to the north of the main insurgence 
entrance to Chaffe Mtn. #2 Cave is a 50-foot cave 
formed along the same joint as the other caves. The 
cave could be referred to as the Chaffe Annex Cave 
for lack of a better name. The digger of its entrance is 
not known. Chaffe Mountain #2 Cave Peter Quick 
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Wheeler Farm Cave 
Brandon Quad 

WHEELER FARM CAVE 
RUTLAND COUNTY, VERMONT 
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Gees Cave 
Brandon Quad 

Barry Conolly and other cavers discovered 
Wheeler Farm Cave on August 5th, 1993, by 
while wandering somewhat lost on Chaffe 
Mountain. Wheeler Farm Cave lies on the 
southern side of Chaffe Mountain one-half 
mile north and a few thousand feet east of the 
Nickwackett Dairy Farm. The cave, like all the 
others on Chaffe Mountain, is formed in the 
Forestdale marble. 
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This 40-foot-long cave has an inconspicuous entrance located about 150 feet downhill from a trio of 
large marble boulders. The entrance drops 6 feet to a downward sloping passage. After a few feet one 
can squeeze to the left through some breakdown and into a room that slopes down to the right. The cave 
attains a depth of about 30 feet at the bottom of this room. 

Robbins Cave 
Brandon Quad 

Robbins Cave is located approximately 600 feet west and 250 
feet below Philadelphia Cave, a fracture cave described later 
in this book. The trail leading to Philadelphia Cave passes 
closely to the entrance sinkhole to Robbins Cave. Robbins 
Cave is formed in the Forestdale marble. Kevin O'Classen, 
Rick Pingree and others dug open the cave in July 1994. 
The entrance is fairly unstable and liable to collapse closed. 
The cave is composed primarily of large breakdown blocks 
although numerous solutional features are evident. When 
the cave was discovered, good airflow was noticed in several 
areas of the cave, but the instability of the breakdown the 
cave is formed in cave suggests that any digging proceeds 
with a great deal of caution. The cave is 22 feet deep and 78 
feet long. 

Gees Cave is located on a western spur of Lead Mine 
Mountain on property owned by the Gee family. It 
was first shown to Ron Morris by Vance Gee, who 
had apparently known about it for decades and 
had poked into a number of the caves in the area . 
The entrance is a steep 20-foot slope requiring a 
handline. The slope leads down to an inclined 
passage going in two directions. In the upslope 
direction there is an initial IS-foot crawl leading 
into a 19-foot-high room with some nice flows tone 
deposits. The room is about 15 feet long, pinching 
out in the upslope direction. Downslope from the 
entrance drop is a 22-foot crawl leading to a cobble 
fill. The cave is formed along a joint in the Forestdale 
marble member of the Mendon formation contains 
111 feet of passage and is 31 feet deep. 

Gee's Cave 
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Johnston Pit 
Brandon Quad 

Johnston Pit, known to some as Hangover Pit, 
is located a little over a mile northeast of the 
town of Brandon on the west side of a 120-£00t
high knob. It is formed straight down the dip 
of bedding with a strike of N 10 Wand a dip 
of 80 to the west. It is formed in a 6-foot-wide 
bed of tan weathering marble in the dolomitic 
Winooski dolomite. The bed is probably a 
calcitic bed sandwiched between less soluble 
beds of dolomite. Note should be made of the 
large scallop marks in the walls of the eroded 
bed. Some of the scallop marks are nearly a foot 
in diameter indicating slow but steady water 
flow, but to where? 
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The entrance is 26-feet-deep and cannot be free 
climbed. A rope or cable ladder is needed to 
descend into the pit. It intersects an inclined 
tube that fills with clay in either direction after 
a short distance. There might be a prospect for 
a dig in the downslope direction of the tube. 
The pit contains 94 feet of passage and is 40 feet Johnston Pit, note large scallop marks on wall 

deep. Johnston Pit might be one of the caves 
east of Brandon referred to in Caves In Vermont (Scott, 1959) on page 36. The entrance has two large 
slabs of rock placed over it probably to keep livestock from falling into it. The entrance is now a small 
body-sized opening. 
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Brandon Porkie Den 
Sudbury Quad 
Brandon Porkie Den is located just south of the 
Addison County line, and west of Brandon just across 
the Otter River on the north end of a long hogback 
ridge. The hogback ridge is composed of the Beldens 
member of the Chipman formation. 

This 50-foot-Iong cave was rumored in Caves In 
Vermont to go through the hill, although upon 
examination it was found to extend only a short 
distance. The cave is noted, or notorious for something 
other than its short length, its porcupines and tons of 
guano. Due to the porcupines and guano, a guano
obstructed lead in the back of the cave has not yet 
been pushed. 

BRANDON PORKIE DEN 
PASSAGE::. 50 ft. 

BROWN MARBLE 
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Bear Bones Cave 
Sudbury Quad 
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Bear Bones Cave is located a little less than a mile southeast of the 
intersection of Route 73 and Route 30 on the northern end of a low 
knob. The cave is formed along a joint in the Beldens member of the 
Chipman formation, just below the phyllite-marble contact. 
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1867 Cave 
Sudbury Quad 

Kevin O'Classen and Rick Pingree found Bear Bones Cave in 
January 1991. This may be the pit referred to in Caves In Vermont 
on page 37 as the cave in "McCarty's woodlot requiring a rope to enter 
it." Old dates were found on the wall at the bottom of the entrance 
drop. Various skull parts and other bones were found in the cave 
and are presumed to be bear bones. 

The entrance to Bear Bones Cave is a 21-foot-drop leading to an 
inclined passage that descends for about 50 feet to a rubble fill. The 
cave contains 78 feet of passage and reaches a depth of 44 feet. 

1867 Cave is named for the date 1867 found 
carved in the wall near the back of the cave. 
Kevin O'Classen and Rick Pingree located it 
while they were searching for Bear Bones Cave 
in January 1991. 1867 Cave is located 500 feet to 
the northwest of Bear Bones Cave and is also 
formed in the Beldens member of the Chipman 
formation. 

The cave is basically a high, sinuous, canyon 
passage that is 203 feet long and attains a depth 
of 50 feet. It is an easy walking cave for three 
quarters of its length. The last 50 feet of the cave 
is tight; one must belly crawl along the ceiling of 
the canyon where it is wide enough to travel. The 
cave ends in a porcupine guano and mud fill. 

Bear Bones Cave entrance John Dunham 

The formation of 1867 Cave was controlled water flowing down the dip of the bedding along two joint 
sets. The cave is located a short distance downhill from the phyllite-marble contact. The ceiling level 
of the cave is a tube. Subsequently the tube was modified by vadose waters cutting a narrow and deep 
canyon in the floor. The cave used to act as an insurgence. Presently a stream enters the cave near the 
end of the cave. During wet periods the stream puts more water into the cave than it can drain thus back 
flooding the cave. 

Caves in the Vales 
Sudbury Quad 

A series of three caves known as the Caves in the Vales are located about a mile south of the junction 
of Vermont 30 and Vermont 73. The caves penetrate the west face of a low north-south ridge a half mile 
west of Vermont 73. 
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The caves are all formed along joints 
cutting across a gentle syncline with 
an axis coincident with the north-south 
trend of the low ridge. The caves are 
formed in the Beldens member of the 
Chipman formation. As mentioned 
earlier in this report, the further one 
travels northwest in Vermont, the lower 
the metamorphic grade of the rocks. 
Thus, in this area, the Beldens member 
is not as recrystallized as in the Dorset 
Mountain area. Here it appears to be 
a thinly laminated, gray weathering 
limestone with dolomitic boudins or 
nodules standing out in relief. The 
Beldens in this locale also seems to 
be more inclined toward flowstone 
deposition than further to the south. 

The caves are all resurgence caves 
that are most likely postglacial in age. 
They are formed as a resu It of waters 
draining from the lands on the east side 
of the hill. Cave # 1 is the southern-most 
cave of the group and contains 43 feet of 
walking passage. It has a large entrance 

51 measuring 9 by 9 feet. Cave # 2 is the 
longest of the group containing 79 feet 
of passage. It is not quite as pleasant to 
visit as Cave # 1 due to its low muddy 
entrance crawl and later a tight crawl 
with lots of porcupine guano in it. It has 
a tight lead at the end that has not been 

pushed because of all the guano. Cave # 3 is the northern most of the group and is also the shortest, 
containing only 30 feet of crawling passage. 
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WINDSOR COUNTY 

Plymouth Caves 
Killington Peak Quad 

The Plymouth Caves are located a little over a mile north of Plymouth Union just south of Black Pond 
and about 400 feet to the west of Vermont 100. The caves are formed Plymouth marble, part of the 
pre-Cambrian/Cambrian-aged Tyson formation. There are two caves in the Plymouth Cave group. The 
largest cave was named the South Cave by Clay Perry. It contains 235 feet of passage. The other cave, 
also named by Clay Perry, is the West Cave, which contains 60 feet of passage. Both caves are remnants 
of uncertain age. 

The layout of the South Cave consists of a series of interconnected rooms. The short steep entrance 
passage leads into the first room, the largest room in the cave, measuring 36 by 21 feet and is 10 feet high. 
The opening to the second room is on the right as one reaches the bottom of the slope of the first room. 
There are two connections to the other passages or rooms from the second room. To the west the passage 
extends for about 42 feet, taking one through two low rooms, a tight crawl, and ending in a 3foot-high 
room with walls littered with names and dates. To the north of the second room, the passage intersects a 
46-foot-long high-vaulted passage running east and west. To the east the passage diminishes in size and 
after a tight crawl ends in a small room. 

Sixty-five feet to the northwest of the South Cave is the entrance to the smaller West Cave. The entrance 
to the West Cave drops steeply into the main room, measuring 30 feet by 9 feet. The room ranges up to 10 
feet in height. There are various alcoves around the sides of the main room and one small loop passage 
on the north side of the room. 

The Plymouth Caves have been known of since the early 1800s. They were first described in the New 
England Palladium & Commercial Advisor, July 24, 1818, in an article by Zaddock Thompson dated 
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July 10, 1818. He reported that the cave was dug open around July 1st, 1818, and summarized the cave 
in his article by saying, "this cavern seems to be the place, where nature exhibits her most irregular, wild and 
romantic scenes." 

The Green Mountain Repository, June 1832, reported:, "These caverns soon attracted public attention, 
and were for a considerable time thronged by visitors. When discovered, the top and sides of these caverns were 
beautifully adorned by stalactites, while corresponding stalagmites, were scattered over the bottom. Many of 
the stalactites resembled icicles in their external form, but were hollow internally forming a calcareous tube, 
frequently six inches long, with a hollow space one fourth of an inch in diameter. These were however soon broken 
from the rocks and carried off by the numerous visitors". 

The Plymouth Caves were even located on a geologic map of Plymouth published in 1861 in the 
Geology of Vermont. 

In 1990 the Kilner Family donated the Plymouth Caves to the Vermont Nature Conservancy in order to 
protect the caves and hibernating bats. The caves are gated and are closed to visitors from September 
1 to April 1 every year to protect the hibernating bats. 

circa 1885 photo of Henry Fox (on left) superintendent of the nearby Rooks Gold Mine at the entrance to Plymouth Cave 
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Addison County cave distribution plot 
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Leonards Cave 
Orwell Quad 

Leonards Cave is an 83-foot-long cave located about a mile northeast of 
the town of Orwell off Daigneault Hill Road . The cave entrance penetrates 
some 20-foot-high ledges. 

Leonards Cave is formed in the Burchards member of the Chipman 
formation. In this locale the Burchards is a massive gray and blue 
weathering limestone with tan dolomitic interbeds. The cave has a narrow 
walk-in entrance leading to a stooping height room 15 feet wide. Off this 
room are two crawling passages. The south passage pinches out after a 
short distance. The north passage goes for 32 feet before it, too, pinches out. 
The cave doesn't seem to have any relation to the current drainage in the 
area. It is an old remnant of uncertain age. Leonards cave has undoubtedly 
been known by locals for centuries because of its obvious cliff face entrance. 
Dates carved inside the cave go back as far as the 1860s. 

Mack Farm Cave 
Bridgeport Quad 

Mack Farm Cave 
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Mack Farm Cave, not coincidentally, is located on the Mack Farm 
overlooking the Lemon Fair River. The cave goes straight into a low 
limestone hill for 47 feet before filling with dirt and breakdown. The 
cave starts out as a comfortable crawl and then slowly pinches down 
to a belly crawl before getting too small. The cave is formed in the 
Whitehall formation, in this locale a light gray dolomite. The Whitehall 
has been correlated with the Shelburne formation to the east because 
of its lithic and stratigraphic similarities, but rather than the coarse, 
white, crystalline, calcitic marble that one normally thinks of when 
mentioning the Shelburne, it is primarily a finer grained dolomitic rock. 

Swamp Field Cave 
Cornwall Quad 

PROFIl...£ 

Swamp Field Cave is located between Salisbury Station and Otter Creek. Locals have misidentified 
it as a cave (likely dug) that a historical person called Anne Story hid in to avoid capture by Indians 
in pre-Revolutionary War times. The cave lies in a very low limestone ridge just feet above the local 
water table level and just feet below the surface. The cave floods in periods of high water of Otter 
Creek. About 35 feet of survey were choked out of the cave, most of the passages being visible from 
the entrances. Truly an unlikely place to hide from anyone. The cave is formed in the Chipman 
formation. 

Piper Crossing Cave 
Cornwall Quad 

Piper Crossing Cave is located on the west side and almost at the top of a 
small hill 600 feet to the northeast of Piper Crossing near the confluence of 
Middlebury River and Otter Creek. 

This 29-foot-long cave is an old tube segment formed down-dip of some white 
marble beds in the Beldens member of the Chipman formation. The bedding 
strikes in a north-south direction and dips about 30 degrees to the east. The 
tube ranges from 3 to 6 feet in heIght and terminates in a clay fill. 

PIPER CROSSING 
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Rimmond Cave 
Cornwall Quad 

Rimmond Cave is located about a mile northwest of 
Cornwall on the west side and southern end of a ridge 
called The Ledges. The cave is formed in the Burchards 
member of the Chipman formation, a dark, thinly bedded, 
calcitic limestone. It acts as a resurgence in wet weather. 
The cave entrance is in the face of a IS-foot cliff. The cave 
passages are formed along two perpendicular joint sets. 
The vadose waters that formed the cave flowed against the 
dip of bedding and drain a small section of the ridgetop 
above. There is a small insurgence cave on the ridge above 
where the stream that sometimes flows through Rimmond 
Cave sinks. 

Rimmond Cave contains about 66 feet of passage. The cave 
consists of a 3-foot-high by a foot-and-a-half wide stream 
canyon taking off from a wide entrance chamber. After a 
short distance it intersects a 12-foot-deep pit entrance from 
the ridge above. This pit entrance turns out to be a mined 
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shaft 4 feet long and 3 feet wide. One can see drill holes in the walls and a tailing pile. Nothing is known 
about why this misadventure might have taken place. The pit dropped right into the cave not 20 feet 
from the main entrance. 

Shortly after the passage passes the artificial pit entrance, it intersects a low room on the left. The stream 
passage continues and is too tight to continue in. An overland survey to the small insurgence cave above 
reveals that there is very little distance between the two caves, perhaps 15 feet. The insurgence cave is 
no more than 20 feet long. 

Beldens Falls Cave 
Middlebury Quad 

Beldens Falls Cave is located on Otter Creek 3 miles north of Middlebury. Beldens Falls is the site of a dam 
and power plant previously owned by the Vermont Marble Company, now owned by OMYA. Beldens 
Falls Cave runs pa rallel to Otter Creek and under the dam and power plant. The cave was formed by 

Chest deep water, downstream passage Beldens Falls Cave 
1\;0 longer in existance Peter Quick 

waters trying to bypass the falls on Otter Creek. 
Until recently the cave accounted for 10 to 20 
percent of Otter Creek being diverted around the 
dam and power plant despite extensive grouting. 

Beldens Falls Cave is formed in the Beldens 
marble member of the Chipman formation. This 
is the locale that the Beldens marble, a pale-blue, 
medium-bedded marble, was first described by 
geologists. Beldens Falls is formed where the 
upturned end of a thrust fault sheet forces Otter 
Creek to flow against the dip of the strata, the 
Beldens marble. Shortly to the north of the falls, 
the river turns west and flows off the hard and 
crystalline Beldens marble and onto softer strata, 
the shaley Middlebury limestone. 

The cave used to contain nearly 420 feet of 
passage. The upstream end has an artificial well 
shaft entrance that is nearly 30 feet deep. The 
entrance has a concrete cap over it. A rope is 
necessary to descend the shaft. The shaft was 
dug so that a cement wall could be placed across 
some cave passage to try to keep Otter Creek from 
flowing through the cave. Much water still found 
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its way around the wall. The cave was first traversed from the shaft entrance all the way through to 
the resurgence below the power station in August 1966 by Roy Webster, Robert Carroll, Brian Pease, 
and geologists of the Vermont Marble Company. They found 420 feet of passage. The first 190 feet 
consisted primarily of 3 foot-high by 18 foot-wide passage with very strong water currents requiring 
one to brace against the ceiling for secure footing. At the end of the low, wide rapids passage there was a 
dangerous sump. To the side of the sump were some rooms and interconnected passages, mostly of the 
crawling dimension, leading to a multitude of small entrances along the river ledges and ultimately to 
the downstream entrances. 

In 1991 the OMYA decided to rebuild the power plant and install a new tu rbine. They blasted away the 
entire downstream end of the cave and plopped the turbine and concrete power house right at the end 
of the rapids passage in the cave. The old power station is no longer in use. The cave now consists of 
the well shaft entrance and about 190 feet of dangerous, low, wide rapids passage that is usually totally 
flooded. The cave can be definitely considered closed by the owners. 

Downriver from Beldens Falls one can find quite a few short cave remnants in the ledges on either side 
of the river. None of these caves exceed 30 feet in length and are usually a good bit shorter. 

Miller Cave, possibly also known as Halpin Cave, was visited and mapped by Peter Grant in December 
1995. The cave is formed in either the Bascom formation or the Burchards member of the Chipman 
formation. It has a nice Sfoot-wide by 7foot
high entrance that penetrates a small cliff face. 
From the entrance, the passage slowly drops 
to a crawl3S feet further in. The passage turns 
and becomes far too narrow to continue. The 
cave is located in New Haven about three
quarters a mile west on River Road from 
the intersection of Route 7 and about a half 
mile south of River Road in the west side of a 
narrow valley. 
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Horse Farm Road Cave 
Middlebury Quad 

Horse Farm Road Cave is located on the western side of Otter Creek one-quarter mile south of the 
University of Vermont Morgan Horse Farm. It is formed in the Middlebury limestone, a relatively soft 
and erodible limestone when compared to the crystalline marbles just to the east. The cave has been 
formed by the diversion of a stream through a limestone ridge. The stream that formed the cave flows to 
the north trapped between two low ridges for about 1.5 miles before it breaches the ridge on the east to 
drain into Otter Creek. A fault with a trend of S 25 W dipping 65 NW provided a weak spot in the ridge 
for the water to flow along and initiate the cave. Rodney Pingree, the mapper of the cave, provided most 
of the following analysis of the formational history of the cave. 

The fault that captured the stream was apparently abandoned by the moving water several times in its 
genesis, moving perpendicularly along the bedding planes as the most efficient route to nearby Otter 
Creek. In following the stream's flow path along the bedding planes, it is found to cross over a gentle 
anticline in the beds, which is evidenced by the rise in the passage that one has to negotiate in the 
middle of the cave, before again gently descending to the resurgence exit. This up-trending passage 
development over the anticline indicates that these passages formed either when the water level of Otter 
Creek was higher or during flooding periods where the hydraulic head was sufficient to create up
gradient flow. 

The Dry Side passage is an apparent early phase of the inflowing water leaving the fault-oriented 
passage. Subsequently a second lower route was developed further into the cave system with the 
development of the Middle Side passage. More recently, the third parallel set of maze-like, lower, Wet 
Side passages developed in response to flooding events backing up in the lowest parts of the cave. 
Finally there is a currently inaccessible water-filled passage running parallel to the Wet Side where 
current cave development is occurring. This area is inferred to connect to the sumped areas off on the 
sides of the Wet Side maze. The water resurges at the downstream entrance area. 

It is likely the cave originated during the melting of the last glacial ice sheet. The shallowness and 
stability of the cave passages beneath the ridge indicates that the full thickness of the ice sheet likely 
never significantly pressed down upon the cave once it was formed. 

As mentioned above, the cave consists of three semi-parallel passages working their way downstream 
from the insurgence to their resurgence. From the insurgence end of the cave, the left-hand passage, 
to the northeast, is at a slightly higher level than the right-hand passage. It is mainly a low and wide 
crawl averaging 15 feet in width and less than 3 feet in height. It is known as the Dry Side, which is a 
relative term since it contains a number of low spots that collect water when the cave floods. The Dry 
Side contains 560 feet of a fairly linear, slightly meandering crawl from the insurgence to the resurgence 
entrance, a low and wide (2-foot-high by 40-foot-wide) entrance. This side has undoubtedly been 
traversed over the years by various explorers. 

From the insurgence the 
stream passage, the Wet 
Side initially follows a 
fault plane. The passage 
cross section shows an 
obvious displacement. A 
deeply eroded shale layer 
on the left side of the 
passage does not translate 
across the fault to find 
expression the right side of 
the passage. The passage 
layout of the Wet Side is 
much more complex than 
the Dry Side. The stream 
follows the fault for about 
245 feet, beginning as 
a narrow canyon and 
then lowering to a wide 
crawlway. The initial few 
hundred feet of the Wet Horse Farm Road Cave resurgence entrance Peter Quick 
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Fearons Sink 
Middlebury Quad 

Side is the easiest part of the cave to traverse as it is walking and stooping in height. At a small stand-up 
room, the 1st Telephone Booth, the passage leaves the fault zone and takes a sharp left turn to the east. 
The passage is very low, wet, and muddy. In many places it is so low one can't turn one's head from side 
to side. At one point there is a sharp rib in the ceiling of this passage that will keep thicker cavers from 
being able to traverse out to the resurgence entrance. Beyond the rib is a turn to the left that takes one 
up into a higher, in both elevation and height, and wider passage. This passage was also clean and dry 
compared to the Wet Side passage. The passage was named the Middle Side since it was thought to lie in 
between the Wet and the Dry Side Passages. It turned out that the Middle Side was actually very close 
to the Wet Side Passage when the survey was plotted. Rodney Pingree and Cathy Borer were the first to 
traverse from the end of the fault-oriented Wet Side passage (from the 1st Telephone Booth) through to 
the Middle Side and then out the resurgence entrance. Beyond the Middle Side Passage is a long crawl 
in a tube-shaped passage with pools of water on the floor that leads to the resurgence entrance. The 
downstream end of the cave has two entrances at the foot of a cliff face. The entrances for the Dry Side 
and the Wet Side are connected by a belly crawl a short distance back from the cliff face. 

Horse Farm Road Cave is an active stream route. In wet weather the wet side of the cave easily floods, 
seeing how there are many places that the passage is a foot or less in height. In high runoff both sides of 
the cave have water running through them. The wet side of the cave should certainly be avoided during 
wet times. 

Horse Farm Road Cave contains 1620 feet of passage, making it the third longest cave in the state. A wet 
suit is recommended for a wet side traverse, assuming that you can fit through wearing one. 

Fearons Sink is located 1 mile north of the Morgan Horse 
Farm on land now owned by The Nature Conservancy. An 
intermittent stream drains from a pasture north into woods 
and after a bit sinks into a rock headwall. On the surface 
beyond the headwall are numerous collapse features and 
sinkholes that one can follow nearly a half mile down to 
Otter Creek. This whole area is very interesting. Along with 
the collapse features, there are a variety of resurgences and 
another stream that plays peek-a-boo, flowing in and out of 
karst windows and small cave segments. 

The potential for cave was first pointed out by Joel Fearon. In 
fall of 2001 Peter Quick checked the area and found a 50-foot 
cave beyond the sinking stream headwall. The passage started 
out as a bedrock tube 5-feet-wide and nearly 2-feet-high. lt was 
followed it about 35 feet to where it split. To the left it went 
about 8 feet to a sediment fill. To the right is a squeeze under a 
ledge where the water appears to flow. Beyond is a small room 
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big enough to turn around in. The cave continues, low as small-looking tube, perhaps passable with 
some digging and high as a hammer lead into a small and sharp-looking canyon. Fearons Sink is formed 
along bedding in the Beldens member of the Chipman formation. 

Weybridge Cave 
Middlebury Quad 

Weybridge Cave is Vermont's fourth longest cave containing 1502 feet of passage and 128 feet in relief. 
The cave and the property around it is owned by the State of Vermont. The area is called Weybridge 
Cave Natural Area State Park. The cave lies about 1500 feet slightly to the northwest of the end of Cave 
Road in the town of Weybridge. The entrance of the cave lies in a small sinkhole at the end of a usually 
dry streambed where an intermittent stream flows into the cave. 

Weybridge Cave is formed in the Beldens member of the Chipman formation. In this locale the Beldens 
is not a marble but rather a fine-grained, blue limestone with numerous interbeds of tan weathering 
dolomite. The cave appears to have been formed during at least two different stages. The main body of 
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the cave was formed as a large trunk passage, by Vermont standards, 
roughly along the strike of bedding trending N 80 E. The bedding 
has a dip of approximately 15 degrees to the SE. There is also jointing 
that has a similar trend to the strike of the bedding, which also helps 
control the formational direction of the main passage. The main 
passage presently reaches up to 20 feet in width and 9 feet in height. 
"The trunk passage was probably formed during a pre or interglacial 
period. It was then in filled with clay and mud when the area was 
flooded during a higher stage of Lake Champlain." (Pingree, 1986). 
Although there are no scallop marks to indicate the direction the 
waters forming the trunk passage flowed, the profile map indicates 
that the waters flowed from west to east roughly along the strike of 
the bedding. 

The second major stage of the formation of Weybridge Cave came after 
the last glaciation when a surface stream was pirated into a joint that 
connected into the main passage 100 feet below. Renewed water flow 
started flush ing out the clays plugging the main trunk passage as 
the waters found and formed a new exit down-dip to the south into a 
passage close to the entrance drop fissure. The main trunk passage of 
the cave ends in both the east and west directions in clay plugs. 

45 foot drop in Weybridge Cave Peter Quick 

As indicated above, the entrance to Weybridge Cave takes an 
intermittent stream; during heavy rains and very wet weather, the 
cave can be dangerous to enter. The entrance passage starts as a 
stooping height fissure leading to a couple of 13foot chimney climb
downs and then to a 45-foot drop. It is necessary to rig this drop 
with a rope for a safe descent and ascent. Various natural tie-offs, 4x4 
boards, and bolts are available for rigging. Examine rigging anchor 
points carefully before using. This drop should not be attempted by 

"clothesline cavers" who are going to use hand-over-hand climbing techniques. Proper vertical gear 
is necessary. At the bottom of the 45-foot drop is the nice walking height trunk passage. To the west it 
goes for about 130 feet before degenerating into some small crawls and a terminal mud plug. There are a 
couple of dead-end crawls and one lower crawling passage looping back for 82 feet before reconnecting 
with the main passage. 

In the other direction, to the east, the main passage contains 213 feet of walking passage to what used to 
be the end of the cave. There are two passages leading off to the south of the main passage. The first side 
lead encountered contains about 275 feet of passage. The passage descends somewhat down the dip of 
the bedrock and is typically 6-feet-wide and ranges from 3 to 6 feet in height. This passage was probably 
formed in response to the stream piracy that formed the entrance passage to the cave. It is the present 
drain for water entering the cave. The passage terminates in a couple of very small, gravel-choked leads. 

The second passage leading off to the south of the main passage lies at what used to be the east end of the 
cave. This passage is known as the Otter Slide Passage. It contains about 130 feet of passage. It is a low, 
wide, crawling passage descending 
to a small pit. At the bottom of the 
pit, the passage quickly gets too tight 
to continue. Here the cave reaches its 
deepest point, 128 feet. 

In May 1983 Rodney Pingree and Bob 
Boehringer completed a dig in the clay 
plug at the eastern termination of the 
main pa.%age. They had dug about 12 
feet and then broke into the speculated 
continuation of the main passage. It 
was a major discovery by Vermont 
cave standards. Their breakthrough 
extended the cave another 384 feet, 
much of it fairly large passage. Beyond 
the clay plug the passage returns to 
walking height dimensions for 105 feet Main passage in Weybridge Cave Peter Quick 
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before abruptly ending in a small mucky 6foot-deep pit, the Mud Slop Hole. At the bottom of the pit is 
a short crawl after which one pops back up into larger passage again. During wet times of the year the 
mucky pit is subject to filling up with water and blocking access to the rest of the cave. Beyond the mucky 
pit, the cave passage continues through a series of small rooms and tight squeezes and eventually ends 
in a fairly spacious room known as the Fissure Room. Off the bottom of the Fissure Room is a small crawl 
ending in a narrow mud-plugged fissure. This mud-plugged fissure is the drain for this part of the cave. 

Dye tracing in 1996 (Long, 1996) revealed that Weybridge Cave now drains west to Otter Creek rather 
than to the northeast when the main passage was formed. The cave was found to resurge 1200 feet to 
the northwest of the entrance and some 40 feet lower than the deepest part of the cave at an elevation of 
around 245 feet. It is not known if this is the only resurgence as the outflow was less than the flow into 
the cave at the time of dye tracing. This may be an overflow resurgence. The trace took only an hour 
from insurgence to resurgence indicating fairly open conduit flow. A number of other resurgences were 
noted south of the dye-traced resurgence during wet weather, although none were linked by dye traces 
to Weybridge Cave. These intermittent springs string south along the same hillside for about 1600 feet 
at elevations between 280 and 300 feet. It is likely that they are resurgences for as yet unidentified sink 
points and caves not yet known. 

South Mountain Quad 

Bristol Cave 
Addisoo County, VT 
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Bristol Cave is located on the west side of Route 116 about 6 miles north of East Middlebury on a hill 
know n as The Cobble. There are three other caves located on The Cobble and their descriptions follow 
this one. 

porl~~ U~n 

All of the caves located on The Cobble are formed in the 
Cambrian-aged Dunham dolomite. In this locale it is likely the 
Dunham dolomite is in reality a weakly dolomitic, calcite marble 
because caves seem to form readily and deposit flows tone. 
Strictly speaking, true dolomites go into solution very poorly and 
cave formation is strongly inhibited in them. The caves are all 
found perched along cliffs on the east side of The Cobble. They 
have no relation to the present hydrology of the area. They are old 
cave remnants that were probably formed during the glaCiation 
when the ice occupied the valleys and held melting glacial waters 
against the sides of the hills, in this case The Cobble, for an 
extended length of time. 
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Barrel Cave 
Addison County, VT 
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difTrace 

Bristol Cave is the northern most cave of the group. A well-used 
trail (follow the beer cans) leads to its entrance from Route 116. 
The cave is located about halfway up the side of The Cobble. The 
entrance to the cave is a standing height alcove that splits into two 
passages. One passage goes straight ahead and the other loops 
around as a crawl for 30 feet before reconnecting to the straight 
passage. At this point the passage shrinks into a 6foot-long, tight, 
body-sized tube. The tube is floored with unpleasant porcupine 
guano and quills. The passage leads into a low room and then 
into a dome room a short distance further in to the left. The dome 
is 18-feet-high. Off this room are three nearly guano-filled leads 
that quickly get too low to continue without digging. 

In early 2002 Peter Quick was poking around in the dome in the 
back of Bristol Cave and noticed that the low guano-filled tubes 
trending south out of the dome had a good breeze coming out 
of them. This could either mean there is a larger cave beyond 
the guano-filled tubes or that perhaps the cave was connected 
to nearby Barrel Cave. A subsequent surface survey tied the two 
caves together and revealed that indeed the caves were at the 
same level and were separated by less than 40 feet. They both 
have narrow leads pointing at each other. The resulting map 
shows that although the two caves are not presently connected, 
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Barrel Cave entrance Peter Quick 

Cobble Cave 

that they formed as one cave. Perhaps a dig in the guano tubes out of the dome in 
Bristol could unite the two caves. Bristol Cave has a total length of about 125 feet. 

Barrel Cave 
South Mountain Quad 

Barrel Cave is located about 125 feet around the cliff face to the south of Bristol 
Cave. The entrance is 7 feet up on a cliff face and is a body-sized tube. Once 
one gets about a body length into the cave, the tube turns a bit. This is the point 
most folks back out of the cave. The turn seems a bit too small for most folks . 
The passage continues 18 more feet to another turn and an ever tighter spot. This 
entrance passage keeps out all but the smallest or skinniest of cavers. Beyond the 
entrance crawl the cave enlarges, first to comfortable crawl ways, and then to a 
room with 12-foot-high ceilings. From this room the passage goes to a split. To the 
left the passage is a low crawl trending up to a too-tight pinch . To the right the 
passage goes to another split, both ways ending in a bit over 30 feet at pinches tuo 
small to negotiate. 

Barrel Cave isn't visited very often because its tight entrance keeps out most 
cavers. The cave contains 164 feet of passage length. 

South Mountain Quad 

Cobble Cave can be found somewhat below Barrel Cave at the base of some ledges. A trail leads right by 
the entrance. The cave has a low tight entrance leading to a straight 25-foot-long crawling passage before 
terminating. It contains some flows tone along the left wall. 

Flat Room Cave 
South Mountain Quad 

Flat Room Cave, usually referred to as the Flat Room Caves, is the southernmost cave of the Cobble Cave 
group. It is situated higher in elevation on the ledges than the other caves and is close to the southern 
end of the ledges that define the east face of The Cobble. A well-used trail leads up to it from below. 

The entrance to Flat Room Cave provides a comfortable natural shelter. It is 3D-feet-wide by 9-feet-deep 
and about standing height. Off of this entrance shelter are two passages. The passage to the right is a 
couple feet high and penetrates the hillside for a bit over 52 feet before ending in a mud fill. The passage 
on the left is a bit larger, ranging up to 15 feet wide and 3 feet high. It penetrates the hill side for 68 feet 

and ends in a flows tone fill. The book Caves In Vermont reports that Indian relics 
have been found in the entrance area of the cave although no specifics are given. The 

FLAT ROOM CAVE 
combined length of the two passages and entrance shelter is 154 feet. 

Addison Co., Vermont 

6-8-1992 

Peter QuIck 
Peter Grant 
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Porcupine Caves 
Bristol Quad 

The Porcupine Caves are four short caves in the town of Bristol. They are located 
in a ledge 500 feet to the west of the intersection of Route 116 and South Starksboro 
Road. The caves are sometimes referred to as the Hise Caves, named after a nearby 
landowner. 

The caves are formed in the Dunham dolomite. Cave #l is just about 10 feet long. Cave 
#2 is a 70 foot-long straight passage gently sloping downward from the entrance to a 
mud fill. Cave 113 is a 30 foot long walk-in cave terminating in a mud fill. Cave 114 is 
located around the hill about 300 feet away. A large unstable-looking rock is above the 
entrance. The cave is crawling height and contains about 45 feet of passage. 
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About a mile north of Ferrisburg on the west side of Route 7 is the historic Rokaby Museum, a restored 
mansion built in 1790. A few hundred feet south of the mansion is the beginning of a low north-south
trending limestone ridge that stands between a lowland of farm fields to the east and their downstream 
drainage direction to the west. Water draining from the lowland is forced to sink under the ridge and 
resurge on the western side. Probably about the same time the Rokaby mansion was built, a dam was 
built across a stream draining from the east at the edge of the low ridge. Apparently this was to create 
a pond to dip sheep in. It appears the pond probably didn't last very long, as the stream diverted itself 
into a cave entrance making the dam useless. This insurgence cave, Sheep Dip Cave, contains 32 feet of 
passage before a low wide dig is reached that would have to be enlarged to continue. 

One hundred feet to the northwest of the active stream insurgence is another insurgence entrance. 
unlike the Sheep Dip Cave, this entrance is d ry and only takes water in very high runoff conditions. This 
is one of the entrances to Rokaby Cave. This leads to a straight canyon passage of crawling dimensions 
following the strike of bedding trending south. After 80 feet a boulder constriction is reached. The other 
entrance to Rokaby Cave is the downstream resurgence entrance. It is about 17S feet to the southwest 
from the dry insurgence entr,mce, and penetrates a IS-foot-high cliff face. This entrance was explored 
by Joel Fearon in the winter of 1976. He mapped about 85 feet of passage to a split; both directions 
continued but weren't explored further. In 1993 during a reconnaissance, Peter Quick discovered the 
dry insurgence entrance and realized that the various entrances probably could be easily connected 
making for a fairly good-sized cave by Vermont standards. In 1995 Gary Ostler dug around the boulder 
in the dry insurgence cave and in a short distance the passage was connected to the resurgence cave. The 
cave is now 314 feet long. Most of the passage is about 3 feet in height. About 150 feet into the cave from 
the resurgence entrance, a stream enters the cave from a water-filled passage. This stream is believed 
to be the same as the stream that sinks into Sheep Dip Cave. It is unlikely that these two caves can be 
connected by anything other than a dye trace. The cave is formed in the Orwell limestone, a distinctive 
blue-gray limestone with numerous thin white calcite veins running through it. 
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CHITTENDEN COUNTY 

Lime Kiln Caves 
Burlington Quad 

The Lime Kiln Caves are a series of five small caves located Jlong a small cliff face just opposite an old 
lime quarry 900 feet to the sou thwest of the intersection of the Winooski River and Lime Kiln Road in 
South Burlington. 

The caves and quarry are in the Shelburne formation, typically a massive bedded white or light colored 
pure calcium carbonate limestone. The caves are all very short, the longest containing only 42 feet of 
passage. In north-to-south order one first encounters Lime Kiln Cave ;;5, a 16-foot-long cave with a walk
in entrance sloping upward to 3-foot-high termination. Lime Kiln Cave 114 is really just an entrance that 
is too small to enter. Lime Kiln Cave 113 is a small entrance with a large rock blocking further access. 
Lime Kiln Cave 112 is an 18-foot-long crawling height cave. Lime Kiln Cave til is the longest, 42 feet, and 
roomiest of the group with a large walk-in entrance leading back into an l8-foot-wide room. 

WINOOSKI RIVER 
GORGE CAVE 

Chhtwdeo CoUDty. VT 

Winoosk i River Gorge Cave 
Burlington Quad 
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Winooski River Gorge Cave, also known as Hole in the Wall Cave, is located to 
the west of the intersection of the Winooski River and Lime Kiln Road in South 
Burlington. The entrance is at the base of a 65-foot-high cliff face overlooking the 
Winooski River in the Winooski River Gorge. Access to the entrance is most easily 
gained by a 65-foot rappel down the cliff face. 

From the opposite side of the river the entrance to the cave appears to have a large 
walk-in entrance. The entrance passage penetrates the cliff face for 15 feet where it 
then turns left and goes 
up a steeply inclined 
3-foot-high tube for 
20 feet. At this point a 
very low constriction 
is encountered that 
filters out most visitors. 
Beyond the constriction 
the passage turns to 

the left and slopes up to a spot where one 
can stand up. At this point the passage is 
said to split. Both passages are _1.arrow and 
slope up at a steep angle and constrict after 
a short distance. The cave is formed in the 
Shelburne formation along solutionally 
enlarged joints that used to drain water 
from the land atop of the cliff, down to the 
river. Winooski River Gorge Cave is said to 
contain about 85 feet of passage. 

Donohue Sea Cave 
Burlington Quad 

In 2006 the Winooski Valley Park District 
received in donation land that contains 
Devils Den Cave. In honor of the donor, 
David Donohue, the cave was re-named The 
Donohue Sea Cave. It is located on the north 
side of Burlington, about 400 feet west of 
Route 127 bordering a swamp known as the 

Winooski River Gorge Cave Peter Quick 
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Intervale. The most distinctive feature of Donohue Sea Cave is its large visible 
entrance across the Intervale. The cave has a twin entrance that opens into a 
room 26 feet wide by 19 feet high. The cave tapers back from the entrance for 
60 feet to a blunt dead end. At the back of the cave the passage is 6 feet high. 
The entire floor of the cave is covered by at least a 2 feet of water. Apparently 
when Route 127 was built, the natural drainage of the area was upset and caused 
ponding that back flooded into the cave. A close examination found no evidence 
of a passage continuing under water off any part of the cave. The cave is formed 
in the Dunham dolomite. It appears to be an old wave erosion cave, a cave that is 
formed by wave action on cliffs on the edge of a large body of water, in this case 
Lake Champlain. It is not much more than 20 feet higher in elevation than the 
present lake level. 

Colchester Caves 
Colchester Quad 

The Colchester Caves, also known as the Mill Pond Caves are located 1000 feet to the southwest of an old 
mill pond on the Indian Brook, south of the center of Colchester. The caves lie in the bed of a stream that 
flows into Indian Brook downstream from the mill pond. There are three caves in this series that were 
probably interconnected at one time. They are formed in the Clarendon Springs formation, in this locale 
a gray dolomitic marble with thin laminations of impurities. 

The three caves were formed by a stream piracy. The stream flows off an upland area and down the steep 
valley wall of Indian Brook. Right where the stream breaks over the lip of the valley wall, it is pirated 
into the bedrock. The upper two caves of the series have the pirated stream flowing through them. The 
stream resurges from the entrance of the lower cave and then flows down the valley wall to the Indian 
Brook. The third cave is an older route of the stream which was abandoned in favor of the present 
drainage through the other two caves. 

The insurgence cave contains about 70 feet of passage. Its insurgence entrance is presently blocked with 
debris that could be dug out. It has a small entrance about midway along its length and another entrance 
at its downstream end in the floor of a gully. The cave varies from tight and wet to very wet and really 
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~ight. The resurgence cave has two entrances. One is just a few feet away from the gully entrance of the 
Insurgence cave. When one squeezes into this entrance, the stream is encountered and can be followed 
about 68 feet to the resurgence entrance. This necessitates crawling through a pool of water. The middle 
cave is much roomier than the insurgence cave. The third cave lies at the end of the gully that runs 
parallel to and separates the first two caves. This gully appears to be a collapsed cave. The third cave has 
a walk-in entrance and is dry its entire 85-foot length. The cave is crawling height most of its length. At 
its opposite end is a tight entrance, a collapse feature that terminates the cave. 

Lamoille Ledge Cave 
Colchester Quad 

The Lamoille Ledge Cave is formed in the 
base of a 45 foot-high cliff face/ledge. It is 
probably not much more than 15 to 20 feet 
above the present level of the Lamoille 
River. It is located a little over 2 miles west 
of the intersection of Interstate 89 and 
U.S. 7. It penetrates a cliff face neat where 
Route 2 crosses the Lamoille River. The cave, 
formed in the unmetamorphosed Dunham 
dolomite, looks to be a back flood erosion 
cave, meaning that the waters that dissolved 
the cave were those forced against the cliff 
face by the river or lake when it was at a 
slightly higher level. The main chamber has 
a blunt-ending back typical of other lake 
level caves in the area. 
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Lamoille Ledge Cave 
Cbittenden County. VT 
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The cave has a nice gaping entrance and 10-foot-high entrance room. The main passage extends back 65 
feet, and there are two side passages. The passage to the left of the entrance leads into a standing height 
room and off the back of the room is a low crawlway that ends in dirt fill indicating longer length at one 
time. The last 30 feet of the left-hand passage seems to have been excavated at some point in the past. 
The cave contains 175 feet in passage length. 

Milton Gorge Cave 
Milton Quad 

The Milton Gorge Cave lies in the Milton Gorge of the Lamoille River. The gorge is just downriver 
of a dam holding back Arrowhead Mountain Lake. The dam was built for power generation. Access 
to the cave is limited to approach 
by water, best done in times of 
low flow. Using kayaks is ideal. 
The cave lies at the base of a 50 
foot-high cliff face at river level. 
During high flow conditions river 
waters are forced into the cave. 

The Milton Gorge Cave is formed 
in the Lower Cambrian Dunham 
dolomite. It is a back flood-formed 
cave with a large entrance quickly 
taperingdownsomeSOfeetinfrom 
its large entrance. One additional 
passage makes this cave a bit 
more interesting than most of this 
sort. A crawling passage to the left 
side of the big entrance takes one 
in 35 feet to a vertical tube 20-feet 
up. An ancient nylon handline 
hangs down and can be used to 

Milton Corge Cave Peter Quick 
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Chittenden County, VT 
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assist in the chimney climb up. At the top of the tube is 
an upper room nearly standing height and about 18 feet 
long sloping up in fill at both ends. The room is filled wi.th 
a coarse, large pebble-and-gravel fill with a clay matnx. 
It appears to be a good-sized passage that likely goes a 
good bit further, save for it being now sediment filled. 
What has happened is, flood waters that are forced into 
the cave during high flow conditions are pushed down 
the entrance crawl below and then vertically up the rope 
drop tube and have flushed out the room from below. 
Thus the room is the largest at the tube's intersection and 
it slopes up in either direction from the vertical tube. The 
age of the upper passage may well be a bit older than 
the lower large 
river entrance 
cave, probably 
formed at some 
point during 
the glaciation 

and then in-filled at a later stage of the glaciation. In all, 193 
feet of passage has been mapped in this cave. 

[here are some interesting dissolutional gaps and openings in 
the cliff face above the cave that may well lead into more cave 
passages. Ropes or bolting would be necessary to get to them 
though. 

Trap Spring Cave 
Georgia Plains Quad 

Milton Gorge Cave Peter Quick 

Trap Spring Cave was found in April 2005 by Peter Gillette and Barry Conolly. They were exploring the 
dolomite cliffs close to Lake Champlain about a mile north of Route 2 before it crosses Lake Champlain 

to get to South Hero Island. 
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A number of large entrances leading to short 30 to 40-foot-long 
caves were found. The caves were given names CAD Ill, CAD 112 
etc . . for future reference. One entrance found was different. It 
went in 15 feet to a narrow spot. Small formations were present 
and a good cool breeze flowed out of it. Initially it was named 
CAD 115 Cave. 

Ensuing digs opened up the cave for further discoveries. During 
the first dig a rusty leg trap was found, lending the cave its 
name, Trap Spring Cave. Not too far in from the entrance there 
is narrow lO-inch-wide vertical crack that must be squeezed 
through to continue. Beyond this a low crawl that then opens 
up into a nice 15-foot-high room, Cadreact Hall, with its 
ceiling and walls profusely decorated with white flowstone. 
After 50 feet the room narrows to a flowstone-cemented 
rubble fill. Where the air flow came from wasn't determined. 
Unfortunately Cadreact Hall is also the home to porcupines, so 
there is much porkie guano covering the floor. In ail, 110 feet of 
passage have been discovered. The quantity of flows tone found 
is peculiar for a dolomitic cave. Trap Spring Cave is formed 
in the Lower Cambrian Dunham dolomite. In this locale it is 
likely the Dunham dolomite is more likely a calcitic dolomitic 
rather than a pure dolomite. It is clearly formed along a joint. 
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By Robert W. Carroll Jr. 
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Breaking from the format of much of the rest of the book are the descriptions of the caves around 
Mallets Bay. The caves are all short, the longest being 60 feet. The caves of Mallets Bay are all formed 
in the Dunham dolomite. All of the caves are what can be called sea caves, caves formed by both the 
erosive and corrosive forces of wave action against cliff faces. Sea caves are notable for their usually 
large entrances and blunt endings a short distance later. In every case the Mallets Bay caves are formed 
along joints, natural zones of weakness for the waves to exploit. The only cave to show much solutional 
modification not strictly driven by the forces of waves is Gothic Echo Cave. The Dunham dolomite is 
not a formation that lends itself well to solution. The following descriptions by Robert W. Carroll Jr. sum 
the area up nicely. 

The larger west part of Mallets Bay is dominated by shale, slate, and schist strata, but the part east of 
Malletts Head has many beautiful, brown, marble ledges and islands. At least IS known caves and 
possibly some underwater caves are distributed among both north and south shores and three islands. 
Near the Burlington population center, it has many camps, homes, docks, boats and "No Trespassing" 
signs. In winter, when the ice is safe to walk and even drive on, the area is quieter and attractive for a 
walking tour of the geologic features. One can do this within three hours via the public boat ramp. 

The aptly named Cave Island has the 
two most spacious caves in the area. 
The entrance of the more prominent 
40-footer, Cave Island Cave #2, could 
take a locomotive, but the cave ends 
very bluntly. The 60-footer just to the 
northwest of it, Cave Island Cave #1, 
is more complex and had a second exit, 
but it, too, ends with no hope of digging 
out further extensions. These caves are 
obviously well known, the entrances so 
large that one hardly needs a flashlight 
inside on a sunny day. To the west, 

Old postcard photo of Cave Island Marble Island, for all its impressive 100 
foot relief, has a mere lO-foot erosion cave. Southeast of Cave Island, a lesser islet also has a 10-footer. A 
lO-footer at Malletts Head just southwest of Marble Island and another at Coates Point conclude the cave 
offerings of the south side, unless there are scuba passages below. 

The north side, called Red Rock Point, has more intriguing caves and scuba possibilities amid its more 
complex shoreline. The west part has at least six caves. North to south, one finds a 3D-foot talus cave, 
other ledge coJlapses and solution fissures, and five waterline solution caves as one approaches the south 
tip. Of the latter, Red Rock Caves #2, #3, #4, #5, and #6, the first has a tall narrow entrance and pinches 
out 30 feet in. The second is a lower 3D-footer, and the third is a briefer IS-footer. The fourth is a 3D-footer 
with two low leads that go underwater and have ice obstructions in winter. The fifth is another 30-footer 
with two wide, low water exits. 

The complex shoreline ledges further northeast 
have very few caves, at least above water level. 
The eastern Red Rock Point has two small caves 
10 and IS-feet-long, one with a 12-foot dome 
pit room, the other a small natural bridge, that 
suggest remnant karst. But west of the southeast 
tip is a most interesting 40-footer with a perfect 
Gothic arch-shaped exit, a lower waterline exit, 
a brief winding passage to two upper sinkholes, 
and dry flowstone inside. Owners of the camp 
above have used the cave and no doubt recognize 
it as a rare gift of Nature and have their own 
name for it, but its lower main exit and echo 
make Gothic Echo Cave a most fitting name. 

Gothic Echo Cave Robert W. Carroll, Jr. 
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Malletts Bay Cave Maps Chittenden County, VT 
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GRAND ISLE COUNTY 

Caves of Grand Isle County 
By Robert W. Carroll, Jr. 

As with the cave descriptions of the caves of Malletts Bay, this section breaks from the format of much 
of the rest of the book. The caves of Grand Isle County are all short, the longest being about 70 feet long. 
The caves are formed in at least three different rock formations, the Bascom formation, the Crown Point 
limestone, and the Day Point formation. As with the Mallets Bay caves, all the presently known caves 
in Grand Isle County are found in cliff faces along the lake shores of the various islands. The caves are 
all what can be called sea caves, caves formed by wave action against cliff faces. The Grand Isle caves 
are all strongly controlled by joints, natural zones of weakness for the waves to exploit. Following is the 
description of the area by Robert W. Carroll, Jr. with a few geologic annotations by Peter Quick. 

Grand Isle County, Vermont's smallest and lowest, is mostly shale, but sedimentary limestone exists at 
the south end of Isle LaMotte, nearQY Cloak Island, Phelps Point on South Hero Island, nearby Providence 
Island, and Stave Island. As of March 1989, the county had 25 known limestone caves, ranging from 10 
to 70 feet of passage, six in the Isle LaMotte sector, the rest at or near Providence Island. Other shoreline 
ledges, including all those near Knight Island and Cedar Island and the Alburg Passage, are shale. 
Shale erosion caves are rare. The glaciated and limited-watershed inland areas are mostly shale and not 
believed to have karst features. The shoreline limestone caves described below are too small to attract 
general caver interest but deserve some serious study. 

These caves have an unusual access situation. All are on private land, many with "No Trespassing" 
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GRAND ISLE COUNTY - GRADE-2 LAYOUTS OF LARGEST CAVES signs, and can be entered only from the lake. In 
warm weather, this means having a boat and taking 
chances with waves, wind, and ledges. The other 
option is to wait until Lake Champlain is safely 
frozen over and walk to the sites of interest. Such 
ice walks require warm clothing, protective sun 
glasses and face mask, food and water in insulated 
containers, common-sense avoidance of unsafe ice 
and bad weather/vi sibility conditions, and much 
patience. 

~w LA MOTTE CAVE - 4 
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The northern limestone zone including Isle LaMotte 
and Cloak Island has six caves distributed among 
three sites. Cloak Island, its 40-foot west cliff 
attracting attention from even 5 miles away, has a 15-
foot wave-erosion cave, Cloak Island Cav~ (formed 
in the Crown Point limestone). A mile northwest, 
Holcomb Point has a 50-foot cave, Clamshell Cave, 
set back from the waterline and having narrow 
sharp turns, two exits, a brief maze-like layout 
resembling the lesser caves of Jefferson County, 
New York, and clamshells on the floor. (This cave 
is also formed in the Crown Point limestone). The 
Scott Point site to the southwest has four caves (all 
formed in the Day Point formation). North to south, 
these include a low lO-foot water level crawl; a 10-
foot overhang below a camp lawn; a narrow 20-foot 
water level crawl, SW LaMotte Cave #3; and finally, 
a 70-foot, four-exit, mini-maze, SW LaMotte Cave 
114, the largest known cave in the county. Ice and 
narrows obstructed access to the northern leads, 
but one could see clamshells further in. Children 
evidently use the drier south part in the summer. 
The head at the south end of Isle LaMott has some 
interesting strata and indentations, but no caves. 
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South of Isle LaMotte, shale dominates both sides 
of the lake for more than 10 miles. On the Grand 

Isle side, limestone gradually becomes dominant south of the ferry crossing. On the western side of 
Grand Isle is a cave reported and pictured in a photograph in the 1901-1902 Report of the Vermont 
State Geologist. It is called Double Cave and is located in the ledges along Chippen Bay. The cave has 
a walk-in entrance with two parallel passages off the back of it. The northern passage is about 3 feet in 
diameter and 25 feet long. The southern passage is about 6 feet in diameter at its beginning, tapering 
down toward the back, some 35 feet in. The cave is formed in the Black River limestone (not described 
in the stratigraphy section in this book). 

At Phelps Point, on Grand Isle, a cracked limestone ledge below the camps has at least three caves, (all 
formed in the Crown Point formation). North to south, these include a 40-footer with two parallel exits 
and a visible connection, Phelps Point Cave #1; a linear 30-footer, Phelps Point Cave #2; and a 30-footer 
with two exits, Phelps Point Cave #3. All leads tend to pinch out 20 to 30 feet in, and the exits may have 
massive wave-formed ice obstructions in the winter. 

Providence Island, privately owned and posted, has at least 12 limestone shoreline caves. Opposite 
Phelps Point is a IS-foot solution fissure, and lesser fissures may possibly have an overlooked lO-footer. 
Rounded ledges on the east side lack any cave openings, but the more rugged west and south sides have 
some of the most interesting caves and geology in the region. The west shore group has five scattered 
caves, north to south, four small overhang wave-erosion caves, then a curious 35-footer, West Providence 
Island Cave #5, set back from the beach and having two parallel leads in a sandstone-like rock (thought 
to be the Day Point formation) . 
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The southwest group beyond this is a close succession of the most impressive water-edge caves in the 
county. These caves have door-size entrances and long linear or multiple leads that, alas, pinch out "just 
as they are getting interesting". (All the caves in this group are formed in the Bascom formation). West 
to east, one first comes to a linear 4D-footer with exit chockstone and ice floor most of its length, SW 
Providence Isand Cave #1. Next are a linear 2D-footer, Cave #2; a two-exit 3D-footer, SW Providence 
Island Cave #3; and a linear IS-footer, Cave #4. Next is a more complicated 6D-footer with two parallel 
leads with mid-cave connection and ice floor in the winter, SW Providence Island Cave #5. The last cave 
of this group is a IS-footer with a water line entrance and upper sinkhole exit, Cave #6. Offshore, the 
3D-foot limestone pinnacle known as Carleton Prize has no caves. 

Further south lies Stave Island, (composed entirely of rocks of the Bascom formation). Like Providence 
Island, it is unpromising on the north and east sides but becomes geologically fascinating as one 
proceeds south along the west shore. The strata go through intricate changes before one reaches the 
four caves near the south tip. In blocky strata, the first is a low IS-footer sometimes used by animals as 
a winter shelter, Cave #1. Just south of this is a curious 55-footer with two rectangular entrances and 
a main lead paralleling the outer cliff face, Stave Island Cave 112. Beyond this is a lO-foot erosion cave, 
Cave #3. At the south tip is a nice linear 3D-footer with a chockstone and slight inner width variations 
before pinching out, Stave Island Cave 114. Just as the caves get interesting, the island-and area-runs 
out of limestone. 

Southward lie Sunset and Law Islands and Colchester Point in Chittenden County, which are 
dominated by shale. Beyond these lie the widest parts of Lake Champlain, the last to freeze. 
When the ice is safe, one can trek the 6 miles northwest to Valcour Island in New York and 
its smaller (up to 30 feet) limestone caves, or 6 miles east to the marble caves of Malletts Bay. 

FRANKLIN COUNTY 

, -(J-., 
Highgate Springs Cave 
Alburg Springs Station Quad 

E -Cl-E, Highgate Springs Cave, also known as Fortin Farm Cave or 
Indian Cave, lies on the southern end of a small hill about a mile 
east of Highgate Springs. The cave is formed along a joint in the 
Clarendon Springs formation, locally known as the Rock River 
dolomite. The cave is a relic of uncertain age. The cave may well 
have been formed by back-flooding when Lake Champlain was at 
a higher level. Lake Champlain is presently about 100 feet lower 
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in elevation. 
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Highgate Springs 
Cave is actually two 
caves, the main cave 
containing 100 feet 
of passage and its 
smaller neighbor just 
to the right of the main 
entrance containing 
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30 feet of passage. The 
cave entrances lie just 
15 feet below the top of 

the hill they penetrate. Both caves have skylight entrances 
on the top of the hill. The main cave's entrance is a 20-foot
wide, walk-in entrance split by a pillar. One can walk about 
halfway into the cave, a little past a nice dome room with a 
skylight entrance. The rest of the way to the back, some 45 
feet, is crawling height. 

Highgate Springs Cave Barry Conolly 
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MAJOR NONSOLUTIONAL CAVES OF VERMONT 
The following cave descriptions are all nonsolutional caves. In these descriptions there are roughly two 
types of caves, talus caves and fracture caves. There are other known and described fracture and talus 
caves in Vermont that are not listed in this book. The ones chosen are some of the most interesting and 
significant in Vermont. Geologic considerations on the formation of nonsolutional caves are covered in 
the first section of this book. 

BENNINGTON COUNTY 

Williams Cave 
North Pownal Quad 

Much of following description of Williams Cave has been taken nearly directly from Chuck Porter's 
description of the cave in 1967 from the New York Caver, Vol. 1, No.2, as follows: 

Williams Cave is a deep tectonic fissure developed in schist on the eastern side of the Taconic Mountain 
range near the extreme southwestern corner of Vermont. It is a remarkable cave, due both to its present 
condition and to its unusual mode of origin: The cave entrance lies more than a thousand feet above the 
base of the mountain, and its bottom has never been reached. 
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Williams Satellite Cave #I 3 

Although inaccessible 
and hard to find, the cave 
is worth visiting for its 
uniqueness as well as for 
the depths which might 
be attained in it. 

The cave was discovered 
ca. 1880 by Frank 
Warren Williams of 
nearby Williamstown, 
Massachusetts. It is 
located at an elevation 
of 1850 feet. A good 
description of the cave is 
given in U.S. Geological 
Survey Bulletin 195 
(1902) pp. 11-12. 

Caves Formed By 
Tension and Rupture 

About a half mile northeast 
of the extreme southwest 
corner of the State of 
Vermont and of the town 
of Pownal, on the eastern 
side of the Taconic Range, 
the Ordovician schists 
are fissured in a direction 
parallel to the prevalent 
transverse jointing of the 
region. These fissures and 
joints strike N7S-80E dip 
90 [degrees}. Between two 
of th('se, a mass of rock ten 
feet wide has been faulted 
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down. In another, the schists, (actually the Cambrian age St. Catherine formation, a phyllite) which are 
noncalcerous, and veined with quarf<., have a cleavage striking N12E and dipping 45-50E across a bedding dipping 
east at a much lower angle. These foliations have been parted in a N75E direction, leaving an irregular fissure from 
1 to 5 feet wide and more than 130 feet deep across the schistosity and the veins which lie in it. 

Such a cave is evidently formed by tension of the schist mass in the direction of the strike, and is the result of some 
later movement than that which produced the synclinoria and the anticlinoria of the region . 

About the only thing the GSA Bulletin didn't get quite right was the mechanism thought to have created 
the tension rupture. That would have most likely been glacial isostatic rebound. 

The cave was also mentioned in Clay Perry's New England's Buried Treasure (1946). Chuck Porter and 
Bob Addis mapped Williams Cave in November 1967. In 1999 John Keough, Chuck Porter, and Rick 
Pingree mapped it in a little more detail. All reports of the cave are about the same. It is narrow, wet, 
slippery, dirty, with sharp and loose rocks. Schist isn't a particularly solid rock when it weathers. It 
descends steeply and can be carefully traversed to its present depth of 145 feet without a rope, although 
in some places there is 30 feet of exposure below uncertain footing. The length of the cave is 337 feet. The 
cave ends where all groups stop, at a tight crack that descends steeply. Rocks can be heard to rattle down 
a bit further when tossed into the crack. A really thin person might be able to squeeze into the crack but 
there seems no safe way to enter this narrow crack and no obvious way to get back out of it if entered. 
Finding the cave is easiest when accompanied by someone who has already located it. 

RUTLAND COUNTY 

Widened Fault Cave 
Wallingford s.w. Quad 

Widened Fault Cave is formed in the Cambrian-aged 
Cheshire quartzite. Inside the cave the quartzite is very 
clean and smooth and is a rusty red color. The cave is 
a fracture cave formed parallel to a cliff face, the White 
Rocks Cliffs. To get to Widened Fault Cave, follow the 
road east out of Mt. Tabor from Route 7 for about 2 or 3 
miles until the main "hairpin" curve. Right after the curve 
is a parking area. Park and follow a trail to the east for 
a couple thousand feet. Get atop the main precipice and 
follow a series of cracks parallel to the cliff face. There are 
two entrances to the cave, although the eastern entrance 
is probably too tight for most visitors to use. The main 
entrance is a 50-foot rappel into a linear passage about 240 
feet long. One should not enter this cave without ropes and 
proper vertical gear and experience. As with most fracture 
caves, Widened Fault is not very wide, typically just a few 
feet wide in most places. The total mapped length of the 
cave is 343 feet with a depth of 76 feet. 

Tinmouth Mountain Cave 
Middletown Springs Quad 

Tinmouth Mountain Cave is located high up on the eastern 
face of Tinmouth 'vIountain. Trails can be followed most of 
the way to the cave, which can be found about 260 feet 
down the east side and slightly north of the saddle that 
lies just north of the peak of Tinmouth Mountain. Finding 
the entrance is somewhat tricky due to the steepness 
of the terrain and the tightness of the vegetation. The 
east side of the mountain has many cracks, faults, and Widened Fault Cave John Keough 
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and ends at some rather large blocks of rock. 
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fissures running in several 
directions. The cave is located in 
a depression that is at the end of 
a prominent fracture that runs 
west-east (downhill). 

Tinmouth Mountain Cave is a 
fracture cave formed in the Ira 
formation, a Cambrian or middle 
Ordovician phyllite thrust over 
the marbles below. 

This cave was formed by a large 
block having pulled away from 
the hillside, likely related to 
glacial plucking. The fracture 
runs parallel with the contour of 
the hill, but isn't readily apparent 
from the surface. The cave is 
really quite spacious and has 
very little crawling. The entrance 
is on the east side of a depression 
in the ground and offers nearly 
walking height passage. 

The cave basically consists of an 
upper level passage and a lower 
level passage. One can carefully 
free climb down to the lower 
level; however; it would be wise 
to use a handline. 

In the lower passage the ceiling 
is quite high because you are at 
the bottom of the fracture. The 
north side heads slightly uphill 

The south side heads downhill. You can see how the rock has pulled away as all the shapes on one 
side match up with negative images on the other side. Because the rock has pulled away in a diagonal 
manner, the upper-south passage is not directly over the lower-south passage. 

Deer Leap Caves 
Pico Peak Quad 

The Deer Leap Caves are talus caves located a few hundred feet to the north of Route 4 at the Sherburne 
Pass in the town of Sherburne. The caves are also known as the Sherburne Pass Caves. The caves lie just 
below the Deer Leap Cliffs that are visible from Route 4 at around 2400 feet in elevation. The Long Trail 
was formerly routed right past the entrances to Lower Deer Leap Cave. The old trail can still be followed 
to the caves from a parking area beside a restaurant. 

The caves are formed in a phyllite/schist member of the Cambrian-aged Tyson formation. There are two 
main caves and numerous smaller ones. The first encountered, Lower Deer Leap Cave, is formed under 
large talus blocks and is the longer of the two. The rear cave, LJPper Deer Leap Cave, a bit higher in 
elevation, is just behind the main cave and is formed up against the Deer Leap Cliffs. 

Following the old Long Trail, the first entrance encountered is the lower entrance to the Lower Cave, 
a nice walk-in entrance. To the left after a short climb is the airy main chamber reaching 30 feet in 
height. There are numerous light leaks and entrances throughout the cave making it more of a twilight 
experience than one of total darkness. A light is still needed to move safely through the cave. There are 
a couple upper entrances that should be carefully considered before attempting the climbs to them. It is 
thought this cave has nearly 300 feet of passage and about 80 feet in relief. 
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Pittsford Ice Cave 
Chittenden Quad 

The Pittsford Ice Cave is one of the better 
known Vermont talus caves. It is mentioned 
by Perry in New England's Buried Treasure, 
and by Scott in his Caves In Vermont. 
Newspaper articles appear on the cave as far 
back as 1894. An article in the Burlington Free 
Press in 1901 states that the cave had been 
known of as far back as the Revolutionary 
War. The cave is situated in a cleft on the 
northwestern flank of Long Hill in the town 
of Pittsford about a half mile east of Furnace 
Brook. One can park in a small turn off on 
Goat Farm Road and hike about a quarter 
mile uphill along a well-used trail to the 
beginning of a very linear and steeply walled 
ravine. The trail continues up the ravine and 
after a few more minutes of hiking, one finds 
the entrances to the cave. The ravine is quite 
scenic. The genesis of the ravine is uncertain 
but may well have been a flow route for 
waters in the past. The ravine was at one 
point narrow and deep and was probably 
enhanced by glaciation. The vertical walls 
of the ravine eventually collapsed and fi lled 
the floor with blocks of rubble. Pittsford Ice 
Cave was formed by a large piece of the cliff 
that broke off, coming to rest tipped in at the 

The easiest way to get to the Upper Cave is to climb 
over the boulders to the right of the lower entrance 
to the Lower Cave that was first encountered along 
the trail. The preferred entrance to the Upper Cave 
is a gaping walk-in entrance close to the cliff face. 
This entrance leads into an impressive room ranging 
from 10 to 40 feet in height. This cave feels much 
more like a fissure cave than a talus cave because 
of its high vaulted crack-like passages. There is an 
upper entrance providing a 40-foot rappel into the 
cave, which is occasionally used as a practice spot for 
beginning vertical cavers. The cave is formed against 
the base of the Deer's Leap Cliffs and is the result of a 
big chunk of the cliff spalling off and leaning against 
the cliff face. The lower cave is a result of an earlier 
chunks spalling off and breaking apart into large 
breakdown blocks and their associated voids. The 
Upper Cave may contain about 250 feet of passage. 
Because the caves are formed in schist, fvoting tends 
to be slippery, espeCially vn climbs. Loose rocks, 
tight spots, and abundant broken glass also need to 
be treated with care. Most of the cave is at best dimly 
lit, not much real darkness to be found. A light is still 
a good idea as it will help in some places in the cave. 

Map from 6th edition of the Long Trail Guide 1924 
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top forming a narrow triangular cross section. Subsequent breakdown has partially buried the large 
slab, raising the floor level of the ravine and forming multiple levels in the cave. Presently the ravine is 
dry with no active stream bed. The cave is formed in the Cambrian-aged Dalton formation, a schistose 
quartzite at an elevation of 1330 feet. 

Ascending the ravine from the southeast, one first reaches the cave's lower entrance. This is a low 
entrance through talus, which leads to 50 feet of low talus cave on two levels. Through a narrow passage, 
the ladder in the main entrance pit can be seen about 20 feet away. The main entrance lies about 20 
feet uphill from the lower entrance. Here a short passage leads to a 16foot-deep pit. This pit contains a 
wooden ladder, that seems sturdily enough built, but that should be examined before using. 

Forty feet northeast of the main entrance is a larger back entrance. This leads to a room about 50 feet 
long. The maximum ceiling height is 22 feet. This room has three skylight entrances and a narrow 
opening in the floor that overlooks the ladder pit described above. Some cavers rig this narrow crack 
with a rope and rappel down 50 feet into the main cave chamber to add variety to the trip to the cave. 
The skylight entrances lead to an outside balcony overlooking a large cliff slab that overhangs the main 
and back entrances about 25 feet below. On this roof can be found a 12-foot talus tunnel that connects to 
the back entrance room through a thin, inclined opening. This upper part of the cave is really not dark 
at all because of all tht' surface openings. 

The 16foot pit near the main entrance leads down to a sloping passage that shortly overlooks the large<;t 
room in the cave. At this point there is a 20-foot drop to the floor of the big room. The room is impressive 
and is likely one of the largest in Vermont's nonsolutional caves. Rather than fussing with ropes at this 
drop, a climbable route can be followed winding down the side and under the drop. The room cxtends 
90 feet to its northeast corner. Its western half is floored with gravel and contains a shallow pool. The 
lower room has smallc( passages at both ends, as well as an inclined passage below the 20-foot drop. 
Most of the walls of the lower room are formed from massive cliff fragments. The north wall may be the 
original, undisplaced cliff of the ravine. The south wall inclines toward the north wall dt a steep angle. 
The ceiling has an estimated height of 50 feet in pl.aces. 
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Over the years much has been made of the ice in Pittsford Ice Cave. In the past the cave has been known 
to contain ice into August. In recent years the presence of ice has been much diminished, not persisting 
much beyond late spring. Travel into this cave when ice filled should be done with crampons and ice 
tools, and people should be on rope from the top of the pit. The surveyed length of the cave is about 
705 feet with a depth of 85 feet; however, deciding the true length of talus caves is always a bit dodgy 
since much of them exist in the twilight zone. Pittsford Ice Cave is the most "cave like" for a quality dark 
underground experience of Vermont's talus caves. 

The Pittsford Historical Society acquired Pittsford Ice Cave and 49 acres around it in the 1970s to protect 
the cave and its natural surroundings. 

Philadelphia Cave 
Brandon Quad 
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Ron Morris, Rick Pingree, and Kevin O'Classen first entered Philadelphia Cave on June 28, 1993. Ron 
Morris had spotted the entrance on an earlier ridgewalking trip. The cave is named after an abandoned 
town marked on old maps on the back side of Chaffe Mountain. The cave is situated atop Chaffe 
Mountain in a saddle between two low peaks. 

Philadelphia Cave is formed in the Forestdale marble member of the Mendon formation. In this locale 
the marble weathers light brown. When broken, however, it is a coarsely crystalline white marble with 
various thin, laminated impurities. The cave has formed along a steeply dipping fracture with a trend 
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Because Philadelphia Cave is formed in 
marble, it was supposed to have been 
formed by dissolution and was always 
grouped with the rest of Vermont's 
dissolutional carbonate caves. The cave 
has all the features of an isostatic rebound 
fracture-formed cave formed since the last 
glacial retreat. No evidence of dissol utional 
activity appears anywhere in the cave. 
Striations from slippage can be seen on 
either side of the passages in places. This 
emphasizes that the cave has a postglacial 
age and probable nonsolutional origin as 
the striations would have been removed 
in the dissolutional process. 

Philadelphia Cave contains about 440 feet 
of passage. It has two entrances, both being 
obscure crawls under surface breakdown 
blocks. The northwestern entrance leads 
one into a tight series of low muddy crawls 
that eventually connect through a tight 
squeeze into the lower parts of the other 
entrance passage. These muddy passages 
contain about 65 feet of passage. The main 
entrance takes one into a stooping height 
room and through an awkward squeeze 
to the top of a steeply inclined passage. 
Some people like to use a handline on 
this steep and muddy slope. From the 
Handline Drop down, the cave passages 
are all formed along the same steeply 
dipping fracture. Narrow spots and 
breakdown form the ceilings and floors 
of the various passages. At the bottom of 
the handline slope one can travel in two 
different directions. To the left, northwest, 
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one can crawl through and under some breakdown to a lower room with two down sloping passages 
continuing off it. The passage to the right heads up the fracture through breakdown for about 42 feet and 
eventually ends in breakdown. The passage to the left takes one down about 10 feet through some very 
loose breakdown and into a very low crawl that needs some rock hauling to continue. The cave appears 
to continue down past this point. The cave reaches is greatest depth of 70 feet here. 

Back at the base of the handline drop the cave also continues to the right, to the southeast through a 
series of narrow fissure passages. After 65 feet a 20-foot vertical crack is encountered. This crack can be 
down-climbed and at the bottom is a passage that leads back in the direction of the left-hand passage 
at the bottom of the handline drop. A voice connection can be made with this other passage, although 
it is presently blocked by breakdown. One interesting feature of the cave is that it is full of bat bones. 
There are bat bones everywhere in the cave. They can be found buried in large quantities all through 
the sediment in the cave. The cave has undoubtedly been used a roosting spot by bats for vast periods of 
time, although presently few bats use the cave for hibernation or general habitation. 

Blue Ridge Cave 
Chittenden Quad 

Blue Ridge Cave is located on a sub-summit one
half mile northeast from the main summit of Blue 
Ridge, and about 1000 feet north of the Mendon/ 
Chittenden town lines. It is at an elevation of 3060 
feet and is formed in Precambrian schist of the Mt. 
Holly Complex. 

Trails lead up to the cave if the correct one is taken. 
It is a good long hike up to the cave from the closest 
parking. Snowmobilers, the Green Mountain Club, 
and locals have known about the cave for years. 

The cave is basically a large inclined room nearly 
50 feet in diameter and 10 or more feet high. The 
entrance is only about 10 feet across. During early 
spring, runoff water fills about half of the cave. At 
the bottom of the cave is a pool of water nearly 10 
feet deep even in drier times. The cave reaches a 
depth of 45 feet to the pool. 

It appears that the cave was a natural hillside 
overhang and with the aide of talus, the sides were 
walled along with much of the floor being filled, 
leaving a small entrance and some side crawl ways 
into the big room. The total passage length is 76 feet. 

WINDSOR COUNTY 

Mount Horrid Talus Caves 
Mount Carmel Quad 
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The Mount Horrid talus cave area is located about 7 miles east out of Brandon on Vermont 73, almost 
right on the county line between Rutland and Windsor Counties. To access the area, park at the Lon? 
Trail parking lot where the Long Trail crosses Vermont 73 at the Brandon Gap and head north on the trail 
toward Mount Horrid. A side spur trail off the Long Trail takes one to the top of the Great Cliff. Below 
the Great Cliff is a massive steeply inclined talus slope. The talus slope is quite extensive covering many 
acres and well over 1000 linear feet along the base of the Great Cliff. Moving through the talus field can 
be quite challenging and time consuming. 

The Great Cliff and the talus slopes below are made up of a massive granitoid, medium-grained gneiss 
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of the Precambrian Mount Holly Complex. 
The cliff and the massive talus slope below 
it face to the south. This, combined with an 
ideal rock type, a fortuitous fracture pattern, 
and a steep slope below a long tall cliff face, 
created the perfect conditions for such large 
talus deposits below. The south flowing 
glaciers plucked and fractured the Great 
Cliff. This likely left an unstable condition 
that may well have been hit by isostatic 
rebound earthquakes after the glaciers had 
receded leading to massive collapse and 
talus accumulations that we see today. 

In 1982 The Great Cliffs on Mt. Horrid 
were picked as one of a number of cliff 
sites in Vermont to attempt to re-introduce 
peregrine falcons. Since then the cliffs have 
been closed by Vermont Fish and Wildlife, 
generally between YIarch and August 1st 
every year, for new falcon chicks to fledge 
undisturbed by human activity. ror this 
reason the area should be avoided during 
this time. In fact, offers of up to $15,000 in 
fines and six months in jail are made for 
offenders of this policy. 

Mount Horrid Ice Cave 

.l<I 

Mount Horrid Ice Cave has been J<nown of 
for years and was even mentioned in Scott's, 
Caves In Vermont (1959). It penetrates the 
base of one of the sections of the Great Cliff 

Robert W. Carroll, Jr. in Substitute Cave on Mt. Horrid 
Roger BarlholOiflew 

and was formed by huge blocks fracturing off the cliff face and stacking up against the cliff. The cave is 
fairly easy to explore and much of it is in total darkness, often not the case for caves formed in ta lus piles. 
The cave was mapped in 2007 yielding a total of 560 feet of survey. 

Robert W. Carroll Jr. explored the massive talus slope below the Great Cliff. He was the first to attempt 
to define and systematically explore the confusing talus jumble. He made 13 trips to the area between 

Mt. Horrid Ice Cave 
Windsor County, VT 

9-25-2007 

Peter Quick 
John Keough 
Rick Pingree 

1979 and 1998. 

Robert attempted to define nearly every 
void below boulders as a cave. Anything 
over 30 feet in length seemed to be fair game 
to him. Most of his caves wouldn't rate a 
description in most cavers' minds as they 
don't get one out of the daylight. The main 
problem with exploring caves and naming 
them in this talus field is that they are very 
hard to relocate after being found. Robert 
couldn't even relocate a number of his finds, 
which clearly perplexed him to the end. 
Would-be explorers to this area will find 
it takes many trips back to be able to find 
specific caves to explore. 

Aside from Mount Horrid Ice Cave there 
are three caves that are well worth trying to 
find to visit. In an east-to-west and uphill to 
downhill direction: 
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A couple hundred feet to the east and higher in elevation from Gargantua Cave is Gargantua Loft 
Cave. It seems to be formed in the same fracture cluster as Gargantua. About 200 feet of interesting and 
complex passage can be explored in this cave, much of it not on one's belly. Fun and not particularly 
difficult chimneys and climbs abound. 

Gargantua Cave 

Gargantua Cave was originally described it in 1982 by Robert W. Carroll Jr. Its main entrance penetrates 
a huge block a few hundred feet out from the base of the Great Cliff near Mount Horrid Ice Cave. This 
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CHILLER CAVE 
Windsor County, VT 

8-23-1980 Grade 2 map 
Robert W. Carroll, Jr. 
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cave has a considerable amount of walking passage, year-round blue ice flows, and a number of vertical 
drops that need ropes to negotiate. Gargantua has not yet been accurately surveyed. Robert Carroll 
estimated the cave to contain nearly 1000 feet in length. Although his claim is unlikely to withstand 
proper mapping, the cave certainly is worthy of visitation. It has high vaulted passages and complex 
sections in total darkness that can keep one amused or confused for some time. It is of a much higher 
quality than most talus caves in Vermont. 



Chiller Cave 

BALDWIN'S CAVE 
CHITTENDEN CO., VT 

44 16' 26" North La!. 
73 08' 18" West Long. 

Survey Date: Mey 1976 
By: J. Fearon, O. Martell 

Nearby Chiller Cave was firs t explored 
and described 1979 by Robert Carroll Jr. 
He estimated it to contain up to l300 feet 
of passage, a few hundred feet of it being 
fairly sizable walking passage. His length 
claim is a bit dubious as much of it is done 
under boulders in high light conditions; 
in many places no flashlight is necessary. 
There are, however, areas of the cave that 
are quite extensive, deep under the talus 
and in total darkness. Late in August one 
can still find a blue ice cascade that forms 
the floor in one part of Chiller cave. 
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Baldwins Cave 
Mt Philo Quad 

Baldwins Cave is located 
just about on the border of 
Addison and Chittenden 
Counties in the town of 
Charlotte up on a side of 
a hill. The cave contains 
about 74 feet uf passage. It 
is a fracture cave formed 
in the Monkton quartzite. 
The cave is formed along 
a prominent fracture, 
most of it being a chasm 
with no roof. At one end 
of the chasm there is 
a perpendicular offset 
where the chasm is roofed 
by big slabs of rock, thus 
creating the cave. 
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French Hill Cave 
Richmond Quad 

French Hill Cave lies on a hill named Yantz Hill on the Richmond 7.5 topographic map. So either the 
hill is misnamed on the topographic map or the cave is misnamed. The cave is formed in the Pinnacle 
formation, a Cambrian-aged schistose graywacke (type of rock) and is basically a fracture type cave. It 
is infrequently visited. It contains 89 feet of passage and reaches a depth of 53 feet . 

ADDISON COUNTY 

Ethan Allen Cave 
East Middlebury Quad 

Ethan Allen Cave only gets 
mentioned here because it has 
historical significance. It is 
basically a room under a solitary 
boulder. The room is about 15 
feet by 10 feet and is comfortable 
standing height. It is named 
after Ethan Allen, a hero from 
the American Revolutionary 
War. 

To quote Clay Perry (1946): 
"Everyone who has studied 
Vermont has heard of the so
called Ethan Allen Cave at Lake 
Dunmore, where a detachment of 
Allen's fighting men took shelter at 
one time. It is merely a large hole 
in a big rock with an entrance and 
a small hole that might serve as a 
window for a look out - just another 

Ethan Allen Cave is under this boulder Johl1 Keollgh 

tiny cavern with a big reputation. It is sometimes called War ner's Cave, after Seth Warner, a lieutenant of Ethan 
Allen, who was said to have used it as a lookout. " 

Another story of the cave recounts that Ethan Allen, the leader of the Green Mountain Boys, with 20 of 
his followers, stood off a regiment of the enemy there. What of all of this is historical fact or fiction is 
uncertain . 

CALEDONIA COUNTY 

Cow H ill Cave 
St. Johnsbury Quad 

Cow Hill Cave is located in the town of Peacham about a mile and 
a half east of East Cabot. Cow Hill is marked on the topo maps. The 
cave is a half mile or so north of a dirt road and a half mile west of the 
Beans' Farm. It is tricky to find; it is not on the ledge to the northeast 
that is the main Cow Hill, but on a lesser ridge to the southwest of it. 

The entrance is an inconspicuous 2-foot-wide vertical fissure 25 feet 
deep that requires a rope and vertical gear to descend. Below the drop 
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COW HILL CAVE, Caledonia County, VT Robert W. CarroU Jr. 10-06-1973 
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is a beautifully curved fissure halJ that steeply descrnds and then becomes multi-level. The lowest level 
enters water (wetsuit needed) at near freezing temperatures, the pool level varying by 13 or so feet 
between spring and fall.lhe lower south extension becomes a narrow crawl that pinches out, and the 
north pool level does likewise. One can chimney along at an upper level north to a tight squeeze then a 
climb-down to a 40foot-high north room. There is a light leak into this room from above. 

The cave has been known of by locals for some time. Robert W. 
Carroll, Jr. first described the cave in 1968. A visit by Miles Drake 
in 1973 led to the discovery of the 40-foot-high room to the north 
when the pool level was lower. 

Cow Hill Cave is a fracture cave formed in the Devonian-aged 
granite of the New Hampshire plutonic series. It contains about 
450 feet of passage and is 90 feet deep. Visits are inadvisable until 
late summer or early fall when ice and water levels are less of a 
problem. 

Abenaki Cave 
Marshfield Quad 

At Groton State Forest are numerous granite knobs and cliffs with 
talus caves. North of Owls Head, which has several short talus 
caves, and west of the main north-south road, is Spice Mountain 
with visible jagged angular ledges and boulders. Robert Carroll, Jr. 
checked out the area in 1981 and reportedly found an 800-foot-Iong 
talus cave. The cave is generally a shallow mazework (not much 
darkness) on two principal levels. There are a variety of belly 
crawls and some nice rooms in the southwest upper part and the 
middle lower part. Return visits to the area have been unable to 
locate this talus cave. 

Abenaki Cave is formed in Devonian-aged granite of the New 
Hampshire plutonic series. 
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LAMOILLE COUNTY 

Smugglers Notch Caves 
Mt. Mansfield Quad 

The Smugglers Notch Caves are 
talus caves formed by blocks of the 
Cambrian-aged Underhill formation, 
a schist with many minerals (quartz, 
mica, chlorite, and magnetite). It is 
located along Vermont 108 just north 
of the high point of the Smuggler's 
Notch Pass. It is located on state 
land and there is a parking area for 
access to the trails in the area. On the 
southwest side of the parking area, 
well marked with Signs, a gaping 
opening beckons one into a large 
room. From this, various leads, some 
small and some impressive, fan out 
into the rock pile at various levels. 

A few nice rooms, crawls, mazework 
exist to the northeast. To the west 
one can squeeze through a tenuous 
connection with a number of tight 
crawls and a couple of rooms. If 
one uses his or her imagination, the 
main cave contains about 300 feet of 
passage, virtually none of it being 
in complete darkness. Behind it is 

SMUGGLER'S NOTCH CAVES 
Lamoille Conty, VT 

6-24-1978 Grade 2 map 
Robert W. Carroll, Jr. 
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another talus cave with about 100 feet of "twilight" crawls. 

The caves have been mentioned over the years in literature 
with dubious claims that they had been used by various shady 
characters to hide loot, booze, and assorted contraband in their 
drippy confines. Common legend has it that Smuggler's Notch 
was used as an illegal route for trading with the Canadians 
during the War of 1812. The veracity of this "fact" has been 
called into doubt by historians. What significance the caves 
played is questionable other than their proximity to the travel 
route. The caves are also mentioned as a place bootleggers 
hid their goods during Prohibition in the 1930s, although no 
documentation can be found to support this romantic notion, 
just oft-quoted local legend. 

Cave of the Winds 
Mount Mansfield Quad 

Cave of the Winds is located at nearly the top of Mount 
Mansfield at an elevation of 4000 feet. It has certainly been 
noticed since the first visitors to the top of Mount Mansfield. 
The earliest record of a partial exploration of the cave is from 

Smugglers No tch Cave Main Entrance Peter Quick 1853. The first recorded full exploration of the cave took place 
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in 1911 by a group of six using ropes and flashlights. They bottomed 
the cave and decided it contains ice year-round. They estimated the 
caves depth to be 120 feet. Their report concluded, "requires a cool head 
and steady nerves. It is not a cave to be visited often or by large numbers of 
people." (Hagerman, 1971, p 24). 

The hardcore enthusiast can hike to the top of Mount Mansfield along 
the Long Trail. A trai l leads to the entrance of Cave of the Winds, an 
impressive crack in the mountain. A quicker way to get to the cave is 
to take the gondola to the top of the mountain and then hike about a 
half mile from the gondola drop-off to the cave entrance. 

The cave contains ice throughout the year because of its high elevation. 
A short distance into the entrance one encounters a large boulder in 
the middle of the passage. This boulder is a good place to tie off the 
rope that you will need to explore the cave. A rope length from 175 
to 200 feet should be adequate to rig the cave. The cave drops to an 
intermediate ledge and then drops again to the lowest level. In no 
place is the' rope free hanging but rather a steeply descending rappel. 
The climb out has been done by using just a safety ascender although 
one should bring a full set of vertical gear for true safety. In addition to 
bringing a rope and vertical gear, wear warm and waterproof clothing 
as there is ice year-round in the lowest level of the cave. Care should 
be taken not to get hypothl'fmia when visiting this cave. 

It is best to Visit Cave of the Winds at the end of the summer or into the 
fa ll when the ice has melted down a good bit inside the cave. Perhaps if 
the ever present ice were gone, the cave may continue deeper. 

Lave of the Winds old postcard photo 

The total length of the lave is 208 feet and the maximum depth reached 
is 80 feet. The width of the cave averages between 2 and 5 feet. Cave 
of the Winds is a fracture cave formed parallel to tht' mountainside in 
schist of the Cambrian-aged Gnderhill formation. The schist contains 

a fair amount of magnetite in it making compass reading very difficult, bordering on useless. Luckily 
for the mappers, the cave is formed along a fissure and is basically linear. The most important survey 
instruments were the tape and inclinometer. 

ESSEX COUNTY 

Maidstone Caves 
Maidstone Lake Quad 

The Maidstone Caves are certainly one of the most impressive fracture cave systems in the northeast. 
An extensive and thorough report was written on these caves in 1995 and appeared in The Northeastern 
Caver, Y.26 N.4 by Mark l:<olsom and Alan Plante. The report detailed the geology and explorations of 
the caves. The following abbreviated description was compiled entirely from that report. The Maidstone 
Fracture Cave System is located on the west slopes of Stoneham Mountain overlooking Maidstone Lake 
in Maidstone. The caves are not easy to find so a guide would be helpful. Check with caving groups 
about the access status. 

The caves have been known to local residents since at least the mid-1800s. They usually call them the 
"Ice Caves." In the late l%Os and early 1970s, the caves came to the attention of organized cavers and 
were explored by Miles Drake and Robert Carroll Jr. After that the caves were probably not visited by 
serious cavers until Mark Folsom visited them in 1993 and started making new discoveries. His work 
revealed the true length and complexity of the caves. Initially he thought he had three caves, Maidstone 
Cave, Stoneham Mountain Cave, and Halls Lake Cave. Mark Folsom had dug open the entrance and 
discovered Halls Lake Cave while the other two caves had well-established entrances and had long 
been known. In 1996 Mark Folsom managed to connect Maidstone Cave and Stoneham Mountain Cave, 
relegating the Stoneham Mountain name to the ash heap. The area now consists of two major caves, 
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Maidstone Cave and Halls Lake Cave. 

The caves appear to have been created by brittle fracturing and shifting of bedrock during tectonism 
and subsequent erosion and isostatic rebound. Alan Plante proposed that the initial fracturing occurred 
during the Mesozoic Era intrusion of the White Mountain Suite plutons to the north and east of the area, 
fracturing occurring during doming by the rising magma chambers. In many places in the cave, one can 
observe evidence of faulting displacement of 1 to 2 feet between the two walls. The south wall appears 
to have moved down in relation to the north wall. While Plante believed that the fracturing took place 
during the Mesozoic he was hesitant about assigning a time to the separation and movement of the 
walls. The opening of the cave should be relatively recent, geologically speaking, otherwise it would 
have likely been filled in during the various glacial assaults during the last million years. The cave is 
formed in a high-grade gneiss of the Ordovician-aged Perry Mountain formation . The gneiss is thought 
to have been marine sediments in a previous life because of the extensive calcite formations found in the 
cave. Gneiss formed from igneous rocks would not contain sufficient carbonates for formations to form. 

There are nine entrances of varying size to Maidstone Cave. When hiking uphill to the cave, one 
encounters the entrances in the following order; the Dump Entrance, the Chute Entrance, the Skylight 
Entrance, the Main Ice Box Entrance, the Attic Entrance, the Main Canyon Entrance, the Foxhole 
Entrance, the Stoneham Mountain Entrance, and another Skylight Entrance. Look at the map to unravel 
all this information. Perhaps the easiest way into the lower parts of Maidstone Cave is through the 
Main lee Box Entrance. This entrance will lead one down into the Halls Campground Room, the main 
room in this part of the cave. From Halls Campground Room, one can work down into the lee Box and 
other icy sections of the cave. This area contains ice throughout much of the year. Going east from the 
Campground Room, there are several choices of tight passages. The main route involves climbing down 
a feature called the Cat Walk and working one's way down into a fissure called lee Flow Hall. After 
about 40 feet, one encounters a very narrow fissure going down or a climb up into the Balcony. The 
Balcony overlooks a 14-foot drop where a rope is needed. One has to be quite thin to bypass the Balcony 
drop. The Balcony drops one into the last room in this section of the cave, John Spence Hall, so named 
by Miles Drake. The room is an inclined walking passage that ends in massive breakdown. From the 
Catwalk, one can also work up and to the east into a series of tight crawls and into some very dangerous 
breakdown areas before getting into Harvestman Hall and then up to the Main Canyon entrance. 

It is safer if one exits by the Main Ice Box entrance and walks up the hill 40 or so feet to the Main Canyon 
Entrance to look at that part of the cave. A very tight connection that most people can't fit through is 
made from the eastern end of the Main Canyon Passage to the rest of the cave system to the east. 

It is easier to go back out the Main Canyon Entrance and walk uphill to the walk-in Stoneham Mountain 
Entrance. A 7-foot drop leads one into a canyon passage going down then up into the Skylight Room 
where one encounters the Skylight Entrance. Heading east from the Skylight Room is the downward 
trending Drain Passage. The end was dug open by Mark Folsom and leads down and west to the 
connection with the Main Canyon Entrance area of the cave. 
It also leads down to the lowest levels of the cave, Drake Hall. 
To the east past the Drain, the passage is walking-sized and 
starts to ascend and get narrower. One finally has to squeeze 
up at the ceiling through a crack to continue. 

Up until 1974 this was the end of the cave. Miles Drake dug 
open the crack and significantly lengthened the cave. Beyond 
the Crack, the cave gets very demanding and there are 
several very tight squeezes both vertical and diagonal. One 
could easily get hopelessly stuck in this area unless extreme 
caution is used . The tightest spot is called the Stethoscope 
a slot only 8 inches wide, not 15 feet beyond the Crack. The 
passage continues down a bad and tight chimney and into a 
larger canyon that ends abruptly at a blank wall. Below this 
passages lead down into Myotis Hall and finally into Drake 
Hall, a mostly walking height passage going 150 feet to the 
west. At the western end of Drake Hall is a tight crawl heading 
up in breakdown to the aforementioned Drain Passage. Mid
way along Drake Hall is a low passage leading to the deepest 
part of the cave, the Labyrinth. Thus far Maidstone Cave has 
1692 feet of surveyed passage and is 98 feet deep. 

Orange flows tone in Maidstone Cave 



An interesting feature found in the eastern parts of Maidstone 
Cave is abundant flowstone deposits. There are extensive 
flowstone cascades ranging in color from dark orange to black 
and bluish. There are also a number of small stalactites and 
stalagmites of varying colors. The formations are thought to 
be a good indicator that the gneiss the cave is formed in was at 
one time a marine deposit. Knots of calcite can be seen in a few 
places in the walls of the cave. The orange flows tone would get 
its tint from iron minerals while the black flowstone probably 
gets it color from manganese minerals. 

Three hundred feet further uphill from the Stoneham Mountain 
Entrance of Maidstone Cave is the tight entrance to Halls Lake 
Cave. The passage starts out as a lO-inch-wide and IS-foot-long 
inclined slot named the Chest Compressor with an even tighter 
spot about halfway through. Beyond the Chest Compressor, 
the cave widens, usually only to about 1 to 2 feet. There is a fair 
amount of orange flows tone in this cave. The cave descends as 
basically a narrow fissure to about 90 feet in depth. The lowest 
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part of the cave is the Lake Room, 2 to 3 feet wide and about Flow,tone squeeze in Halls Lake Cave 
40 feet long. The water may be as deep as 10 feet. One must be Mark Folsom 
careful on the slippery flowstone walls not to slip and fall into 
the water below as in some places there is at least 30 feet of exposure to the lowest part of the cave. Halls 
Lake Cave comes to within just feet of connecting with Maidstone Cave. There are no likely spots to dig 
for a connection though. Halls lake Cave contains about 300 feet of passage. A good recommendation 
would be to avoid Hall's Lake Cave unless you are real thin and have good climbing shills. 

N 

1 

HAYTACK CONE 
SOUTH CAVE 
Length = 200 It 

ORLEANS COUNTY 

Haystack Cone Caves 
Sutton Quad 

In 1985 Robert Carroll, Jr. visited Haystack Mountain to investigate a western
facing ledge with granite talus below. Haystack Mountain is a conspicuous knob 
southeast of Mt. Pisqah and east of Lake Willoughby. A trail leads to the summit 
of Haystack Mountain where it overlooks the western-facing ledge. A couple of 
strung-out talus caves were found consisting mainly of crawls, a series of rooms, 
and numerous exits. 

The caves are formed in the Devonian-aged granite of the New Hampshire 
plutonic series. 

FRANKLIN COUNTY 

Murder and Suicide Cave 
Gilson Mountain Quad 

HAYSTACK CONE CAVES 

Murder and Suicide Cave, also known as Metcalf Pond Cave is located high on the 
south side of a mountain called The Gore. The Gore is about 3 miles south of East 
Fairfield. The cave faces south and looks over a valley formed between Gilson and 
Wintergreen Mountains. Between them, deep in the valley below lies the long 
and narrow Metcalf Pond. 

Oriea,'.:j Co .• Vermont 
Gran.ite Talus 

~;apped - R.W.Carroll , Jr, 911111985 
length revised· 1991 R.W.C., Jr. 
Redrawn· S. Higham 2002 

The cave was first noted m literature in the five-volume set of the Vermont 
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CLEFT TALUS SECTION 

MURDER AND SUICIDE CAVE 

AKA 

Historical Gazetteer, by Abby M. Hemenway, 
Burlington, 1867-91. Hemenway states, "The passage is 
narrow, but high, and is quite smooth and level for 75 or 100 
feel , when an opening at the right leads you down about 12 
feet into an apartment of perhaps 12 or 15 feet square with 
a level bottom. From this apartment there are openings into 
other apartments on a level with this, and others still lower 
down, some larger and some smaller. " 

fULL 

SIDE 

METCALf POND CAVE 

nncoou: 
TOWN 0' ,U.TCIItR 

L'1lANlQ..(N COUNTY 
VERMONT 

~'C Lt;b-.d 1ll 

S~~wacU 
PiANlCkF(I['INIlioo 

TibbitHillMcriler The cave lies at some ledges broken by a large cleft 
in the steep hillside where the cave is located. The 
cave has two connected, but completely different, 
sections. The first section, on the east side of the cleft, 
is a very straight, smooth-walled, fracture cave. The 
other section, is a small talus area where a jumble of 
large schistose blocks have in-filled the bottom of the 
narrow and deep cleft. 

The Fissure Section has three principal passages 
with a total length of about 180 feet. There are two 
entrances. The North South Fissure opens to the 

hillside and provides the easiest entry into this section of the cave. The other entrance is where the East 
West Fissure terminates in the talus at the north end of the cleft. A small skylight provides some natural 
light in this part of the fissure. In the Archway Fissure, a large block with a gentle, curved, top surface 
has dropped and now forms the floor of the passage. 

The Talus Section can be accessed by a carefully scramble down the east wall of the Cleft. This leads to 
a number of talus entrances. The northernmost leads to the west terminus of the East West Fissure. The 
main talus passage is basically a traverse around the massive block of rock that fell from the southwest 
wall of the cleft. As in many talus caves, you can go high, or low, and you sometimes dead end, as you 
negotiate around the rocks. You are never far from the daylight that enters the numerous openings 
between the rocks. 

Organized cavers had never visited the cave and its location was uncertain. In 2006 Barry Conolly had 
a fortuitous meeting with Duane Chase, a local resident who 
knew not only of the cave but could lead a trip to it. Murder 
and Suicide Cave gets its name from a very sinister event that 
happened in the Town of Fletcher in 1855. 

Duane Chase, who led Barry Conolly to the cave in 2006, is the 
great, great, grandson of Abial Chase. Abia I Chase was stabbed 
to death by his neighbor, Jefferson Fulton, over a property line 
dispute on September 6, 1855. Fulton, who fled the crime scene, 
was found on September 10. Instead of surrendering to the 
authorities, he committed suicide by slitting his throat with a 
pocket knife. 

Although the cave is not mentioned in the published account of 
the legal inquest that occurred after Jefferson Fulton's suicide, 
local lore has it that Fulton used the nearby cave as a hideout 
during the four days he was at large. Ever since that time the 
cave been known as Murder and Suicide Cave. 

The cave is formed in a massive schistose greywacke unit of 
the late Precambrian Pinnacle formation, and was created by 
the eastward displacement of a massive block of country rock. 
It speaks of the great glacial forces at work in the past. 

Murder and Suicide Cave fissure passage 
Barry C0l1o11y 
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Mountain Mills Cave .................. 21 

Mud Hole Quarry Cave .. ... ... .. ... .47 

Murder and Suicide Cave ......... 125 

Nags Den .. ............ ............. .... .. ..... 72 

Nickwackett Bat Cave ................. 76 

North End Cave Pair 1 & 2 .... ... .. 66 

North Falls Cave ...... .. ................. .51 

Per-Severance Cave ............... ...... 36 

Phelps Point Caves 1-3 ........... 105 

Philadelphia Cave ..... .. ............. .112 

Pi co Cave .... ....................... ...... ... .. 73 

Pipers Crossing Cave .................. 87 

Pit Of Misery ... .......... .................. . 27 

Pittsford Ice Cave ....................... 110 

Plymouth Caves ........................... 84 

Potholes Cave .. ............... .............. 51 

Poultney River Cave .................... 73 

Proctor Village Cave ......... .... ....... 73 

Prow Cave Sink ....... .. ... ...... ......... . 37 

Purgatorys Back Door ............... . .54 

Purgatory Pit ............................... .54 

Purgatory System ....... .. ... ....... .... .54 

Quarry Cave ................................. 64 

Red Fox Cave ...... ........ .. .. ...... ...... . 22 

Red Mountain Pit ........................ 28 

Red Rock Cove Cave ................... 74 

Red Rock Point Caves 1-6 ...... 103 

Rimmond Cave ............................ 88 

Road Cut Cave ............................. 75 

Robbins Cave ............ ... ................ 80 

Rokaby Cave ................................ 97 

Sheep Dip Cave .......................... . 97 

Sherburne Pass Cave 
(see Deers Leap Cave) 

Skinners Hollow Cave ................ 33 

Sluggos Cave ................ ................ 65 

Smugglers Notch Cave ... ..... ..... 120 

South Vent ................................... . 58 

Spider Cave ... ... .... ........................ 70 

Stave Island Caves 1-4 .... .... .... 106 

Stoneham Mountain Cave 
(see Maidstone Cave) 

Swamp Field Cave ....................... 87 

SW La Motte Caves ................... 105 

SW Providence Is. Caves 1-5 .105 

Tallow Cave ... ..... .... ...................... 49 

Tallow Spur Caves ..... ..... .. .......... .49 

Thin Mans Cave ........................... 63 

Tinmouth Mountain Cave ........ 108 

Trap Spring Cave .... ............ ..... . .102 

Upper Sweeney Brook Cave ..... .49 

Walk In Den .. ... ...... ... .......... ... ...... .38 

Websters Bonus Cave ............... .. .50 

West Mtn. South Knob Caves ... .27 

West Providence Is. Caves ..... ... 105 

Weybridge Cave .... .. ..................... 92 

Wheeler Farm Cave ..................... 80 

Widened Fault Cave ....... ........... 108 

Williams Cave ............. .. ... .......... 107 

Winooski River Gorge Cave ....... 99 
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Crane Mountain Cave entrance Thom Engel 
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Introduction 

Geology 

The rugged Adirondack Mountains of New York are visible across Lake Champlain from the 2010 
Convention site in Essex Junction, Vermont. Hour-long ferry crossings leave Burlington eight times a 
day and offer a relaxing way to explore the region. Hundreds of marble, tectonic-fissure, and talus caves 
have been discovered in the Adirondacks and some of the better caves are described in this section. 

Although many are shallow and warm in the summer, you may encounter ice and freezing temperatures 
in some caves. Watch out for animals, such as porcupines and raccoons, which can become very 
aggressive if cornered. Also, bears hang out in some Adirondack caves. 

Most caves are on state-owned land as part of the Adirondack Park and do not require permission to 
enter. But a few caves are privately owned. Be sure to get permission before visiting them. 

It's strongly advised that you have topo maps, either paper or as a detailed GPS screen display, before 
setting off for a cave or hike. A GPS receiver is a big help; set its datum for NAD27, which conforms with 
the topo maps. The newer 7.5 x 15 min. maps of the Adirondacks have UTM grid Jines (zone 18) every 
km, which makes using GPS very easy. Many of these caves are on the Dutton Mountain 7.5 x 15 minute 
topo map. In general most of the Adirondack caves involve long hikes to get to them from parking areas. 

The caves are presented here by county in a south to north order similar to the cave descriptions in 
the Vermont Caves section of this book. A few Significant fracture and talus cave descriptions are 
intermingled with the predominate marble cave descriptions in each county section. 

The Adirondacks are part of the Precambrian Canadian Shield, connected to it through the Thousand 
Islands. The area is a 100 by 150-mile oval uplift surrounded by successively younger bands of rock. The 
uplift rate is presently a very rapid 3 mm/yr in the center-much faster than erosion is wearing the land 
down. Elevations reach 5344 ft (1629 m) at Mt. Marcy and drop to 95 feet at Lake Champlain-the highest 
drop east of the Rockies. 

The marble in which most Adirondack caves are formed was originally deposited as limy sediments. 
During the Grenville Orogeny one billion years ago these sediments were buried, heated, and 
metamorphosed, with the limy sediments changing into marble. Other sediments turned into gneiss, 
quartzite, etc. Near the center of the area, anorthosite formed at over 25 km deep. Anorthosite is 
uncommon on Earth but makes up the white-appearing highlands of the Moon. This resistant rock
composed almost entirely of plagioclase feldspar-was mildly metamorphosed here into metanorthosite, 
which now forms the High Peaks. Two periods of igneous dike intrusion followed: 800 to 400, and 150 
to 60 million years ago. Dikes and intrusions are common in Adirondack caves, especially Browns Cave. 
Glaciations occurred during the last two million years, with the last valley glaciers melting away 12,000 
years ago. The glaciers scraped away the roofs at caves such as Lost Pond and East Harris Pass and left 
thick deposits of silt, sand, gravel, and mud elsewhere. 

Burroughs Cave entrance Mike Chlt 
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Floor Plan 

WARREN COUNTY 

Crane Mountain Cave 
Johnsburg Quad 

This is one of the best-known caves in the 
Adirondacks and was surveyed by the 
Northeastern Regional Organization in 
1956. The cave is located about 3 miles from 
the town of Thurman, NY along the foot of 
Crane Mountain. Going downstream from 
the western sink, the cave starts as a crawl 
2-3 feet high and proceeds to the Upper 
Falls, two free-climbable drops of about 15 
feet each. You may want a handline here. 
In 1969 Bob Carroll found a tight 100-foot 
passage with three domes just below these 
falls. Carroll's sketched passage should 
probably run more parallel to the cave 
stream. Another crawl leads to the Lower 
Falls, also free-climbable. At the end of this 
is the Lower Room, a complex junction area. 
Here five other passages intersect. Upward 
is a climb into the Upper Room, the largest 
chamber in the cave. To the SW is A Passage. 
To the NW is the High Passage via the Pit 
Passage. About 80 feet beyond the Lower Waterfall in Crane Mountain Cave 

Bob Carroll's 
1969 find 

Mike Chu 



Noisy Cave 
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Room, the High Passage and Water Passage come back together at the High Room. There is an 18-foot 
climb-down from the High Passage. The cave ends at a slimy sump about 75 feet further on. Crane 
Mountain Cave contains about 600 feet of passage and reaches a depth of 80 feet. 

Crane Mountain Cave is developed in Grenville marble dipping 30° NE and containing large blocks 
of amphibolite gneiss. Calcite veins, massive quartz, and crystals of graphite, garnet, mica, and other 
minerals are also here. 

Overflow Channel 

Natural Stone Bridge & Caves 
Warren Co., NY 

Grade 5 
G Beckler, A Cox, E Davis, T Ergcl, BKappello, D Lasker, 

M Martuscello, C Pon.r, R Rider, T Rider, C Snyder 
cartovraphy by Thorn Engel 

50 

feet 

Clamshell 

---------------------------

Natural Stone Bridge and Caves 
Chestertown Quad 

Natural Stone Bridge and Caves is a commercial operation near Pottersville, New York, developed by 
the late Lydia Neubuck, NSS 423L, and still in her family. Follow the signs to the caves located about 
2.5 miles out of Pottersville. These hydrologically related caves carry a portion of Trout Brook. In low 
flow there are two stream sinks. On the south, the water enters Noisy Cave, then flows through The 
Whirlpool and Lost Pool Cave to 
resurge at Echo Cave. These four 
caves lie along or are parallel to a 
marble/quartzite contact. 

On the north side of Trout 
Brook, water sinks into the huge 
Stone Bridge Cave entrance 
and resurges at the Clamshell 
downstream of Echo Cave. There 
are 90 square miles of drainage 
upstream of the caves and at 
times, the flow overwhelms the 
caves and water follows a surface 
channel. Due to the solutionally 
aggressive nature of the water 
and the friable character of the 
crystalline marble, the caves are 
enlarging quickly and are likely 
postglacial in age. 

Stone Bridge Cave Mike Chu 
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Thirteenth Lake Road Caves 
Thirteenth Lake Quad 

The Thirteenth Lake Road Caves 
are located about a half mile west of 
North River, NY, not surprisingly, on 
Thirteenth Lake Road . These small 
caves in weathered marble are included 
because they are so close to the road 
and because they might be extended by 
digging. Initial exploration was thwarted 
by skunks and porcupines. The caves 
lie along a stream and are about 100 
feet apart. The first cave encountered is 
known as Skunk Cave. The second cave 
downstream is Thirteenth Lake Road 
Cave. Most of its passages are of at least 
stooping height. 

HAMILTON COUNTY 

Carter Ponds Cave 
Dutton Mountain Quad 

Kelly's Slide Cave MikeChu 

Carter Pond Cave is located some 15 miles northwest of North Creek, NY on Carter Pond. Robert W. 
Carroll, Jr. found this cave in June 2001 and completed exploration and surveying late that summer. It 
is a low, wet, mazy cave that helps carry drainage between the ponds. The whole cave is developed in a 
marble knoll about 180 feet across and 30 feet high. When pond water is warm in late summer the cave 
is too and even though there are lots of wet crawls, no wetsuit is needed. Mapping was done during a 
drought when the upper pond was 4 feet below high-water marks on rocks. At high water, much of this 

CARTER PONDS CAVE 
Hamilton County, New York 

Grade 5 survey, 6 Aug and 8 Sept 2001 by 
RW Carroll, Jr., Art Palmer, Peg Palmer, Chuck 
Porter and Walter Young. Drafted by Art Palmer 

o ceiling heights in feet 
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cave would be flooded. Minnows and crayfish were abundant and a leech became friendly with a caver 
in one of the downstream exits. Fresh grass and sapling pieces indicated that beavers were using Beaver 

Blvd. 

Due to a boulder, there is only a handshake connection between the upstream and downstream sections 
of the cave. Total passage is 430 feet, with a vertical range of 12 or 13 feet. 

Carter Ponds Cave is developed in white to rusty-colored Grenville marble with layering dipping NE at 
32°. Large crystals of minerals such as mica and tourmaline are common. 

X and Y Caves 
Dutton Mountain Quad 

Of all the caves in this guidebook, these are probably the most 
challenging caves to reach. But once you get there, they're easy 
to explore. They were discovered by Robert W. Carroll, Jr. in July 
1970 and have seldom been visited by cavers. The maps of X and 
Y caves are by Carroll. 

To get to these caves one drives about 4 miles west of Minera, 
NY along a road that is also the main access road to a number of 
the other caves in this area. Beyond the parking area there is a 
3mile hike to the Hudson River Gorge. One must figure out how 
to swim across the river as the caves are on the opposite side. The 
river has rapids and sometimes there are dam releases upriver 
for white water rafters, so be careful. 

SE:l€ CrEO C JIIIOH - S('TIONS, 
EIilT. ~O\t.€ = HORI?· S Ct'\I..E 

Both are Grenville marble caves but their morphologies are very 
different. X Cave seems to be a floodwater maze whereas Y is 
a more typical stream cave. X is located along the stream from 
Carter Pond near Carter Landing, and has somewhere between 
400 to 650 feet of passage-depending on how one measures it in 
the Big Room and other mazy areas. Starting in breakdown chaos 
above the stream, X descends some 35 feet to a sump pool near 
banded hardpan deposits. 

~O~ 

~ ~4@ 

Y (Blue Ledge) Cave receives drainage from 
Blue Ledge Pond and has nearly 300 feet of 
passage. In the early 1970s a formation was 
stolen, but 15 em biotite (black mica) crystals 
remain. The section west of the "sump" on the 
map was pushed some 15 or 20 muddy feet to 
a visible exit near the "3" height on the map 
during a drought in September 1999. 

HARRIS PASS CAVES 
Dutton Mountain Quad 

As with the X and Y caves one heads west out 
of Minerva, NY onto Northwoods Club Road 
and follow it to where it crosses the Boreas 
River. One follows an abandoned rail bed 
south for 2 miles to a trestle that crosses the 
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sketch by Bob Carroll 

East Harris Pass Cave 
Hamilton County. NY 
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Multi-Level Layout of EAGLE CAVE 
Hudson River Gorge. On the opposite side of the 
river one has to hike another mile to reach the first 
cave East Harris Pass Cave and yet another mile 
further to reach West Harris Pass Cave. The total 
round trip hike to both these caves is about 9 miles. 
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These Grenville Marble caves are remote but 
well worth visiting if you like to hike. They were 
discovered by Bob Carroll in June, 1995. East Harris 
Pass Cave is a shallow, multi-entrance stream cave 
developed in Grenville Marble. Most of its 170 feet 
of passage is easy to traverse. 

West Harris Pass Cave has about 160 feet of passage 
and 35 feet of relief. It contains both coarsely 
crystalline white marble with muscovite (white 
mica) flakes and banded black and white marble in 
the lower canyon. The cave has a small stream with 
scenic waterfalls, and its south fissure may hold ice 
into mid-summer. 

Eagle Cave 
Thirteenth Lake Quad 

Eagle Cave is located about 6 miles south of Indian 
Lake, NY on Chimney Mountain. From the parking 
area the hike to the summit is about a mile with an 
ascent of 950 feet . 

Eagle Cave is the largest and deepest of a fascinating 
set of fissure and talus caves developed in gneiss 
on the rifted summit of Chimney Mountain. Ice 
remains year-round in some of the lower rooms. 
Length estimates range up to 1800 feet, and vertical 
relief to 150 feet. There are several rappelling 
opportunities, but most if not all of the caves can 
be accessed with just a handline. Although popular 
with spelunkers, this really is no cave for novices . 
Abrupt drop-offs, scree slopes, loose crumbly 
rocks, deep crevasses, freezing temperatures, glare 
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ice, thin ice over pools, and confusing mazework await the careless. A partial Grade 5 map has been 
prepared, but this map by Bob Carroll is better for navigating within the cave. The easiest entrance to 
the cave is a 4foot-wide by 15foot-wide opening Shelter Entrance. A deep fissure entrance (90foot-rappel) 
lies to the south of the Shelter Entrance, near the rift valley. 

ESSEX COUNTY 

Big Loop Cave 
Dutton Mountain Quad 

Big Loop Cave is also located a few miles to the west of Minerva, NY off of Northwoods Club Road. 
In this case one has to bushwhack about 3 miles from where one parks to get to the cave. It is close 
to a popular fishing and camping spot in the Hudson Gorge. Big Loop Cave has long been known by 
locals. Thorn Engel led the mapping and exploration of this cave in the 1980s. With 1150 feet of passage, 
this anastomotic maze has 37 feet of relief. The cave is formed in Grenville Marble up to 15 feet thick 
sandwiched between schist layers and all dipping north at 15°. Fresh bear prints were encountered at 
the Gothic Buttress entrance on an October trip, so be alert. Big Loop, like Carter Ponds Cave, is formed 
in a low isolated marble hill. Two smaller caves are also in this hill. With care you can usually stay dry 
in Big Loop; the smaller caves are wetter. 
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Big Loop Cave 
Town of Minerva 
Essex County, NY 

Length = 1150 feet 

All grade 5 survey 
with Suunto, Siste
co, and tape except 
for Sump Passage 
which is Grade 2.5 
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Browns Cave 
Dutton Mountain Quad 

Browns Cave is located about 5 miles west of Olmstedville and a little south of Minerva, NY. The three 
quarter mile hike to the cave is quite short compared to what it takes to get to other caves in this area. 

This rathe r enigmatic shallow stream cave is developed in Grenville Marble containing unique igneous 
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intrusions. One in the stream crawl near the entrance 
appears to have been squeezed out of the cave wall 
and graced the cover of a 1966 NSS News. Another 
spans the passage and resembles a rusty pipe filled 
with coarse white calcite crystals. 

Browns Cave is rather easy to explore, especially 
since someone has placed a 20-foot steel ladder 
down a skylight in the walking section of the cave. 
The cave is developed in a marble ridge that blocks 
a long swampy depression. A stream flows from 
the swamp, through the cave, and out a nearby 
resurgence. An abandoned upper level forms the 
Dry Entrance passage, which has tight spots and 
plenty of porkie pellets. The Dry Entrance passage 

Browns Cave igneous intrusion Tom Lampkins 

twists confusingly over the Stream Entrance passage, with a handshake connection along the way. Two 
skylights along the walking section form the Ladder and Chimney entrances. Three dead-end side 
crawls lead off the walking section, which in turn enters a 20- by 40-foot room barely high enough to 
stand in. A smaller passage continues past this room to a terminal pool at nearly the same level as the 
resurgence 65 feet away. Total horizontal passage is 518 feet and relief is 30 feet. 

o 
I 
o 

BROWNS CAVE 
Essex County, New York 

Grade 5 survey. 14 Sept. '97, 28 July'" 19 Sept. '01 
Dave, Jason, and Tom Lampkins, Rick Pingree, Chuck Porter 

Hotwater Pond Cave System 
Dutton Mountain Quad 

The Hotwater Pond Caves are located a few miles to the west of Minerva, NY. One can follow abandoned 
rail road tracks from the parking on Northwoods Club Road north along the Boreas River for 2 miles to 
get to the caves. 
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John Burroughs Cave 
Thomas M. Lampkins 
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Six or seven caves are in this marble system. The topographic map shows a stream draining east from 
Hotwater Pond to the Boreas River. Not so. The water runs underground for most of those 2000 feet. 
There are numerous insurgences, resurgences, dry valleys, and sinks. 

The trail leads first to 300-foot Rusty Stove Cave. Many years ago, a rock fell onto a hunters' stove in the 
entrance; parts of the stove still remain. The ample entrance room terminates in schist sloping up into a 
narrow passage leading 270 feet into the hill. There are several short side passages. This cave, Burroughs 
Cave, and Neverellen Cave lead into a cirque-like marble cliff. The plateau above contains Hotwater 
Pond, two abandoned stream channels, and several insurgence caves, 
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Burroughs Cave, Breakdown Room M ike Chu 

Burroughs Cave, first described by the naturalist John 
Burroughs in 1863, is the longest cave in the system with 
upwards of 2000 feet of passage. Its resurgence entrance 
is about 10 feet above and south of Rusty Stove Cave. 
The entrance section is developed on three levels, with 
a stream in the lowest. The middle level is generally the 
easiest to traverse. The impressive Breakdown Room 
marks the beginning of a confusing mazy area, but if 
you can find the route through this, down and to the 
southwest, the cave extends far back, but still some 600 
feet from the insurgence sump. In wet weather a wetsuit 
is advised for trips beyond the Breakdown Room. 

Thorn Engel (1991) describes the back sections: The 
Breakdown Room "is about 100 feet in diameter and 60 
feet high, though the lower portion is filled with huge 
breakdown. The true size of the room, one of the largest 
in any New York cave, can only be appreciated from its 
upper part. This is most easily reached along the east 
side of the room. Bubs Room lies below and south of the 
Breakdown Room. Here the stream is again encountered. 

It sumps downstream and pinches out in breakdown upstream. By crossing to the west side of the 
Breakdown Room, a rather circuitous route can be followed through breakdown to Black Flowstone 
Junction and the Flatroom. However, the map is deceptively simple in this area; there are many routes 
through this breakdown but a low one continues upstream to Black Flowstone Junction. One route 
returns to Bubs Room. Some routes dead-end at bedrock and some just come out again in the Breakdown 
Room at a different spot. From the Flatroom a tight squeeze leads back to the stream. Heading upstream, 
a junction is encountered just before the stream sumps again. Straight ahead, the Dry Tunnel leads to a 
drop that returns to the stream. Up to 
the right another junction is reached. 
Right leads into a breakdown maze. 
Left returns to the stream. Following 
the stream, it finally sumps for the 
last time. A crawl above a nearby 
mud bank leads to more passage. The 
very back of the cave splits into two 
phreatic tubes." The ends of these 
look diggable, along with a possible 
bypass to the final sump. 

Neverellen Cave is a low, wet 
resurgence cave that terminates 
in a pool after 40 feet. It is located 
just south of an intermittent stream 
channel and a short distance north 
of Burroughs and Rusty Stove caves. 
Neverellen connects hydrologically 
to Porter Cave, nearby and back from 
the top of the marble cliff. This steeply 

Burroughs Cave, stream passage below Breakdown Room Mike Ch" 

sloping cave is presently blocked about 50 feet in but until recently was 100 feet longer. Its sink pirated 
flow from one of the two abandoned channels that formerly carried a stream over the marble cliff and 
on to the river. 

The watery underground route to Burroughs Cave begins at Hotwater Pond Cave some 170 feet higher. 
Two streams drain the pond and circle around a small knoll. Paul Rubin (1976) noted that these "streams 
independently sink within close proximity to each other, only to join in an underground triple junction 
and cascade further into the depths of the earth. This is one of the most spectacular netherworld features 
in the Adirondacks." In dry conditions about 200 feet of walking or stooping passage leads down past 
waterfalls to a sump. John Schweyen entered this in 1985 but turned the dive at around 60 feet when the 
passage began getting small. Visibility was only 3 feet due to tannin and he may have missed the main 
way on. Sip-der Cave is another nearby insurgence, where a constriction was dug open in August 2001 
to 200 feet of walking passage. Since then a large rock has slid down and blocked the entrance 



Lost Pond Caves 
Graphite Quad 
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The Lost Pond Caves are located about 3 miles south of Chilson, NY. From where one parks it is an easy 
L5 mile hike to Lost Pond. 

These caves are typical of other caves formed in billion-year-old Grenville marble in that the rock 
has been metamorphosed so thoroughly that it has been reduced to its constituent minerals-calcite, 
graphite, and molybdenite-in the form of a mass of interlocking crystals. The graphite flakes-3 to 4 
mm across-reflect light quite strikingly. 

At the base of the last hill north of Lost Pond, the cave spring resurges to the east of the trail. This is 
unenterable, but ahead on the west side of the trail the furthest of a line of sinks contains an entrance 
with a stream that emerges and then sinks again almost immediately. This lower cave has at least 150 
feet of wide, wet, crawling passage and two skylights. 

At Lost Pond, the upper entrance to Lost Pond Cave is near the shore. The pond waters drain into a 
plugged insurgence and are heard in lower levels of the upper cave maze. The upper cave has 300 to 400 
feet of passage, areas of partially dessicated flowstone and at least two active formations. Popcorn and 
stream sculpting also decorate some areas. After a low, wide crawl it comes out in a sink, across which 
the middle cave continues as a low stream passage both upstream and downstream. The downstream 
passage soon sumps. 
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Indian Pass Talus Caves 
Ampersand Lake Quad 
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The Indian Pass talus cave area is located some 16 miles west of Blue Ridge, NY on County Highway 2b 
and then north a few more miles from 2b to the abandoned mining town of Tahawas. From the Upper 
Works trailhead one must walk another 4.4 miles to get to the extensive talus area. 

Bob Carroll lists 45 talus caves over 30 feet long in Indian Pass in the Adirondack High Peaks region. 
Here huge metanorthosite blocks have fallen from the south face of Wallface Mountain, at 1000 feet the 
highest cliff east of the Rockies. Travel is difficult through this field of house-sized boulders, and the 
abundant undisturbed moss and dead branches at openings shows that few visit these extensive 3-D 
mazes. Very little of the system is in total darkness, but many areas are in deep twilight and ice lingers 
well into the summer in lower reaches. Some short drops require vertical gear and a handline is highly 
recommended for the many drops. 

Carroll initially surveyed 13,050 feet and 170 feet of relief in TSOD Cave (Touchy Sword of Damoc!es), 
and it was said to be the largest talus cave in the world. Next longest in Indian Pass was WH Lyman Cave 
at about 2500 feet long and 90 feet of relief. These figures were controversial because Carroll basically 
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defined cave passage as any traversable space with rock overhead, even if one side was in the open. So in 
1997 Northeastern talus cavers adopted the H97 standard, which specifies minimum overhangs, depth/ 
width ratios, etc. necessary to qualify as cave passage (Higham, 1997; Carroll, 1997). This has greatly 
reduced the above lengths and broken TSOD, WH Lyman, and other talus caves into smaller separate 
caves. 

The former TSOD spans a 290- by 81O-foot area with 355 entrances. Ponor Cave, named for its underground 
stream, has fine channel pseudokarst with interesting rooms and waterfalls and is perhaps 1000 feet 
long. To the southwest lies Strungout Cave, at an estimated 2300 feet, the longest fragment remaining 
after H97 dissection. Its lower half is somewhat like Ponor while the upper half west of Giant Alcove 
has large rooms and crawls. Further west is Old TSOD Cave (approximately 2000 feet) with its nice 3-D 
mazework and channels. Nearby is the 60-foot-high Matterhorn Rock and (approximately 2000 feet) 
Cyclops Cave, with big rooms and deep "ice dungeons." 

The upper section of the former WH Lyman Cave is the 1300-foot-long Megaboulder Cave, named for 
a monolith 150 feet across and 60 feet high. It harbors an impressive series of leads and rooms, with 
a crevasse running its entire height. The next longest section of former WH Lyman Cave is 800 foot 
Henodoawa Cave (Path of the Thunderer). It consists of a 25-foot-high room with associated talus maze, 
pools and streams, a waterfall climb, and more maze. It ends at a large split boulder only 30 feet from the 
southwest extremity of the former TSOD. 

Due to the lack of maps prepared according to the H97 standard, maps of the Indian Pass talus caves are 
not included here. 

Pitchoff Mountain Cave 
Keene Valley Quad 

Pitchoff Mountain Cave is 
5 miles west of Keene, NY 
on NY 73. Its entrance is 
in a prominent chimney 
visible in an arm of Pitchoff 
Mountain which comes 
down to NY 73 near to the 
middle of a lake located to 
the east of a parking area. 

This is a tectonic fissure 
cave in gneiss involving 
a Class 3 rock climb to 
reach the entrance and 
a rappel and possible 
wetsuit swim inside. There 
is an estimated 240 feet of 
passage, but the water level 
fluctuates enormously, 
despite being near the 
cliff face, and accounts of 
the interior vary widely. 
The cave generally trends 
west, parallel to the cliff 
face, along joints. Pitch off 
Mountain Cave is complex, 
with crawlways, canyons, 
drops, and pools. There 
may be two separate 
caves-one above the 
other. Bad air has been 
reported at the bottom. Not 
a cave for novices! 

pitchoff Mtn. Cave 
Lake Placid, N.Y. 

sketch by Art Palmer 
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W Mountain Cave 
Lyon Mountain Quad 

W Mountain Cave is 
located about 8 miles 
west of Clayburg, NY on 
W Mountain. This is a 
spacious, intricate, and 
picturesque tectonic 
fissu re cave in red 
gneiss, formed by fa ult 
action. A lurid front 
page story in a 1909 N ew 
York Times announced 
the discovery of this 
cave but trapper Darius 
W. Merrill had done that 
nearly half a century 
earlier. It was only a 
legend to organized 
cavers until Bob Carroll 
located, explored, 
and sketched it in 
1972. State personnel 
tallied 3241 bats here 
in 1985 and a trip in 
early 2009 revealed at 
least hundreds still 
remaining, but with 
White-Nose Syndrome 
unfortunately present. 

W Mountain Ca ve, minus 60 foot leve l Mike Ch u 

W Mountain Cave 
1973 sketch by 

Robert W. Carroll, Jr. 
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The entrance sink drops down to the high Entrance Hall, with smooth 
walls undulating both vertically and horizontally. Just in the twilight 
zone, a duck-under opens to a climbable 20-foot d rop to the mostly low 
middle level, which has an upper level crawlway extending to the high 
Bat Canyon and Hidden Room. Carroll estimated the cave at 700 feet long 
and 100 feet deep; mapping is in progress. 

There are three nearby satellite caves estimated by Carroll at 200, 
150, and 40 feet in length. He attempted to connect two of them to 
the main cave but without success. 
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Mount Horrid talus, Windsor County, Vermont. Cliffs are 100 feet in height. Cliffs and talu s continue to left of photo also. Pe ter Quick 






